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As one who leaves a prison cell
A nd looks, with glad though dazzled eye,

. Once more on wood and field and sky,
And feels again the quickening spell
I leave my former self behind,
Shake off the old, corroding chain.

i

—

N

Dec.

mackerel, ' there

reigns—at

character.

16, 1872.

one

there

I grant you, no

woman can keep a boarding house but temporarily, who does not know how to keep

is

contribute truly to the perpetuation of those
priceless institutions that keep him above
the condition of cook and chambermaid unto himself.
But Mrs. Fish, I have discovered, has reasons in favor of the Grumbler.
In fact, [ have reason to think that she con-

siders him a treasure ; wot only because he
pays

handsomely and promptly on the first

of every month for her best suite of rooms,

and never seems to think of moving, from
year to year, but also because the servants
involuntarily assimilate
instruction and
réproof from him which they would never
swallow from her; while the other boarders
enjoy a vent for all dissatisfaction, withoug
relaxation of discipline, and are even rather induced to react against the rigor of the’
criticism, and stand up for the board;
which, between the two potentates at the
opposite ends of it, and to do them both
justice, approximates fairly to good. Some
of the grumbler’s oracles would be useful
to housekeepers, and Mrs. Vidi and myselt
have agreed to keep notes of them for reference in that imaginary good time coming
when the growing prosperity of this correspondence shall enable us to keep house for
ourselves,
present, I thought I would write

some of yesterday's

table talk

services of the

We

are, I

am glad

to say, a tolerably serious

set on

whole, at

Mrs.

day.

on the

morping.

Fish’s, and

on

most of us

Sunday

morn-

and other

ecclesiastical

matters.

De Chorus,

and though

there

was but a short sermon, it was followed by

a long communion

service, and the Grum-

bler was very nearly too late to carve and
otherwise cut up, and serve the Sunday
turkey.
humor,

This did not improve his good
and with less remark than
usual

upon the fowl,

boarding-house boards.
Most certainly
there is room for but one, at any board.
Usually he holds by a combination of superior pluck and prior occupation.
I have
noticed that none but the -hrave deserve the
fare—the best of it, I mean,
But what is
that to the bravery required in him who
shall criticise the fare? It is in a boarder
a sort of supreme gift, scarce permitted to

ted that there was nil nisi bone-'em tp be
said, he launched into an inadversion' on
the tiresome and meaningless conventionalities of the De Chorus style of conducting
public worship.
Hil

and

thence I compute,

to about one boarding house in a hundred,
at the utmost.
When we first went to board with Mrs.
Fish, I was amazed at the quiet audacity
with which the grizzled “grim feature” at
the end opposite the coffee urn sauced the
steaks and chops as he distributed them
with a running critical commentary,
Defects were sent home apologetically to the
recipient with his plate, or congratulations
were délivered with a lucky portion, upon

any virtue of meat or cook which it illustrated.
Nothing in all the range of degrees, from bad to worst, from fair to middling, or from good to best, escaped note or
comment, with terse
of its cause, its good

oracular exposition
or bad effeets, or by

what

have

means it might

worse.

been better

|

or

.

After the carving, conversation, I observed, became

less critical.

more

discursive

but

The newspapers,

none the

the

politi-

cians, the preachers, the police,” whosoever

and whatsoever happened to be going on
paricularly,came in for criticism. Sometimes
he would

be warmty enlogistic, but oftener

severe. Once after he had thrust through
several leading daily papers in succession,
by their respective worse (and to him pre:
dominant) characteristics, one of the young
Se

—

—

men spoke up in amazement—**Why, Dr.
Righter, what paper do you take?” ‘Al
low me to recommend it to, you, my young

friend,” said the Dootor. ¢'I take the Press
and by sharp erosscexamination and com-

parison,I' manéige $0 extort some

truth

to think,
to subscribe is. to, swallow,

why,

from it on the whole.

Bat if, as: you seem

then I subscribe to no paper.”

In

short, good

Dr.

genuine

or a- ridiculous

“Sing if you please”.

courtesy,

to

say

Is it a needful kelp

toward intelligent devotion, to particular
ize

im cxlenso,

*‘Let us singto the praise

of God, in the use of the 150th hymn"
Where would be the harm or peril of pro-

nouncing the bare words: ‘150th hymn,"
venturing
words

shall be

said or

sung, and

whether

to the praise of God or of you fearfully and
wonderfully artistified quartette P

over a

Correspondence.

tion, ‘the

Brusskvs, Nov. 31, 1872.

most

important

fact is the resolution taken by the
ter to consider, without delay, the

which arrive from the Provinces.

Address

«8 of thanks from the Mayors
and Municipal

80 many expressions of confidence from the

cans can hot but admire the firmness with
which M. Thiers has declared

present ‘situation is, in part, owing toa

those who are not Republi
inthe

face

Just

of which,

indeed, he admit-

bere I must explain that though I

don't mind, as you see, giving the real
names of us private people at the board:
ing house, it is a different matter when I
cofne to repeat criticisms upon our metroplitan clergy, and I am obliged to translate the reverend gentlemen, by characteristic terms which they will not recognize
or at least will not be ashamed of.
I wish that our
clergymen
(so the
Grumbler began) would try the experiment
how
the
acts
of
public
worship
would go off by themselves,
without explanatory preface.
I don’t ob-

ject particularly to the invitation, “Let us
pray,” or, ‘Let us invoke the divine bless-

Washington Correspondence.

which took place the 16th, between the journals, seems to be set completely aside.
This must come, sooner or later, but it
stanzas shall be omitted as too good for President and the delegates from the Left
sinners,
To-day a hymn of but sixteen Center, the most perfect unity of opinion is instinctively felt that it must be postponcommon meter lines in all, was given out seemed lo exist, as to the project of pro- ed until the complete liberation of the terwith strict injunction to omit this objection- longing the powers of M. Thiers. Indeed, ritory. Each new crisis, until this moment,
it is greatly to be questioned, whether this will be necessarily followed by constitutionable portion:
proposition would be seriously disapproved al projects, .which will be always more or
“Ye Saints below and hosts above
of by any party of the Assembly, for unti] less difficult to realize.
Join all your praising powers!
No theme is like redeeming love,
the Right i§'in a condition to take some deThe public, like the Assembly, is divided
No Saviour is like ours!”
sonre form into two distinct camps. The Right de’ | cided steps towards establishing
The omitter of that stanza might rely of Government, more in conformity with mands, above all,. responsible Ministers,
on his judgment for the unerring elimina- their wishes than the Republic, its members chosen from the majority of the Chamber,
tion of all the poetry above a safe average’ would prefer to seeé M. Thiers at the head and covering the personality of M. Thiers.
of commonplace, from any hymn-book.
of affairs than to run the risk of a change The latter, they say, would not lose the diBut the most serious, really abominable which might give more force to the Radical rection of affairs, but he would only rarely
fault 1 have to find with the Doctor is his party.
appear at the Assembly, In the future, a
\
plan of hoisting the Lord’s prayer on to thé
"Last Monday's seance of the National erisis would at the most bea Ministerial
tail of his own, as the subordinate member
The
Assembly was, as had been anticipated, of crisis, while it is now Governmental,
of a relative clause in his last sentence, a certain importance, as it was then that Left inclines, on the contrary, towards cerwherein the whole of it figures as the indi- General Changarnier was to'call the Gov- tain reforms, which would render it possible
rect object of a neuter verb!
He seems to ernment to an account for the speeches of to.change, by degrees, the present Governthink the Lord's prayer ought not to be M. Gambetta, delivered during the.Parlia- ment into something. more stable and defiquite neglected, so he winds up with ask- mentary vacatign.
C. M.
M. Gambetta had de- nite than what exists.
ing all the fore-mentioned blessings in the cided to remain
Yyiet, and let the affair be
name of ‘our Lord Jesus Christ, who has conducted by the
eral and M. Victor
Events of the Week.
taught us to pray, ‘Our Father,” &e.
Lefranc, the Mini
of the interior, who
|
—e—
It is not to be understood [correspondent was to reply to the interpellations of the
..4
AFTER
THE FIR)
loguitur] that the foregoing remarks were enemy, in the name of the Government.
They
had
the
s
pox in Boston.
a eontinuous exertion.
On the contrary The
moment having
arrived, General
Then all New
the conversation was rather animated, from Changarnier cleared his throat and mount- Then they had the fire.
England
poured
in
to
see
the ruins. A
which I have collected the Grumbler’s prom- ed the tribune with a resolute air, which
good
many
of
the
visitors
contracted
the
inent causes of dissatisfaction, having no said as plainly as looks could say, that he
room in this instance to report dramatically. was determined to conquer or die. If the disease, carried it home with them, and the
For instance, one lady, an Episcopalian, valiant Genéral did not do either, it was result is that it is prevailing quite generally.
remarked, “I can not imagine, Doctor, certainly not kis fault. Ile opened by tell- In Bangor, Portland, — happy Augusta,
why you haye not long ago found a refuge ing the Government that it had, until now, which has not yet a case,—Dover, Lawfrom these distresses in the unexceptiona- shown a lamentable and inexplicable want rence,—well, it would be useless to attempt
to enumerate the places where it prevails.
ble solemnities of our church.”
of decision, and that the moment had at
‘‘Unexceptionable, I grant you,” prompt- length arrived, when he, the illustrious vol- Red flags are abundant, and vaccinators
ly responded the. Grumbler, ‘but for one unteer of Metz, felt it his daty to challenge have their hands full. But it is no light
thing. I think I might have been an Epis- the Government to take a decided stand matter. The disease is usually fiercer in
copalian, if I were not always depressed and repudiate the theories of M. Gambetta winter, and we are just beginning that
by the predominance of the penitential and and of the Radical party, M. Victor Le- season. Still it will doubtless be controll
Let everybody keep their persons
moral element in the liturgy over that of frane, arising at this point, put an end to ed.
free grace, of faith, and love,
and joy. the harangue of the General, by reading clean, be cheerful, shun all bad habits,
And yet, in candor I can not say that I was the declarations made by M. Thiers, some get vaccinated, and above all don’t get
much better cheered by the lugubrious com- time since, before the permanent commis- frightened, It might be well’ for the nermunion service at our church to-day. I con- sion, condemning the manifestations of M. vous to go to Augusta,
POOR ITALIANS.
fess I always dread that service above most Gambetta; but M. de Broglie, not finding
New Yorkers hardly know what to do
other regular incidents of this life. Proba- the mere reading of these declarations sufbly the difference really is that the vices of ficient, came to the rescue of the General with the numerous poor Italian immigrants
our worship
claim no sort of authority. and his cause, and entreated M. Thiers to who are pouring into the city. They have
I can grumble, and indulge my own ideal come forward and repeat, viva voce, these nothing but indolence, and seem bent on
This putting that part of their possessions to its
at will. I can not remember having ever declarations before the AsSémbly.
heard in’ my life a blessing simply and the President refused to do; and declared legitimate use. It is also said that the
criminals
‘sweetly asked upon the Lord's Supper in that the discourses of M. Gambetta furnish- Italian government banishes its
‘imitation of his example,’ as they say but ed but a pretext to the Right for discussing to this country. Cougress will lobk into
‘Since General this latter matter, and the city authorities
do not. The invariable rule is two prayers the form of Government.
and two meditations, each of considerable Changarnier and’ his friends declare the of New York will see if some arrangement
length, prolonging the service most unrea- present Government to be only provisory, can not be made to set the poor, suffering,
But why
sonably, dulling it most inaptly, and sup- let them vote for the dissolution,” said M. freezing immigrants to work.
planting
all .its vivid personal significance Thiers ; ‘‘the moment for establishing some need we have so many of that class among
‘with a heavy, meditative and even melan- definite form of Government will never be ds? That is a feature of our glorious free
choly strain. Why should the Lord’s Sup- more favorable than the present one.” country that we don’t like.
SECOND TRIAL OF STOKES,
per be a funereal ceremony? We ‘show These words were hxiled with bursts of apthe Lord's death,” but why ignore his res- plause from the benches of the Leff, and aftThe murderer of Fisk was brought into
urrection ? We recall his anguish and hu- er a little more di cussion, the Assembly court for his second trial-last Wednesday.
miliation, but why forget the joy that was listened to the reading of several motions He is said to look somewhat' worn and anxThat of M. ious, as though being a murderer and
set before him, ‘The King in his felicity’? of passing the question.
We remember also our sins, bn¢ surely his Metletal was finally seconded by the Goy- looking into a murderer’s future were not a
table is the last place to pile with those ernment and adopted by a majority of 150 very pleasant thing. The case this time
loathsome and sorrowful things that were voices out of 384 voters, the Right, in part, will be tried before Judge Boardman, of
washed away by his atoning blood and having abstained from voting, as this mo- Ithaca, the gentleman who presided before
tion did not sufficiently blame the Radicals,
annihilated by his pardoning power.
having got enough of it. Stokes’s old coun“Why does not grateful joy illuminate the and the object of General Changarnier’s sel have deserted him, and he is to be descene and throw all associations into a interpellation had been simply to force the fended
by Hon. Lyman Tremaine, just
backgroundof hightening contrast, instead Governmeiittd proclaim a rupture between elected Congressman at large for the State,
it
and
the
Radical
party.
M.
Metletal's
of allowing them to usurp this whole atmosand two other able lawyers. But there is a

"Now, when the good Doctor is going to affecting appedl to the heedless world—
read in the Bible, why cau’t he just tell his is it nothing to you, all ye. that pass by?
chapter ‘and verse, and read, instead of — that the church itself blandly waves

saying; ‘‘Let us vead for our instruction and

Righter—when 1 improvement’ &o.

Then,

*‘The wordsof

them away echoing, ‘Nothing to you!”
Our own children, if not communicants,

my text will be found,” or, “The Sceipture go their way, estranged more expressly
to which your prayerful attentionis invit- from the church; or if detained by parental
opment short of the superlative degree, a ed” &o.—What impertinent surplusage is authority, blush ‘and chafe .and rebel at
state of deficiency which he passionately| all this, I like to hear a preacher begin by 'se¢ing themselves forcibly marked as exabhors—appears to be a Perfectionist, not uttering his text bare, as if it was a high ceptions from their fellows in a matter as
as being partioulatly credulous of actual and grand thing by itself, and he rever- to which they are most morbidly sensitive.
perfection, but as insatiably demanding it enced it :, then state chapter and verse just —But my report already exceeds bounds
of all men and things. *“Good enough !" he as it would be set down in a citation in a and ‘will incur amputation perhaps, so I
would echo, when some one humbly ven- book, and go:
ith the least possible leave the grumbler speaking, and close.
tured thusto mitigate his criticism of the geremony to unfold it.
Vip1,
;
.
@
first caught his name 1 marked with admiras

tion the irony of Fate in stopping: its devel:

*

»
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COMFORT

FOR LIBERAL

It is very

ods, however, completely

REFORM

OF

Senators and Represéntatives have been able to
exercise in the appointment of clerks, and em-

ployees
many

By

this means,
place,

and the public service has been neglected, and
many mischievous results have ensued.
All
this grows out of the custom of appointing public servants to high and responsible trust because,
and solely because, they have dene, or are supposed to have done, some political service. This

is an evil to be avoided.

But

the present plan

goes to an opposite extreme, and makes the capacity to answer certain questions the sine Jua

non,

abjuring

favor

with

services.
people

any

entirely

Such

political

a procedure

opinions

"and

can never be in

the people in this country.

If the

feel it to be imperative to elect a man to

elective

position,

who

is, in his political

views, in harmony with the dominant party they
‘| will not think it any the less important to require
that appointees to place, shall also be sound in
their political opinions.
therefore,be had to the

Due respect
political views

employees of the government,
or appointed to positions,

must,
of the

whether elécted

The idea that because a man can answer correctly a series of questions propounded to him

by an examining board, he is therefore a competent

and

useful

clerk, or that he will become"

such, is prepostérous, as many facts which have
come to my knowledge here in Washington fully
prove. Many illustrations confirming this view
might

be

adduced.

familiar with

It is only’

the routine

necessary to be

duties of the several

departments to understand this matter.

There

has been an.examination within a few days, mn
one of the Bureaus of the Treasury, and the ves
sult is confirmative of the view here stated:

Some eight or ten new, first-class clerks, in the
Bureau, were examined, and the lot fell upon
two, just the number to fill the second-class va-

cancies.

Were these the best clerks, or were

they the men whom the auditor, the chief clerks,
and the heads of divisions, who may be presum-

ed to know,

and who do know, the clerks in the

Bureau that are by qualification,
and

best

fitted

most entitled

to do the work assigned to those

vacant desks?

They

were not.

That they an-

swered more of the questions propounded by
the Examining Board than any others of their
competitors may be true. One of the successful
men is a minor, as I am informed, & young man

of character, and makes a fair clerk.

The. otber

is competent so far as knowledge of the questions submitted is concerned, and this is all. He
is not prompt, nor attentive to business, is fre-

quently absent

from his

desk, was,

daring’the

war, and has been since, controlled by southern
views and proclivities : still, under the new civil
service rules he wing, and neither the President
himself, nor the Secretary, nor the head of the

Bureau has aught to siy, but the
Board has all to say.
:

Examining

In the éxamination there were several competent clerks who had shown themselves able and
willing to do any work of the Bureau.
Two or
three of them were soldiers who served faithful.

ly their country in the hour of peril, bearing on
their persons honorable wounds. In accordance

with the civil service system, they are passed by,
and a man of whilom questionable loyalty is
taken. Will the people be satisfied with such a
civil service reform as this? I trust not.
NEW

INTERNAL

REVENUE

LAW.

A very interesting debate was had in the Sen:

ate the other day, upon the proposition to abolish
the office of Assessor, and to turn over to the
Collectors the entire business of collecting the
Internal Revenue.
Messrs. Sumver, Trumbull

andl Casserly denied that the decrease of offices in
this department, heretofore provided for by law
had been made to any appreciable extent, an
maintained that the proposed legislation to this
end would not Roathblisy much.
Messrs. Morrill, of Vermont, an Sherman, of Ohio, effectu-

ally disposed of the gratuitous assertions of the
triumvirate, and showed conclusively, that the
number ‘of Internal

reduced more

Revenue

than

one-half,

officers

and

conver-

admin.

They made but
ry
The bill was paged

LOUISIANA MUDDLE.
The

Attorney

General

has

prepared

a suc

cinct paper upon this, whole
question, setting
forth in & clear light the President’s position.
hig paper of She Tw officer oi the hkovernment;
will remove all misapprehe
regard to

the Presidents course, which hay exist in any
candid minds.

Dot

;

THE CREDIT MOBILIER.
"The air is full ‘at this time, with vagus and
mystical quo
Sospecsing thls Uredit

in-

investigations. Hon, P.
B.
oon as
opportunity offe oe
olution xtoning the soo gpd the
examinations, so that
o

will seek,.
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effective
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out

te

the Commission are desirous of coming to fully prepaid. He contended that to re- the question on Monday last.~—Mr., speeci
8.
an understanding with M. Thiers, and it is verse the decision and:return to the old,
of
ion in relation to his a
probable, that M. Theirs took part in their practice would incur an annual expense of the Louisiana muddle,
©
Panos,
pa
an

speech

i Hat, YELL Ue Sit

Lo

«

had been

in this instance, in their attack upon the

istration, was floored.
show with their figures.

|

that the ex-

pense of collecting the revenue in that department in a like ratio. The present bill will res
duce the number of collectors to one fer each
Co
ssional District.
This
will bring
the
number down to less than three hundred.
Moreover, the bill provides that the salary of nene
shall exceed $4,500
a year, Thus the op
tion

| and make use of his incomparable talent of
Postmaster - General Creswell appeared
entangling his adversaries and drawing before the House committee on post-offices
them up towards himself. Every thing now and post-roads lately and submitted=an
depends upon the tarn which the proposition argument sustaining his ruling that double

of M. dé Kerdrel takes.

of the government.

incompetent persons have got into

consideration tis, tht the niog
| has made
:
June, 1868, $63,600,000!

THE POSTAL CODE,

is no

up under the old system, viz., the power which

ing all those in which the salary is less than
decisive. steps in the matter. In thus adjourning the solution of the crisis, M. $1000 per annum, and in those filled by
the President on the recommendation of the
Thiers has not only gained time; he eviin the ranks of the majority, and watches
for a favorable moment to come forward

there

There is an evil to be avolded, which has grown

tends to observe the civil servion rules in all

Postmaster-General the same
will prevail.
.

and

and methods adopted by the Advisory Board.

Commission of Kerdrel, before taking any offices which are under his control, includ-

dently counts upon divergencies cf opinion,

fail,

possibility that any comsiderable improvement
upon the old plan will be attained by the modes

POSTMASTERS.

Postmaster-General

. Indeed,

to be changed in

many essential respects to meet the approval of

the liberal movement will not be a cause
The

ble.

will have

either the ‘Congress or the people. The President desires reform, and will do all in his power
to secureit. The people desire and demand it.
This much is patent to all. The present meth-

sation with a prominent Representative of
Massachusetts, distinctly announced his intention to adhere strictly to the rales of the
civil service in the appointment and removal of all postmasters within his control,
and make neither solely for political reasons. The conduct of officials during the
last campaign will not be made a matter of
inquiry except so far as it concerns their
public duties and the management of official
"affairs,
In plainer terms, participation in
for removal.’

apparent here, that the present plan

it is a failure, and

New York
hoped that
of it in the
1

Postmaster-General Creswell, in

¢

WASHINGTON, D. C., Deg.
18, 1873,

of civil-gervice reform is not

stipulate that the very gem of, the only four

better sentiment prevailing in
than at the first trial, and it is
the public may reap the benefit
result of this one.

w——

=

Then, again, why:is it absolutely neces- of all the enemies of the existing Govern-

ing.” But suppose they should try the simple meghod of commencing to speak simply
to God.
There is a solemnity in worship
that ignores all other presencé but the Di- phere with an inky pall ? Ministers ought motion was as follows:
vine, such as might beguile some of con- to cut down their interpolated addresses to
“The Assembly, counting upon the enerventional attendants into forgetting them- a stirring sentence or two, and those long gy of the Government, and repulsing the
selves for a moment.
Since we must plan rambling prayers to brief invocation and doctrines. proclaimed at the banquet of
appearances, let them be imitations of the thanks, just binding the tangible acts to- Grenoble, passes the question.”
natural and spontaneous, rather than the gether into a single continuous tableau.
Nov. 22, The result of the seance, above
reverse.
Employ ars celare artem, and Their heedless anxiety to wring the occasion mentioned, is more serious than had been
form to disguise form. The most impres- to its uttermost drop draws it out to a dead anticipated. It has produced a Governmensive act of our minister and congregation .and oppressive length, and loads it with tal crisis, the extent of which can hardly
to day, was that of the Apostolical bene- an oppressive emphasis fatal to genuine be determined before thé publicatiow of
the
diction, because they silently awaited it, emotion, which will not be forced.”
report of the Commission, chosen to deliband it came like a solemn impulse. But I
Another thing the Grambler vehemently erate upon the. proposition of M. de Kérhave seen the Doctor thrust it on them by protests against, is the not unusual practice drel, who, it will be remembered, called
proclamation—*‘Receive the benediction !” of sequestering the Lord's table practically, the President to an account for the: Repub—and the effect was almost fardical by | ag a private affair of the communicants lican principles expressed
in his message.
comparison. I say that prayer is affected alone, by first dismissing the public ¢ongre- M. Thiers, . justly feeling that the majority
in the Sanctuary. It may be my profanity, gation—and that with'tlfe apostolical ben- of the Assembly questions his acts, demands
but these ceremonial directions remind me ediction to the saints, forsooth!--as “if it a vote of ‘confidence from the! Chamber,
of ‘a ball leader calling off the figures to a werd a matter in which they are not' ex- but owing to. the importunities of his
bewildered flock, who but for him would pected to take any interest. That through friends and partisans, he has decided to
‘nyt know what to do next.
oh
which the cross of Christ makes its most ‘await the resultof the deliberations of the

voted; six to

one, not to accept the Postmaster-General’s

construction of the law; and will probably
parent, day by day, and the necessity of report, when next called, several important
strengthening the Government is felt by amendments. to the postal code, including
all parties who desire the welfare of France. the matter which has given cause for so
Hikari 8
Messrs, Casimir, Perier, Laboulaye, and much complaifit.
up a plan and submit it to the reunion.
There is much reasonto hope that the
crisis will terminate satisfaetorily, for the

ven

confusion in

the argument the committee

Councils of different cities are daily received by M. Thiers, who can ‘not but rejoice ab Ernest’ Picard have been elected to draw
nation,

force, and: delay and

the mail service, - Upon the conclusion of

Cen-

The fuvorable impression produced upon of eonstitutional reforms. The
the French.nation by President Thiers’ Mes- the present situation makes itself more apsage, is evinced more plainly by the accounts

dollars,
a large additional

clerical

!

misunderstanding, and not to any real hosher victims In subjection as a sheep before
her shearers is dumb. “Gape, sinner, and saryin all cases to mutilate the hymm? 1 ment, that the Republic is the only Gov- tility on the part of severalof the Depuswallow I" is the whole bill of rights for a don’t like to be made to feel wrath for de- ernment which can satisfy the needs and ties, The idea of the dissolution of the
well regulated boarder, who expects to votion because the minister feels bound to aspirations of the nation. In the interview Assembly, so much agitated by the Radical

such a personage, in‘some measure, at most

one in a thousand,

“gy

This accounts for what you

Mrs. Fish's indulgence.

Rev.” Dr.

end—a

I suppose

give

At such times, the Grumbler usually comes
home well charged with objections and
once in a great while with admiration, at
what he has heard and seen. Yesterday,
it seems, he had been to the church of the

THE GRUMBLER AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE.
At the breakfast table where the Vidi
brains appropriate their daily supply of
- phosphorus from the fishballs and salt
privileged

that they cin not

Cancerning hymns, is it necessary still tq | European
hn
go on explaining, after so many centuries,
that the intention is to sing them? Isita

it on Providence and the music
whether the
may have imagined to be unaccountable in committee's arrangements

him warning.

fashions,

8. Conant.

Se

York,

reason

we have noon dinners on Sundays. though
the hour for dimper on week days is six
o'clock—is in a manner sanctified to such
subjects as the preachers, new churches,

Correspondence.

New

simple

ings, the conversation at the dinner table—

His golden light on all my ways.

i

deal of respect for his criticism, for

the

having been to church

memory’s ghosts ne’er haunt, I tread.

New York

good

the

Free from my Past—a jailor dread—
Aud with the Present clasping hands,
Beneath fair skies, through sunny lands,

~8.

better.” This is his
this principle all his
Of his walk, I supmuch to expect so

much, in a
PR
;
Naturally,
the servants call Dr. Righter
the grumbler.
Nevertheless, they have a

you

And, free once more in heart and mind,

The pains and griefs of other days
May, shadow-like, pursue me yet;
But toward the sun my face is set,

it can be made any
cardinal maxim. On
conversation hinges.
posg it would be too

For the

Of Nature thrill through every vein,

Which

‘hash: “nothing is good enough so long as

ial
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ee
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There is,

and power

BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M, D,
yr ——

in

the

life of Martin

Luther,

much that is worthy of thought and admiration. - He was born in Eisleben, Saxony,
His parents were poor
Nov.. 10, 1483.

mine-laborers.

He was reared in poverty.

Luther's Char

Carlyle, in his estimage of

acterand Genius, says: “I find it altogether
suitable to Luther's function in this Earth,

and doubtless wisely ordered to that end by

the Providence presiding over him, and us,

and all things,

that he was

born poor,

brought up poor, one of
men. He bad to beg, as the
in those times did, singing
bread, from door to door.

and

the poorest of
school-children
for alms and
Hardship, rig-

orous necessity was the poor boy’s companion; no man nor no thing would puton a
false face to flatter Martin Luther.* * *

But it Was his task to get acquainted with
realities, and keep acquainted with them, at
whatever cost; his task was to bring the
“whole world back to reality, for it had dwelt
too long with semblance !"
Hardships and necessity are powerful

agents in developing and bringing out the
powers and capabilities of ‘man.
With
these to stimulate, many a man has become
that which he never would have been had
ease and wealth been his portion. Let no
youth regretfully deplore his
ury, but
let him regard it as a friendly sp
urge
him onward and upward to higher attainments. Martin Luther, the poor boy, by
his own efforts attained to that..greatness
which eclipses all the honors and glory of

the greatest of military heroes.

school geography we studied in childhood
represented ‘‘the Chinese selling rats and
puppies for pies,” but here was the solu-

to appear and answer for himself, whether
he will recant or not.
The World's pomp

ications.

sit there on this hand:

STAR.

on thaty

Ny”

said to make

’

the hair

grow

upon

25,

see "SE

moved off.

There are two of these steamers on the
line, running alternate days.
They call
them ‘‘American steamers”—under English
colors, might be added ; they leave Hong-

an instant passed from life to death, and fell
at his feet, changed the whole course of his
tho®ghts.
‘What is this life of ours?—

kong at eight

o'clock

in the

morning, amd

three

crosses,

death; for years we have not had such a

HATCH.
alte

INSCRIBED TO A BEREAVED HUSBAND.
She has gore to her God, she has gone to her rest,
She has peacefully passed to the land of the blest,
Forever closed is the mild blue eye,
No more to suffer, no more to die.
Now * it is finished.”—her life-task done;

world's goods, and no

poor.

* How

you?”

And

compassion

for

the

How peaceful the sleep of our sufefing one!

dwelleth the loveof God in
Paul

teaches

the

The hand of disease and wasting pain

Ephesians,

Had slowly worn life’s wearisome “chain,

that they should work with the hands the
thing that is good, that they might have to
give to him that needeth. We should make
our calculations to hava something to give

in

forty pools of clotted gore! Picking our
way through them, we reached the further
end, where, leaning against the wall,

M, A.
oo

* 2. Use property to relieve the wants of

headed a day or two before, and there were

;

MRS,

the poor and needy. Christ says, ‘‘the poor
ye haye always with you, ahd when ye will
ye may do them good.” John asks a most
significant ' question of those who have this

one year drank the blood of some sixty or
seventy thousand, is in the midst of the
city, about thirty feet wide and two hundred long. Forty persons had been be-

We
went immediately to the Canton
steamer, without even landing. The walking beam was already in motion, and we
had barely time to get on board before she

His'Wwasa

victory of mind over matter. No blood of
human victims flowed in his pathway.
Martin Luther had intended in compliance with his father’s wishes to study Law.
But the sudden death. by a stroke of lightning of his school-fellow, Alexis, who in

BY
fans

be prosperous and happy.

bald

This little spot, which

q

In Memoriam.

its,'and they will, with the blessing of God,

In a speech of two hours'length, he de- heads, and may therefore be in great defended himself before this august assembly. mand. It was late in tke day when we
In conclusion he said: “Confute me by visited the saloon where dog meat is served
proofs of Scripture, or else by: plain, just up. We were, therefore, unable to secure to the poor. But the highest and noblest
arguments; I can not recant otherwise. For a puppy stew or dog cutlet. The vendor, use of property, is the support of the means
it is neither safe nor prudent to do aught who was in the act of washing up his dish- of grace, and the various institutions, the
against conscience.
Here stand I; 1 can . eg, assured us that he should 4 a supply object arfl tendency of which,are to prepare
on the morrow. We objected to the stall the soul for usefulness on earth and hapdo no other; God assist me I”
Our quotationd in this sketch have been fed dog we saw tiedup, saying we never piness in heaven, The public worship of
from Carlyle’s estimaté of the Character ate black dog’s meat, He replied that he God, and social means of grace, can not be:
and no investand Genius’ of Ma#ftin Luther, which is should keep that one till fatter. Not far maintained without expense,
published with his Life by Bunsen, as one away, we visited a tea ‘garden, or Chinese ment of money, yields better returns than
this’ purpose.
The
volume of tlie edition of ehoice biographies restaurant. The buildings were nearly that appropriated
a fine specimen of native architec- Sabbath school stands so closely connected,
by distinguished Authors, issued by Hurd new,
¢f God, that wherever
& Houghton. This
series of eight vol- ture; the grounds were neatly laid out with the worship
umes is of great worth, and should be in with walks and ornamented with flowers, the gospel is preached successfully, the
Immense
'miorrors,
Sablath school is sure to follow. The cause
every family library.
They are, besides shrubs, and trees.
with
heavy
gilt
frames,
reflected
and
mulof
Missions, home and ‘foreign, has for its
the ove already mentioned, Frederick the
tiplied the saloons and courts. Thekitchen “object, the glory of ‘God in the salvation of
reat, and Williani Pitt, by T. B. Macaulay,
Carlyle’s Robert Burns, Liddell’s Julius attached was large and serupulously clean, souls. Christ gave the privilege of preaching the ** gospel to every creature,” in trust’
Cesar, Michelet's Joan of Are, Trollope's All sorts of dishes, in various stages, were
| Columbus, and Arnold’s Hannibal. These being prepared on tables arranged along to the church, and every Christian should
books are very instructive and interesting, the sides of the room, but nothing to be take a lively interest in accomplishing
seen to offend the eye of the most fas- Yhis work.
Seminaries of learning and
and may be read with profit by all.
tidious.
colleges, have this same end in view,
In«
earning that women, adjudged worthy tellectual culture and knowledge are not the
|
of
death, were crucified, we felt some in- end to be secured, but a means to a higher
Homeward.
terdgst in visiting the, execution ground to and nobler end.
BY REV. J. M. W, FARNHAM.
Solomon says that the
CANTON.*

18%.

principles, industrious and economical hab-

stands up for God’s Truth, one man, the tion, Almost the first thing we met was a
Friends [Pmarket for puppies and kittens, and not far
poor miner Hans, Luther's son.
had reminded him of Huss, advised him away were stalls—the identical ones from
vot to go; he would not be advised. A which the picture had been made—and here
large company of friends -rode out to meet hung the rats in bunches, The rats are so
him, with still more earnest warnings; he dried and mummy looking that they might
answered, ‘were there as many Devils in be the ones which hung for their picture
Worms as there are roof-tiles, I would go some thirty years ago. But this food is
on!'"”

DECEMBER

were

made of round poles, about

three inches in diameter, and twelve feet
long, the cross piece being at.right. angles,

earnest, diligent seeker after knowledge,
shall ** understand the fear of the Lord,

Till the chastemed spirit, subdued and mild,
Longed for its rest like a tired child.
Now ** it is finished ,”—her life-task done;
How peaceful the sleep of our suffering one
Devotion and love had sought, but in vain,

happy Jatient.s
"
eed we comment.on the teaching
of
such an ineident P Oh, that ‘we teachers
were alive to the realities of eternity, and
the value of immortal souls!—prayerfully
seeking more ta live, ** redeeming the time,”

‘“ always 'abounding in the work of the

Lord,” and with living faith able
realize

fluences,

sonal faith and Aes Bu »
ye
These words of a writer whese name

words,so peaceful «and

“ it is finished,”—her life-task done;

When the summons came, resigned to die,

than formal addresses or learned volumes.
Every Christian may exert this power in
the sphere he occupies;
but the sphere of
the teacher is especially
ising. The
Sunday-school teacher has a golden oppor-

80 noiseless, so calm, was its heavenward flight
To the ** city above”=—* the world of light,”~—
You could scarcely tell when hushed was the

tunity to impress himself upon the impressi-

Cbreath,—

ble natures of his pupils, by that
contact which is more potent

When the angel had come,—the Angel of, Death,
Now “ it i» finished ,”—her life-task done:
How peaceful the sleep of our suffering one!

scholarly

secure

And in holy hope, apd in humble trust,
the highest good, and God is saying to men
of large possessions, * 1 have given you We turn away from the sleeping dust,—
erity in the world, and entrusted to Since happy, thrice happy ,—this boundless love,
We shall meet her with joy in the world above,
2 care the treasures you call your own. |
I offer you the opportunity of using your |

how

How

10 HAVE

Goop

perintendents can have

important

is

as

TEACHERS,

good

Suo-

teachers

in their schools as they really want.

They

usually do have such. If teachers are uot
what they ought to be, and the superintendent realizes it, and he wants
them improved, or better ones secured in their plaees, he should feel the responsibility on

and find the knowledge of God.”
To find | .
the knowledge of God, and how to make it But
known to, others, should be the end sought The
And
by every student and teacher. These high- But
endowed with a permanent fund, to

But

the child !

For how blessed to her the change, ~to die,~
To be free forever from earthly strife,—
The doubts and fears of this mortal life,—
With a glorious victory gained o’er sin,
| And permitted the * pearly gates” to go in.
Now * it is finished,” —her life-task done—
| How peaceful the sleep ofour suflering one!

|

however these earthly hearts may yearn,
precious dust to earth shall return,
molder away in the silent grave,~
* the spirit returns to God who gave.”
Let'the casket perish, while the priceless gem
1s gracing our Saviour’s diadem!

lecture.

personal
than the

it that the teacher be like Christ if he would
have Christliness infused into the heart of

But not for her should we heave a sigh,

er institutions of learning need to he well-

de-

con

the individual, is more efficient for good

on high;

Like a bird escaped from the fowler’s snare,
Her spirit soared to the upper air!

|

we do not recall, expressan accepted

cision of most Christian workers.

clusion is based on the experiens
BZ es.
Personal agency, which
rist-like in
practical life, comingin direct contact with

How peaceful the sleep of our sufferiug one!

|

the desoldte. wilderness

by iividunt woof
the evil ou the ~
world, to remedy
it by the influence
r-

?

She sweetly passed
to her home

to sow

thickly with the good seed of the’ kingdom.
We ‘wish the sowerto go forth alone, and

That return to you now iike healing balm.
Now

to

| the touch of a hand, the noe of an eye,
the tone of a voice, the sym
of warm,
loving hearts, charged
with all healing in-

In that mortal conflict, you still were nigh,
And caught the last look of her closing eye,
last

more

is not in vain in

of money, rules, speeches; theories, organ«
ization—is the revival of
personal agency;

To gain a reprieve from that fearful hour.
her

labor

PERSONAL -AGENOY.
“What the world
‘needs more than anything—more than gifts

And earthly affection had no power

received
calm,

‘‘ our

the Lord."—London 8. 8. Teacher.
+

To soothe the anguish, to banish the pain;

And

that

himself, to have just what

is wanted.

is in his present place for the very

He

purpose

| of getting good teachers, and of bringing
them steadily to a higher standard of
character and work. If they are not what they
should be, be isto blame, if he retains
them, and they

do

not

improve.

He cin

not expeet to have them come to the high| standard at once, nor all together; nor
should he peremptorily dismiss those who
are below the right measure, and likely to
remain so. One by one, and in one thing
at a time, they are to be brought up or
dropped off. If he wants them at teach-

and four feet long. A new piece of wood
‘had been introduced into the joint of one property, so as to secure {o yourselves my
of them, and the large cracks at the lower
blessing when you are removed from your
end were filled with fresh sand. A little: stewardship, by contributing to the endow‘closer observation
revealed the print of ment of these institutions. Make to your| ers’ meetings, and they do not come, he
the rope in the wood, showing how tightly selves friends of the mammon of unrightMy Old Scholar.
must seek them personally, and bring a
it had been drawn around the victim's feet eousness, &ec. At these institutions there
Sr
——
steady and gentle pressuré to bear on them
or ankles. The neighbors told us a woman
are scores of young men preparing to
« We can’t keep them” is a constant com- until they attend regularly. If they are in
had been executed a few days before, and
preach my gospel. I have called them from plaint made by*Sabbath-school teachers o f the habit of leaving their classes unprevidher sufferings at length
terminated by the pursuit of wealth to this great and glo- our older scholars. , Well, perhaps we may ed for “in occasional absences, and he
choaking. Large earthen jars contaired rious work; they are seeking knowledge never expect to keep very long more than wants them to always secure a substitute—
the skulls of those most recently executed, that they may be prepared to labor more a small proportion as regular attendants of to be approved by himself—before they
our classes, but is that any reason why, if leave their places for a single Sabbath, let
and heaps of ashes and half-burnt rags re- effectually for the world’s conversion. Many they give up us, we should give up them
him have that point so clearly understood
vealed the spots where the clothes of the of them are poor, and unable to pursue and voluntarily surrender the little influ- with each of them, that an unexplained
victims had been burnt. We never turned their studies without pecuniary aid.
d as a willful
disI ence over them which we have gained? 1 L] failure will be reco
with more lothing and disgust from any have entrusted to you the means to give it sufficient to excuse our discontinuing to regard of the unvarying rule of the school.
| visit them, or, perhaps, ceasing to give If they do not study their lessons, or visit
spot.
;
them the needed assistance. Are you ready them even a look of recognition when we their scholars’ homes, or pray for and with
In the temples visited, were multitudes
and willing to accept this privilege, and so meet them in the crowded street? We are those of their
ge; or if in any other
zealously worshiping their “idols. It is lay up for yourselves a treasure in heayen ? sure that every earnest-minded teacher will way they fail to fill the place of a faithful
as far as soup and fish, entreés and courses
the blackest wretchedness; had to wander
admit that it is not.
teacher, as he understands their duty, it is
staggeringas on the verge of bottomless were concerned, it might fairly be classed said there has been a great revival of idol- The days of your stewardship will soon
The following narrative may encourage for him to undertake, prayerfully, and in
atry, and several hundred thousand dollars pass.
‘What you do must soon be done.”
Despair.”
About this time he discovered with that species of meal generally denomsome teacher who is almost readyto de- | faith in God, (ou whom he stands in this
I entreat you, dear brethren, to hear the spair of some special case as well-nigh Sabbath-school work) the instruction of his
After recent experiences expended in rebuilding and repairing
an old Latin Bible in the Erfurt Library. inated dinner.
temples.
voice of God and to make yourselves friends hopeless :
teachers personally as to what is their duty,
He had never seen the book before. “It of sea-sickness, we were prepared to enjoy
The shops for the sale of ‘ articles manu- of the unrighteous mammon, that when you
—— H—— was a member of my clas 8 and the bringing
them to the performance
taught him another lesson than that of fasts anything, provided it was- not on the sea,
for a considerable time—a lad full of frolic of that duty.
In this process, those who
factured
from
precious
stones,
gold
und
finish
your
course
on
earth,
you
may
be
and. vigils.* * Luther learned now that a and we did enjoy the boat and society, the
and mischief, so much so that he was re- are unlikely to be good teachers, will inevsilver, ivory, &c., are very numerous, and received “into everlasting habitation.”
man was saved not by singing masses, but scenery, and especially the dinner.
garded as the most troublesome boy-in"the } itably drop out.. The pressure on them for
display
articles
of
great
variety
and
beaurbd
Ww.
class progress, ‘ and for conformity to a right
school, and owing to his presencem
Within about twelve wiles of Canton you
by the infinite grace of God: a more credity.
could standard, will be such that they will withwas decidedly the noisiest; and yet
ble hypothesis.
He gradually got himself pass Whampoa op the left. Here are fine
not help liking him. During an illness in draw from the school, rather than yield or
Benefits of Affliction.
fennded, as on the rock.
No wonder he docks, a few foreig® houses, and the larghospital, as narrated below, he employed longer resist. When a vacancy oecurs, it
sheuld venerate the Bible, which had brought er vessels which enter the-river, the water
himself in writing a short account of hi 8 is for the superintendent to look up another
The Use of Riches.
Often do we grieve under the heavy hand life, of which 1 shall here give an extract, teacher—the best he can get, being most
this ‘blessed help to him. He prized it as being too shallow to allow them to ‘proceed
the Word of the Highest must be prized to Canton. There are a few steamers aud
«And I say unto you, make to yourselves of affliction that has fallen on some dear He writes,—“ I often stopped away from anxious to get one ‘who is likely to gain
But the trouble is that not all
by such a man. He determined to hold by sailing vessels lying here, but not much friends of the mammon of unrighteousness; friend or ourself, but we forget the benefit school, and one time for nine months, a t and grow.
surperintendents
really “want good teachthe
end
of
which
time
1
fell
into
the
canal
.
it
brings~Aside
from
the
assurance
of
the
that; as through life and death he firmly dppearance of business; several pagodas that whenye fail, they may receive you
My brother was with me at the time, I ers. Too many of them do not think much
are to be seen, differing in their style of into everlasting habitations.” Luke 16: 9. Scriptures, we do know that such benefit Was very near going to face my Maker. about the way in which their teachers do
died.”
does exist, and comes like oil to heal the Oh, what should I have done!
"This great change which we call his con- architecture from those in the north of Chiwas not their work ; for they fail to count themThis word of Christ is thought by some wounded spirit. This is something that saved, and I would have been lost 1 forever
selves responsible for their teachers’ wellna.
There isa species of banyan tree,
version, was his deliverance from the bond‘to be very difficult to understand.
But the
may be experienced by us all. Let us then I still continued very wild, never thinking doing.—&. 8. World.
age of doubts and fears. He was freed prevalent here; this and other evergreen
chief difficulty arises from attempting to suppose that prosperity and affliction are of my Saviour, nor of my soul.”
from the bondage of sin and,death.
“That trees make the country look quite cheerful
He eventually ran away to sea, of which
apply every part of the literal narrative to
two separate schools for our instruction.
he should mow grow daily in peace and for winter, A long line of low hills comGoing T0 SLEEP IN THE Corp.
One
the following is his account: — I let on 1
spiritual things. In understanding this or
And then look at the lessons we learn of was going to work, and left home and start- cold morning in January, my little girl,
clearness ; that, unfolding now the great mences just west of Canton, running elose
any of the parables that Jesus spake, our each, and see the separate influences they ed ; for K——; so when I got there, th e Anna, who is not quite four years did, came
talents and virtues implanted in him, he past it on the north and extending to the
study should be to ascertain what truth or exert upon us.
Prosperity feeds all the ship's boatA took me over, so felt very odd, running into the breakfast room; and jumpshould rise in importance in his Convent,
east towards Hongkong. As you approach
principle he intended to illustrate or en- desires of a merely earthly ambition, and and to think how they felt at home that ing into my lap, said: ‘“ O papa, Isaw
in his country, and be found more and more (anton, one of the first things you notice
force. To the single point that he intended fills the heart with vanities and visions of night! I think it was one of the boys out some ice out yonder in the tub?”
useful, in all honest business of life, isa is, that the city wall runs up over one of
* How do you know it is ice
of the shop that went and told where" I
it should apply, we shall always find it the world.
Sensual and sordid are its was. 1 was told ove evening that a person
“ Lucy told me so.”
natural result.
He was seut on missions these hills, and that just at the ‘highest
strikingly applicable.
4 Well, Anna, how did the ice get there?”
creations within us, and gross and grovel- wanted to see me alongside of the ship in
by his Augustine Order, as a man of falent point there is a five-storied pagoda.
‘ Why, papa, you see, the water went
To understand the text at the head of this ing are all the gains we gather from it. a boat. I went to see who it was, and
and fidelity, fit to.do_their business well.”
Numerous peculiar structures resembling
found it was my dear mother—she had to sleep in the cold, and it turned to ice !”
article,
we
must
inquire
what
did
the
SavBut
turn
to
affliction,
and
behold
the
perHe was appointed Professor at the Witten- towers attract attention as you overlook
And so whenever I heara man carping
come to sree me; she was fretting very
to illustrate by the narrative of fecting power it pours in upon the soul.
the vity. They are high square buildings, our mean
berg University.
much for me leaving home.
She gave me at the pastor, the superintendent, or the
In itself it is a furnace, that consumes some money, which I spent very bad.”
officers of the Sabbath-school, complainin
‘The sale of Indulgences, licenses to in- with flat roofs. The substantial, unplaster- the dishonest steward." He certainly could
He was for some years at ses, and I did of the little good done, and that, after all,
dulge in wickedness with impunity, by the ed brick walls are pierced with small iron not mean to approve his dishonest act. the vanities and follies that have crept into
hear of him for a considerable time, too much stress is laid on the instruction
emissaries of the Pope, first constrained grated windows. These you are told are The steward, when he saw that, on account the heart, and all that is good in the soul not
until
I met him one day quite drunk. 1 and conversion of children, and too many
of
his
unfaithfulness,
he
was.
soon
to
be
is
purified
by
its
fires.
And
there
is
still
Luther
to come forth and declare against pawnshops, and you wonder how so many
met him again soon after, and went to see methods adopted to interest them, I susremoved from bis office, resolved to use more truth than this;—God has so arrangrect he has ¢ gone to sleep in the cold.”
him at his mother's—she was then a widow.
these wicked practices of his Church, He are supported.
henever I see a man refusing to aid the
The next strange object that strikes the the pecuniary means he had at his com- ed his affairs, that where we can not find After alittle while I was able to get him
proclaimed the sale of Indulgences a mockof God in their efforts to Christian~
: his mother’s : death, peing people
ery and that no man’s sin could be pardon- eye is still more unsightly.
~All over the mand, so as to provide himself a home and one who can bear prosperity, we ean find a situatios. On
the only survivor of the family, he set off ize the heathen in our own, or in a foreign
ed by them. This brought him in direct city, in every direction, far above the house- support after his removal. His lord com- ninety and nine who can endure affliction. for
America, but the ship put back after a land; and do not find the fruitful graces of
issue with the Pope.
The censure of a tops, higher than the tower-like pawnshops, mended his sagacity in providing for his They can stand up under its pressing weight, storm during which he was ve
sick of the Holy Spirit showing themselves in the
man’s vices is pretty sure to awaken his perched upon the frailest kind of a bamboo future needs; not the manner in which he and they will grow strong as its burden hemorrhage from the lungs, an
he was life of any one who sits under the ministraincreases. Let us then be thoughtful, that left in Liverpool, where on his reéovery, to tions of the sanctuary; whenever I see a
enmity.
structure,
are
little houses, just large | accomplished his purpose.
This
manly remonstrance of Luther enough to accommodate one man. These
By mammon of unrighteousness, Jesus while affliction is in the world,we know its use bis own words,‘ ‘Satan got right hold of worldly-minded Sun day-school = teacher, ¥ Soon after his return home he again say, he * went to sleep in the cold, and
was the beginning of the reformation. are watch-towers, erected and kept up on- unquestionably means worldly riches, or chastening influence, and its power to puri- him.”
went into hospital, on leaving which I lgst turned to ice,” and I feel like praying, ma
This contest was not of his seeking; he the ly during the diy weather.
The watch- property, and says to those who have prop- fy and bless the soul. In this light, afflic- sight of him! Knowing he was in such a the Sun of Righteousness melt him !—8. S.
SH
‘rather shrank from it, sought not strife, man’s duty is to look oat for and report the erty, you are stewards, and the days of tion is a shadow followed by a supbeam poor state of health, I ‘was very anxiou 8 World.
your stewardship are numbered; so use the from that bright world. Then let not the about him, and during a walk with a felpreferred peace, But the great truths of breaking out of any fire.
Do BomeAmp THE SABBATH-8CHOOL.,
the ‘Bible were deep in his heart and he
The river forks opposite the city, uniting property entrusted to your care as to secure Chyistian complain because afflictions fall low-teacher mentioned the case to him, and
we then and there united in asking, as we
thing to keep up an interest in the Sabbith must do right, rebuke error, and teach his near Whampoa. At the.fork is a commo- you a home and comfort, when you re re- upon bim. They are for good, and. will walked
along in silence, that Go
would
and to increase it. Let all, teach+
flock the truth. *‘ITe remonstrated, resisted’ dious and safe harbor, with a large num- moved from your present position. He has make him draw nearer the great Comfort- arrest him in his course. and reveal his Son school,
and scholars, and church members, too,
ers
4.1. H,
came to extremity; was struck at; struck ber of steamers and sailing vessels at an- tlie ‘eternal home of the Christian in view. er.
to him as the Saviour of sinners. Oh, that take this course, and the school will proswe had more faith in the power of rayer
Tuftonboro’, N. H.
y
!
again, and so it'came to wager of battle be- chor.
The river runs nearly¥ cast, and Richés are often a hindrance in the divide
r,
Truly, if in all our ways we ak oan
tween them |. Fhis.
ds worth atteiiding to near the north bank is a fine island con- life, and Christ says, ‘ how hardly shall
Pe What is wanted is work—strong, pases.
him, we would have more blessing, for he al, unjted effort. Let the saliolets, all” :
in Luther's history. Perliaps no man of so taining most of the foreign residences and thew that have richés, enter the kingdom
It is a great mistake to suppese thata ywould direct our
) paths, To his praise be the
i
. their. lessons,
an
{presen
humble, peaceable
a disposition, ever fill- business places, It is entirely surrounded of heaven.” And, yet, they may be used woman with no heart will be an easy cred- it spoken who no longer withheld the bless- po
to recite, fame] Jot cach try
\
ing,
when
I next saw the poor lad, he wgs
by a strong, well built, stone embankment. as a means of grace, to prepare us for, itor in the exchange of affection. There is
ovhe
8 1
the _sohool, and
‘controversy waxing worse, the Pope, A broad street runs round it next to the and secureto us, an inheritance among the not on earth a more merciless exactor of again: in hospital ; but what a chan ge, and persuaded—to ne
how his face lighted up as he told me where thus increase its aumbers, =
©
in light.
on ¥e
water, and another through the middle from saints
love from others than a thoroughly selfish his hopes were now centered, and how he
by
themselves
prepare
teachers
the
Let
“east to west. The buildings front on the
But how shall propertybe used,to secure woman ; and the more unlovely she grows had found peacein Jesus! He grew
a study of
| water.
such 'glorions results? It shouldbe used the more jealously and scrupulously she idly worse. Darin his whole Hinges he
*{« The city wall runs; paratiel to the. north for the glory of Gotl, ‘or as God himself exacts Jove to the uttermost farthing, —Mrs, seemed never troubled by a doubt, his soul andy this
netuality ay Aiifalnes
was full of love to Jesus;
ough alone: in manifest
school.
.
an interest
\
‘bank, but a short distance from the river, diveets. 1 will indicate some uses,to which | Stowe.
Gone in a moment, burnt up like a scroll, reach Canton early in the afternoon.
The
into blank Eternity!
What are all earthly “hange from the tumbling, pitching, rolling
preferments, Chancellorships, &iggships? steamship,
with its many disagreeable
They lie shrunk together there! The Earth odors, to this clean, commodious, well venhas opened on them; in a moment they tilated ‘‘American steamer,” moving along
are not, and Eternity is. Luther, struck to up the bay without the slightest ‘‘motion,”
the heart, determined to devote himself to seemed like being transported to fairy-land.
God, and God’s service alone.
In spite of The distance is- ninety miles up the narrow
all dissuasions from his father and others, bay, resembling a broad river, till you enter
he became a Monk in the Augustine Con- the Pearl River upon which Canton is situated. The river runs into the bay and the
vent at Erfurt.”
Becoming a mot
however,
did not bay runs into the river, and how far they
solye this great problem of Eternity. Fears run into each other, or where one ends and
and doubts assailed him.
He fearéd that the other begins, is difficult to say. The
he was soon to die, and far worse than die. hills that bound the bay are barren and unJt could not become clear to him how, by. interesting, but, after entering the river,
fasts, wigils, formalities and mass-work, a sloping hills and broad valleys meet the
man’s soul conld be saved.
He fell into eve. A good tiffin was served at one o'clock ;
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years.
We will pay $1,000 for any machine that
sew
a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
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every
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£0
$280
per
month,
male and Jompale; to
introduce the GENUINE
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Five and Six Octave Portable Melodeons are rented for $5 per quarter, and more than 3-5 of Rent goes
in payment for the Melodeon.
Organs rented at $10 per quarter, and 8-10 of Rent
goes in payment for the Organ,
iF" Monthly payments are best every way. .
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“DOMESTIC”

Fabs

Supt. Adams Express Co, Stables.”
Such testimonials can be
indefiuitely.
Try it once. We will warrant
it every time. Bold
by all Druggists,
a
450 J, 1B. ROSE & 00,53 Broadway, N.Y,

paid
an Tort The

Terms

wanted

re,

flammatory, sciatic or nervous, is made fo disa pear.
Swellings cease to pain, wounds are healed,
burns
are cured without a scar, and stings and bites are
rendered harmless.
Mrs. R. Powell, 492 Atlantic-8¢., Brnoklyn, N. Y.,
writes: ‘‘I mve had the rhenmatism for ten years.
I have tried everything. The Centaur Liniment 1s
the-only thing that does me good.”w.
Mr. Chas. Hill, 616 Pine St., Philadelphia, writes:
“That two bottles of Centaur Lin} ment has cured a
most severe sprain of his ancle.”
J. H. Martin, of 538 Seventh Avenne, N.Y., says:
“The Centaur Linimenf has cured me of a terrible
case of inflammi
rheumatism aad can not be too
highly recommended.”
i
59 BROADWAY, N. Y., Aung. 31st, 1872.
¢ All horse owmers should have the
Centaur Liniment.
We use it in our stables and find it the best
thing ever adopted.

pay

.

a higher priced instrument, allowing for the first the
specified sum at which it was
, deducting
from one to two dollars per oat for the use, or he
will nd the same in money for the first instrument,
and let you purchase
the second elsewhere; he binds
himself to purchasers upon this plan by a plasges
ADVANTAGES —18t, the use of money
2nd,
having learned to Ee
second mstrument is
more safely handled.
, after learning the player
has a New
Organ or Piano with latest improvements,
instead of a second-hand one, years behind the times
PLEDGE.—If any instrument fails to give satisfae-tion after a few weeks’ use. Mr. Harmon will refund
the money and take the instrument; hence he is comelled to deal in none but the best instruments, and
fe warrants Yory instrument that he sells, for ten
years, if well
.

&

presents a To
oord of Juscted
unparalle!

GENTS

whether in-

be pur-&. sum.

learn upon ; then Mr. H. will take it in exchange for:

makers, including Waterss, at Extremely Bow Prices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small mon iy
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready anew kind
of PARLOR ORGA N, the most beautiful style und perfect
tone ever made.
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sanday - school Music
Books
lyn

Rheumatism,

v

PAYMENTS. Instruments may
ng each month in advance,

wie can yurchasoof 1.1L. a
elodeon or Organ,
st

« Answers this
question, and

A

seen.

Rose-

HARMON'S PLAN FOR ECONOMIZING.

Y

EVERXEOOY
THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

PIANOS,

ever

.

for the

paid will be reckoned In ay for rent, subject
to the

r

148 Broadway, New York. will

the world has

i

A Dersot oan so n

Address at once for terms
D. L.
GUERNSEY
Publisher and Bookseller, Coxcorp. N. H. - 12mé

At midnight on his wooded hills,
The Centaur lay dreaming of the hour,
When mankind cured of aching ills,
Should know his all-healing power.
d see,—
Nor long he waited. The blind ¢
Straightened were limbs by pa
lon bent,—
ee
COripples ran, and the lame on bended
ve thanks for the Centaur Liniment,
The Centaur Liniment is the greatest pain-reliever
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and prices will not exceed
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LIVINGSTONE,

orders should come in promptly

om

conditions of quarterly rents. ,
If a person
on
of monthly
ments, finds it Son
to make out the ia
Price 15 Cents,
ayments in advance,
‘can’
upon the
rms of renting
quarter, and in
y save all.
BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
they have pai
u
rents are paid
tly in
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
vance;
u t, A
. Yeuld are ok pid
a
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
vance,
prepaid
mone;
pa;
¥
Sirumon
Subject
to
the
conditions
of
quarterly
ren
J
All orders promptly filled by
All little expenses
for regulating
Stops.
8,
.| &c., should be ¥ re reared So CMT. Harmon, who will.
D. LOTHROP & CO.,
moet cheerfully meet them.
.
.
By this New Yystem of supplying, purchasers have’
Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books,
not only saved thousands of dollars, but have ob38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS. tained the very BEST INSTRUMENTS.

ed.

We need say nothing in the way of commending these offers, The statement of

cholo

quarter’s rent for that kind of ins

Best for Young People!

Il., or St.Lowis, Mo.
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ex
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Other kinds. of Beed Instruments
furnished on as.
liberal terms.
:
.
:

<q: CO., Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa., Chicago-

Of. course, no percentage

and

it is of

fovery best in Walnut, nor $70 in highly

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

and orders plainly, so that there need be no
mistakes,
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everywhere.
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for framing, they will
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tle Students,” &c.—N. B.
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action, and
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BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DIS
EASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.

present
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arcearages,—if any exist,—renew

ment for another year,
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a new and especially beautiful Chromo, 18
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are
in-
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purchasers an oppor-uments in the
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very
lowest prices, and
tunity to pay for their
manner possible
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or, Home Sunshine,”
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4. New subscribers, sending £3.00, will |
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ing of more than tw
cent and are freed
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receive a copy of the Star for one year, and

Look at what
\

own du
y they grow censori- was that God has blessed; that- when he graving; just executed, entitled, ‘¢ The
each other.
As
declines, thought he succeeded best he had done
temper increases. All along the ‘nothing, and when he thought he had suc- ‘Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.
blessed him. The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
cold
church hang the Sig
then G
worst
piercing icicles of criticism and censorious- Many a soul has had his eyes opened by an
of the Magazine, $2.50 ;, of the Engraving,
instrumentality which never dreamed

fulof their
ous toward
the critical
eaves of a

RANDAL

At she regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost

the boy); dnd orig ‘was
sufficient’; it must
w
‘special
:
ty of * OU
CR
ON
Ce
ty of *
now
come
of , But here the tender-heartedness bereavement, to conquer sin, Above all,
1, New subscribers, sending $2.50, will
of tho ‘child rose beautifully to view. He he alone has the words of eternal life.—
PATENT
ELASTIC
SPONGE.
receive the Star for one year, and a copy It is cheaper than
felt what to ‘cut it off all at once would oc- Interior.
Hair, and wall hold its elasticit
the length of thaad and is proofagainst fhoths,
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel En- double
We oan refer to more than one hundred churches

Choosing the Weak Things.

Pianos, Organs.-and Molodeous,

To Speculate Successfully.

$38.60, will

FC

J

itself, but evidently it has mo power spirit lo in Mischief.”

list, which we are sure must be sét ‘down

to-morrow we die.”
With Peter, then,
Christ. He alone has

3. New subscribers,

one who became converted by a profound practical monthly religious sheets publishtheological discussion. We very seldom ed,—for one year, and tivo very choice and
héar ‘of any great number of conversions
under very eloquent preachers—very sél- exquisite 'Chromos; ‘each about 12 inches
dom indeed,
We appreciate cloquence, square, entitled “Good Morning,” and ‘“Carand have not a word to say against it by

he stayed, when
fie came out. They knew
whether or not he had wine for dinner.
But tipias hath His love revealed
They knew who sat -beside him. Slander aside human wisdomagnd said he would
And takes the sioner’s
part.
‘twisted her whip and sharpened her tongue, not use the excellency6f speech, he only
He knows==that thereis all my hope,
and set her traps in vain. His feet stone- laid aside what would not have been of
; No other plea I make—
And justice hath withheld its stroke,
bruised, yet cheerfully submitting to the much service to him. When David put
Aud
spares me for His sake.
;
pilgrimage. Lacerated back,
yet taking off Saul’s armor, and took the sling and the
the cross.
Struck, but uot striking back. stone, he slew the giant; and giants are
God knows—and here my soul shall rest
Glorious example!
This is the pole by not to be conquered to-day any migre than
Unburdened of its cares,
He knows what
control my breast, . which to set your compass.
This is the they were then by champions arrayedin
unuttered
prayers;
headland by which to steer.
This is the Saul's abmor. We must keep to the simAnd while the storm-winds wildly rave,
light by which to kindle your lamps. ple things, to plain gospel, plainly preachFrom off the earth shore driven—
t Christjcomes nearer to us than this. ed.— Spurgeon.
My soul rides safe above the wave
He is s
izer and delivereras well.
ith anchor fied in heaven.
- Worlds. Crisis.
There are multitudes of people who have
An Inspired Life.
passed through the roughest places with———
outa
Divine
srm
to
lean
upon.
Their
Getting Rid of a. Minister.
In young life. I had a friend who died
took wings in a national
estate
worldly
re e—
nie. Their bank or insurance company when we were both young, whose wideHow much trouble these words represent
life
They buttoned up a pen- awake, cheerful, unselfish every-day
ell upon them.
~how much hard feeling, heart-burning, niless pocket.
Death broke into the nur- was all alive with a holy spirit which, on
aud bow many church
One voice less a little thought,* Jou saw was the Holy
difficulties. © Wh % sery and left an i
it that getting
rid of a minister ofttinies in the house.
les fountain of song Spirit. Not thatthere was anything in him
One
works such mischief in a church, and usu- and laughter. Two bands less busy all day which in the least corresponded with the
ally wounds a minister's feelings so deeply ? long with sports.
Two eyes less to glow technical signs of inspiration; hé did not
Because almost imvariably
the con
with affection and sparkle with joy.
Two speak with tongues; he did not attempt
tion, from real delivacy of feeli
m a feet less to leap and frolic. These bereav- any wonders; he did not prophesy, though
natural dislike to say disagreeable things ed ones crossed $he Great’ Saraha -without he often interpreted, if he had only known
toa
person's face—do the very things that any water in the goat-skins.
They went it—he did not know it; and he interpreted
should
not be done. Here is a minister chin-deep into the slough of despond, with the eternal wonders in the most off hand
who may be good enough—und woe to that no hand to lift them out.! With an unsea- and informal way. A few years ago 1 told
unfortunate preacher of whom his people worthy craft, they ventured out into a Eu- two or three stories of the man’s life—how
say ‘‘ He is a gon man—but.” However, roclydon of disaster that has shivered the he gave his heart to an Irish widow by givin this case he is a good man. Yet from soundest, timbers.
ing her the privilege of picking up chips in
some of the thousand and gne causes that
I hope none of you will ever have such a railroad station under his charge—bemay render a minister objectionable, his experience.
There are giecn pastures cause he did it as he did, with the divine
people have become dissatisfied, and desire where the Shepherd carries tenderly the spirit; how he brought anew and deeper
his removal. Now what is usually done? sick and wounded of the flock. The Son of life into the home where he boarded; how
The people, very naturall dreading to tell God stands watching by the tomb of Laza- he civilized and reformed the day laborers
these things to the man’s face, try to crowd rus. —Galilee can not toss so high asto on a Georgia railroad which. were put unhim out by making his position so uncom- stop the walking of Jesus in the storm. der his charge.
fortable that he won't want to stay. The When the orchard seems utterly robbed of
I told these stories in the pulpit, and a
minister soon learns that something is fruit, God has always one tree of apples boy in the church asked me if I wouid
wrong.
What it is, he does not know, and left for his disciples.
The night may be print them with some sketch of the influcan not discover—the very uncertainty and dark, but there are lights to kindle it. The ence and power of that simple life. As it
mystery adding to his distress.
He hears suffering may be acute, but there are medi- happened, the great moral philosopher, Dr.
of wars and ramors of wars. He learns cines to assuage it. The requiem may wail Wayland, had asked me to do. the same
that certain persons whom he thought his with gloom and death, but there cometh a thing, and last year 1 printed them. The
best friends, and who are so in his pres- song, a chant, a battle-march, a jubilee, a stories were nothing in quantity, but if 1
ence, have * said something.” He is made coronation ; and while organs in great ca- could rightly have put them upon paper,
‘more ard more uncomfortable, till at last thedrals may sound dolefully for the dead, everything in quality.
Do you wonder that
he leaves, wounded, hurt, feeling that his the harmonies of heaven awake among the wherever that little story of an inspired
peopl e have been cruel gnd false-hearted, thrones, and roll from under the arches, life goes, the quality of it tells? One day
uk}
while the probability is thal they have been psalm to psalm, and triumph to triumph, it is an army surgeon on the plains who
neither, but merely lacked the moral cour- till all the land of light is whelmed with writes to tell me that that is the religion he
age and common sense to tenderly explain hallelujah.
is seeking for; one day it is a leader of
the situation to the minister himself.
Heaven stands,in contrast with what we opinion in Celifornia; one day a boy in a
Piri She in what rights a congrega- see here.
These shallow streams that a dry-goods store; one day a poet whose
om
uve
+ matter, and w hat they thirsty ox might drain, compared with the words sweep hither and thither the sensihave in
n
wide, deep river of salvation, on whose tive hearts of thousands when they are
A church is in need of a minister, and banks the armies of heaven rest, and into sung from a Sunday school in Troy; from
the people, in finding one, have a right to whose clear flood the trees of life dip their a superintendent of schools in a great westtheir peculiarities of mind and taste—to long branches. These streets along which ern city, eager to impress his life on the
their likes and dislikes. They
built the we pant with summer heat, and where the public school system; from the boys just
church, they intendto
the
minister,
poor man carries his burden, and the va- next to beggary, of a Mission School in
and they have a Prtioet nat to be suited. grant comes out to as
r alms, and along New York, I have letters written to me
They
hear candidates, try faithfully, and which is heard the perpetual shuffle of want, asking for more of the incidents which will
finally call and settle the man they think and care, and sin, and woe, compared with illustrate the life of an entirely
unpretendwill acceptably fill the place. In a year that heavenly eity whose pavements resound ing Christian man, who had
no secrets;
Their min- with the feet of joy, and holiness, and love, had, I had almost said, no system; had no
they find they were mistaken.
idea that he had anything to show or teach
ister may
be a good man, he may be ad- and victory.— Talmage.
:
mirably
for some other church and
the world, Siply because I had related
two or three little stories of the spirit of
People, but in this particular ehurch he is
his life, and because that spirit was the
a
failure. His people are as much disa
To Whom Shall We Go?
Holy Spirit.—Rev. E. E. Hale.
pointed as he fs.
ey wanted him to be
—
a suceess, but he is not, and they are disJesus had heen discoursing on high
satisfied. They do n't like his manner, or
Golden Words.
He bad uttered some hard saythemes.
his mode of preaching. Perhaps they think ings. He had propounded truths which
A
GE
he has not the talent they would like, and
heart, in all ages, has rejected,
A ship should not be held by one anchor,
are willing to pay for. (I assume that the humandisthsteful and incomprehensible.
because
nor life by a single hope.—ZEpictetus..
this church is one of those rare exceptions
had followed him hitherto went
who
Many
Vice stings us even in our pleasures, but
that does not expeet first-class talent at
away and listened to his teachings no lon-} virtue eonsoles us even in our pains.—Cowsecond-class
prices.)
At all events, the ger.
Sorrowful he turns to the still fai
people do not like him, and would be pleas- ful twelve, with the-appeal “Will ye#ilso per.
ed to hear that he had been cglled to anoth- go away ?" Peter, while doubtless
As the fire-ly only shines when on the
er church. The congregation have a permind—{ar from seeing clogrly wing, so it is with the human mind,—when
in
troubled
fect right to want this; but ndw what
at rest, it darkens.
these things could be—yet shrink
course should they pursue? Should they how
the alternative of “disbelieving’ an
from
Let us not love those things much which
threugh long months, merely try to make
them, says, “To whom shall we we are not sure to live long to love nor to
their minister unhappy. hoping he will final- rejecting
go ? Thou only hast the words of eternal have loug if we should.— Fuller.
:
ly grow so wretched as to take his departure? Should the people say things behind life.”
He that hath pity on the poor, lendeth to
age; the same scene
subsequent
every
In
his back, which they trust will in some way
been enacted. Christ, by his word and the Lord ; and that which.he hath given he
reach his ears, increase his pain, and his has
by his ministry, still utters these sublime will pay him again.— Solomon.
desire of finding another church?
No.
Unesnlightened
hard sayings.
It is heaven upon earth to have a man’s
These things, though usually done, are ex- truths—these
human reason rejects them, Faith, even mind move in charity, rest iu providence,
actly what should not be done.
What,
them, shrinks from and turn upon the poles of truth.— Lord
if not understanding
then, are the steps to take?
ok
the cry—to whom
the alternative, with
Is it settled that the minister most leave ? shall we go? Have we any other or better Bacon.
Judge of thine improvement, not by what
Yes, decidedly.
than Peter had? Has human reathou speakest or writest, but by the firmness
Well, then, there must be in the congre- resource
son, even under the name of science, dis- of thy mind, and the government of thy
gation some wally ‘pious man, with comthrough the intervening ages, any
mon sense, who
has the welfare of both covered,
new alternative for those who turn away passions and affections.—Fuller. .
church and minister at heart.
Let that from Christ? Shall we rest in ourselves?
The consummation of madness is, to do
1040 acquaint himself with the true con- Can the purest and the best of earth feel what, at the time of doing it, we intend to
dition ef affairs—Ilet him be able to répre- an assured hope of eternal life, on the score be afterwards sorry for;
the deliberate and
sent the mind of the people; and then, of innocence, or by the deeds of the law? intentional making of work for repentance.
with all tenderness, but with perfeet plain:
our righteousness so exceed that of — Nevius.
ness of speech, let him tell the minister the Does
the scribes and Pharisees, that we dare
No
possessions
are good, but by the good
whole story.
trust to it for salvation? Jlas human prog: use we make of them; without which,
Under the circumstances,a minister would
the
ress, or modern culture, so perfected
wealth, power, friends, and servants, do
be thankful that su straighiforward a course human
heart and life that it needs no but help to make our lives more unhappy.—
had been pursued.
To be sure; it would
Christ? Shall we go to Liberalism ? What Sir+W., Temple,
occasion some pain, hut by no means would
it in any of its phases offer us ? What
it equal the pain caused by fhe usual does
The best wayto prove the clearness of
the essence of its promises? What can
is
*¢ crowding out” process. Such-a mode of it give us but the vague hope that our_case our miud, is by showing its faults ; as when
dealing with the matter would call for is not so bad, nor our disease so deep-seat- a stream discovers the dirt at the bottom,
some merve; but is it not the better way? ed,
nor its prospective results so disas- it convinces us of the transparency ‘and
And is not the desired end—the temoval of trous, that the remedy need be so repug- purity of the water.— Pope.
the minister—accomplished with at least nant, the treatmentso radical? Shall we
There are four kinds of
pride of which
mutual respect, and with little or no bard go to unbelief? Do its lafest apostles offer
feeling? _* But,” says some one, ‘‘ we us any new resource? Are its deductions we should beware: Race pride, pride in our
should hate to do this. Why, we could n’t any more sound, its proofs any more re- ancestors, Face pride, pride in our beauty.
‘tell the minister rightto his face that we liable, its negations any more satisfactory Place pride, pride in eur position. Grace
price, pride ip our religion.— Rev, J. Bolton.
wanted him to leave, or that we did n't than in the
past? Has it dethifoned God?
think him smart enough.
It would hurt Has it blotted out conscience? Has it yet
his feelings {oo maueh; better lot him find it solved that question of the ages—
Aan The Richest Premiums Yet!
out gradually.” .
!
ghosf, and where is he?
glvoti up the
Shall we go to the world? It promises us
A PARABLE,
We have offered rich premiums before
But has
much. It may yield something.
Once
upon a time there was a very kind- it reached the ‘‘golden age"—has it discoy- now {o our subscribers, and they have been
hearted little boy, who owned .a dog. He ered'theffoustain of “perpetual youth ?” Ah,
was deeply attached to the animal, and yet, no! It has not and does not claim to have varied and valuable as well as attractive,
notwithstanding his love, our little friend the words of eternal life. It has no *‘full- At the end of no little thought, inquiry and
became
convinced--such are the stran
joy”’—no ‘‘pleasures for evermore.” planning, we have decided to offer a new
ness of
contradictions in human nature—that
the
and drink, for
God knows—thy
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sim- furnish the whole for $4.25 or,

ple, so as to be well compared to the clay

surroundings a person. of ex- not find many souls

i
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whole

s

started

.| truordinary face and step and demeanor.
Among all classes he moved a perfect modRN
el. Among fishermen he showed them how
God knows—oh, sweet assurance this,
fishermen should act. Buby tax~gatherBid doubt and fear remove ;
ers he showed how tax.gatherers: should
Accept, my soul, the thought of bliss,
act, Among rulers he showed how rulers
Eternal goodness prove.
’
Heo knows what snares thy pathway throng,
should act.
Critics listened in vain to
Thy sonlicts daily new;
:
:
catch up a single phrase that was unwise,
And
His almighty arm is strong
or incorrect, or unkind, Men watched his
To bear the conqueror through.
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carefully prepared, and will be of no little
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service to such as preserve the Star for
ture reference.
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is again at our doors.

Attention! !
or two respecting

of both bestower and receiver, There isa
burst of gladness that strétches around the

RR

7"

word

the Premiums.
Orders come in forthem
cheeringly, both from old subscribers and
new. They are greatly admired, as they

good-uwatured,

world. The dweller in the city and the
country, the hoary grandsire and the golden-haired child, the prince and the peasant,

the philosopher among his books and the
mechanic at his bench, they
Greenlander in

deserve to be, both for their .real beauty

his hut of ice and the ‘tropical islander

and their value. This is especially true
of the larger engraving and the Chromos, seeking the shade of his palm, the mitered
church dignitary busy with the magnificent
which will ornament any dwelling and mass service in the cathedral and the poor
bless-any appreciative observer. We are seamstress in her unwarmed attic,—all
ready to send still, more. . Our old sub- ‘these give welcome, however varied in
form, to the holiday which marries the
scribers have just another week’ in‘ which thought of mankind to the babe of Bethleto avail themselves of our offer.
Let hem, who is at the same time the Saviour of
them not delay, but make their remit: mankind,
We do not forget that the evidence going
tances before Jam. 1,
to show that Christ's birth occurred

Our statements onthe’
third page seem so perfectly plain to us
that we can hardly deem it possible for
any reader to mistake our meaning. But
EXPLANATIONS.

as two or three

25th of December

will

receive

the gladness nurtured by the
of the animal spikits rather
religious affections ; that there
of thoughtless and hilarious

the others,

to follow Christ because of the loaves and
fishes which they thus obtained, rather than

for the sacred

time, and merits the rebuke uttered

the Star, the

do not the things which I saj?”

ance of Christmas

Chromo.

main of history. It makes Jesus of Nazareth stand forth as the great personage of
the centuries. It reasserts the trustworthiness of the New Testament record. It declares the song which broke on the
ears of the shepherds to be a real strain out

with the Star for $2.50.

of the skies, and

mounted

and

varnished

ward it thus when requested.
eral copies

are

for-

When sev-

going to the same place,

it will be better to order them sentin that
way.
Let our readers act promptly for themselves.

We wish each of them would also

report our offers to their friends, and try
to send another subscgiption with their
own.
>
|
"N.'B. Our ministers and others who
are disposed ‘to undertake special service
as agents to procure, subscribers, “are invited to write us at this office, and we

will endeavor to ‘make such arrangements
with

them as shall

encourage

take hold of this work.
from a good

them

to

We hope to hear

number

ofthe

mind the victories which have been won
in the name and by the aid” of Him who
goes forth conquering and to conquer,

the flame.

It brings up visions of owr own

cherished ones, who have walked in patience and brightness where others have
stumbled despondingly along dark ways,
and who have lain down to die with a joyful trust in the promise of a better life that
made the death-chamber like a place of
All these things come freshly to mind as
the Christmas bells ring out their proclamation, as the glad voices of children in the
home and street fill the air with their

Volume.

greetings, as grave faces relax into

‘With this issue the forty-seventh volume
of the Star is completed.
It is already be-

coming a soméwhat dignified and almost
venerable institution, so far as these

quali-

ties are the legitimate attendants of age.
The time for celebrating its fiftieth birthday
is not far off.
i

But

we are more anxious over its char:

acter and mission than over its years. We
have sought to make it wise in Christian

counsel, fresh and vital and stimulating in
its thought,a help to true and earnest workers, a revealer*of 'Ohrist to" the spirit,a
‘light on the way of perplexed travelers,a
, ~ comfort to the smitten and sorrowful, a

1

its

columns.

We

ard Vi seguiary Tack Dap service,
have longed

every

week
to do wiser

smiles,

as the loaded Christmas trees drop off their
treasures into the hands of young and old,
as the home-groups and Sunday-schools
gather for their festal exercises, and as the
old angelic song is caught up and swelled
and repeated by thousands to whom Christ
has been revealed as the soul's present
Saviour and the world’s great Hope.
’
Welcome then to Christmas!
May it
bring a large blessing to all our readers,
making them devoutly glad while its hours
go by, and inspiring them, with the blessed
truths it embodies and suggests,
for a richer
experience and a nobler service in the
future,
~

* volee of cheer to those in the midst of life’s
great battle, a benediction in
many Wi
cirgles, and ‘a real cheerful-faced
i
allwho re

and

to whom every knee shall yet bow. It recalls the songs which the martyrs to his
truth have swelled out of the dungeon and

coronation.

of them at once.

-

Close

Civil Service Reform.
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in moving

that’ the names of glorious battles be strick-

en from Northern

flags?

A principle that

was sound in 1860 ought to be as sound
to-day,
And what is there but a false sentiment
in the clamor for the repeal of the Ku-Klux|
law? The law-is not directed against the
South, but against the villains who infest
it,—just as Sper minal laws are not against

And this

opposition may perhaps hinder, and delay, society, buf” against the criminals who inand even defeat, the effortiwhich has been fest society, What if some supreme-court
inaugurated, afd_induce the President to Judge, in Wig and ermine,” should seriously,
move the repeal of the criminal code, as a
surrender. We can not say.
But we are confident that the masses of .means of reconciling the whole class of

vagabonds with the conditions of good so-

the people, who are not looking for prefer-

ment, and are chiefly anxious for capacity ciety? How much would that differ from
and characterin public office, ‘for an e¢o- “theproposal to reconcile the South by re.
nomical administration of the Government, pealing the law: against the Ku Klux ?
and for a generous patriotism
to take the They are an organized class of robbers
place of greedy self-seeking and intense and murderers, that have sprung up at the
partizanship,—these honest masses do want South,—sprung direetly from the late war
a reform. They expect it; they demand perhaps,—but not fot that reason to be alit; they understand it to have been prom- lowed to rob and kill at pleasure. It is unised them; and they are pretty likely to fortunate for certain philanthropists that the
existence of the Ku-Klux does have that
insist that the pledge be faithfully kept.
And the President is not a manof words relation to the late war. They can hardly
and professions. In various ways;-if deci- bring themselves to regard it as a condisive language, and with deeds which sig- tion of crime in the South, needing as denily more than any words could have done, cisive treatment as all the other conditions
he has committed himself to tlie measure, of crime that the war brought upon us.

The South is chiefly responsible for its

and shown that his convictions and sympathies are with it. We prefer to believe
that he means

just what

he seems

to mean,

and we do not think even his enemies will
accuse him of lack of resolute persistence.
When he surrenders we shall be likely ‘to
know it from himself.
Till then, we
not join in heralding his defeat.

shall

Our correspondent may be right. But it
was less than two weeks ago
that Mr.
George W. Curtis, who is leading this
movement under the Presidents general direction, stated to us, personally and emphhtically, that his faith was large in the
success of. this movement

he had

for

reform, that

not the slighest doubt of the Presi-

dent's sincerity and earnestness and resolution in the matter, and believed that the

opposition of the politicians would be forced
to give way before the pressure of an arous-

ed public sentiment and the quiet decision
with which Gen. Grant has pushed his way
to so many and so grateful victories.
We shall doubt and disbelieve when we
must; but at present we shall not join the
company of hopeless prophets, whose very"
fears often invite and induce the disaster
which they predict.

‘What Makes Reconciliation?
One

might suppose

that

the

complete

reconciliation of the South was the simplest thing in the world.
Strike off the
laws,

give

the rebels

their old

places in

public office, and the thing is done.

We

What,

for

instance,

could be

gained by

striking off the-names ot *“Gettysburg” and
“Appomattox” frem the union battle flags?
Would it palliate the crime that brought
them there? Would it show any real spirit

it might be ‘asa ‘sentiment, is hardly

the

thing for this practical life; and if it were,
will mov at a very inopportune time, It
inevitabl produce
assi
discus-

sion, stir up Blond that
| A a
a decent condition, and cause - more. Pon

the

practice

England.
Possibly, dryness of the atmosphere is more deleterious than dampness,
provided always the latter springs from
clear, rainy water. May not the deterioration of health on the part of that portion
of

and valuable is to come
ions

it. is not wanted, either

Ha

i

‘when

woolen blanket hung

But we believe he is right. only

the a

in,_ part. We. do pot; (oubt4hat members| the
th “bust
of Congress geal wonldroles toBikeup

of |

a
fo he
rn

fought in
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who

spend

most.

of their

Again, there is no end to the clamor raisin silence.

We raise no question about

the

bolting part of the process, but possibly the
silence complained of may bear a little catechizing.

Light and cheery conversation

tiplied

than the equal of what Yiey lack of worldly |
possessions.

is recom-

1871-72,

each

of the

621 under-graduates

cost the college about $100 more than he
paid, and that in the year 1870-71, each under-graduate cost about $95 more

paid”.
ter.

than

he

This puts a plain face on the mat-

It shows that thé cost of educating is

no trifle. It should also put to rest any andue scolding about exorbitant tuition. If
the colleges depended om that, they woald

soon become bankrupt. Their life Is drawn
from the funds that wealthy gentlemen ereate, which indeed are far too small in most
of our colleges, In the statement lies the
strongest appeal for mr of these funds, as

well as the best reward of those who give
them, for it shows
t they are the ones
who really pay for our educating. These
under - graduates whom President Eliot
mentions would doubtless scorn to have
their board bills paid by outside parties.
But it seems that they fail to pay their way

And then came the Water-cure-all,
such
with
tecth
case

And

bathings, and pourings and dowsings
iey cold water! It makes the very
chatter to-think of it, especially in the
of one who managed by the aid of an

inflexible constitution

to live through it all!

and

subtle

causes

of diseases,

the

study and lecturing , close observation,

and

considerable success in this science.
—J, F,

Current Topics.
or

The

of medicine for

all the ilis to which poor tlesh is'heir. - This
latter is quackery sublimated.
As well

soribe. But alas such knbwledgs isito0

ot 110% ioe
Bi be

}:

giveaa very inade-

dis

-

ity of the cdllege appear on almost every

coverer of Livingstone seemsto be out of page.
Loe bd
place ou the lecture platform,
He first ad vertised to tell his story in New York. Aft
To BE READ. Let nobody who is iner the first evening or two he felt compel- terested,—and every one of our readers
led, by want of hearers, to giveit up. Then may properly feel that he is among this
‘he eanie to Boston; where he sesms to be class,—fail to read carefully” yyhat is sald
doing a little better, but not much, He has about subscribers, premiums, &c., at the
a dull, hesitating way when he speaks, and head of our editorial colurans. Nor should
does n't put half the interdst in what he says they omit the fuller statement on our third

that one would suppose he might with such page.

We are quite ready to receive
And then there is a shade of sus- many and long lists of new subscribers and
picion that still throws itself about a good remittances from old ones, and shall try to
many citizens, dnd the fear lest they may forward the premiums that ave sent for as

a theme.

eventually be shown to have been taken in,
eauses them to shun his lectures altogether.

rapidly as possible. The offers to our ‘old
subscribers extend only over another week,
Let nobody suffer through delay.

But Mr. Stanley seems to be honest enough,
He is said to have a cetain straightforwardness that quickly gains the confidence o £].

Bates CorLeGE. The meeting of the
coporation of Bates College last week was
tirely without listeners and defenders. But quite fully attended, and several significant
bis attempt shows that a man may be a items of business were promptly and harpersistent explorer, and still fail in a liter moniously disposed of. The needs of the
ary way. Which did n’t need to be proved Institution are large and pressing, but as
it Has a large work before it, many true
by illustration. |
and earnest friends who have its welfare
w
re t—
those who hear him, so

he is

not

left

en-

at heart, and shares

A
committee hus been appointed in New York
to raise money to erect g bronze statue in
~IN

MEMORY OF HORACE

memory

of Horace

(GREELEY,

Greeley,

ing that
awaits it.

and also to

acts as treasurct of the fund.

manifest

a

noble

and

blessing

for believ-

cheering

future

Denominational News and Notes,

There is also

Home

a movement among the iron merchants of
Philadelphia to erect a monument, probably |

career,

the

of God, there is strong ground

erect a monument over his grave, It is not
stated whether the statue is to be a likeness
of Mr. Greeley ornot. Andrew N. Green

Mission tems.

A brother in Lawrence, Mass., writes :
Enclosed please find $60.00 for the H, M.
| Society,
g
from the Mission Society in Law-

rence, Mass. “We sent $40.00 thé first of the
year, making $100 paid during the year.

We are
goingto. commence the new year
t raise’ our full ap:
with zeal, and ‘expect’ ‘0
portionment,

The fisllowing explaing hse;

Se

Your check for $100 has. lifted a. heavy

hisigen from my

shoulders. ,. For some

st we hse oan ‘hard pushed to

~——LOOK out For Fars, If there
church Almanac, that would be one

prognostications for about this date,
ly. all of the

city

and

most

our. expenses, but now we ean see our
was a; me
me
8
Tihthank God and the: Home
of. the Mision for this very. timely aid
on

Near-

of the Jillage

churches are holding 'thém. Many of
charity

institutions

are doing.

the

same.

Fhe work in Lewiston, Me, is gong: on,
ad the poy ving attests :

We haveju

wifHH
A

Pine St. chiro

There is need of money, and this seems the completes the ows

surest way to raise it. But the churches
especially should guard against the tomptations offered by these ‘fairs: 'Raffling, ' lot
tery-schemes, and most “of fli’ games of
chiice, should be rigidly exclnded, That

is, it-geems 80 to us, and if there are those

rirey
bol
| to. whom it appears differently, let them
Admitting the, Progress, the medica] art give the matter prayerful codsideration be

has made @uring the last half century, —and-

would

ber of students reported ip attendance during the year is 606, of whom 391 were gen.
tlemen and 215 were ladies, A large Board
of Instruction is reported, the catalogue
supplies an ample amount of varied information, and the testimonies to the prosper

a large experience are indispensable to any

STANLEY AS A LECTURER.

themselves,

quate view of the extent of the edueational
work doneat Hillsdale. The whole wum-

and its practice exceedingly dificult. Much

of iron, in""hit memory. Horace Greeley
And that means. us. It is tine we never
would be held in memory without these
had the misfortune to. be boiled; but we
statues,
but they are fitting and_honorable,
have been half-drowned a good many times !
They
will
attest the publie appreciation of
But, happily, the discovery has been made,
to the general satisfaction, that though a man who faithfully used his life for the
cleanliness is one of the cardinal virtues, publid good. A character so interesting as
as well as a promoter of health, yet man is his is a rare thing, and the country honors.
itself in honoring the memory of his . useful
not an amphibious, much loss a genuine

‘one kind

by

science of medicine is eniuently profound,

before it, as if for

the country ought to be allowed to cool off.
The very introduction “of the bill will ré- prescribe one kind of food for the supply
| mind the Southerners that there is a matter of all parts of the bocy, bones, muscles,
they ought at once to go to whining about3 sinews and nerves ; ‘or one kind of punish-

the pulse of the politicians easier. U. S. Senate,w

people,

ed against Americans for bolting their meals

small bed-room, and carefully and heavily

gress or the people; and even if the Presi- andif it is put’ into the arena of ‘debate, it ment for every species of ‘crime, say hangdent is really anxious for it,~which is can hardly produce: anyiiing but Aliscontent ing, or fine, or ‘so many dollars for adults,
somewhat doubtful,—he will be resisted, and vexation.
:
‘and, so many. for children! | Doubtless,
over-ruled and defeated.
aE
One needn't turn over many pages: of ‘many of these medicines might be useful
come to a page in specific cases, if the patient but underThis yiew may be correct. Our corres- hig memory before he
pondent is at the, national capital, and so or two Chromolin, of P38, dogte in the stood the cases, ‘and 80 kiew how to pret]

| Ey
oa

our

time in-doors, be in part due to a'too dry
‘atmosphere, especially since the introduction of stoves? May it not be true, that
the lungs need moderate bathing, as well
as other parts of the body ?

covered with clothes. The only window
in the room was kept tightly closed, and a

at the close’
of a heated Bs

prag

And this

each

.

latter part of the summer, and most of the yet, President Eliot of Harvard, in answer
autumnal months, And yet its villages are to an inquiry, states that as nearly as can
accounted among the healthiest in New be conveniently estimated, ‘in the year

of administering medicines in

nothing

3

| ducted on fair principles, and the churches
[will surely receive in spiritual riches more

season resort to St. John, New Brunswick,
——THE Cost OF EDUCATING. Those
a place notorious for its dampness of cli- young men in college who daily spend
mate. Its fog is said to be so dense, a con- hours at the glass getting themselves up,
siderable portion of the time, as to neces- who ride to recitations, of which they know
sitate the wearing of overcoats to prevent next to nothing, in coaches that are
fit for
a drenching.
princes, and whose chief ain is to make a
The valley of the Connecticut, in some great show of wealth,~these would hardly
|
parts, is remarkable for its fogs during the relish being called charity students. And

fear a breath of God’s invigorating air
should steal into the room through some
more than has already been shown? The unknown if not imperceptible crevice.
extent of forgiveness was indulged when There is n't a sensible physician of to-day,
the rebel pirates were allowed to go un- who would not, upon entering such a sickhanged, and the rebel chiefs to keep them room, first of all tear down and fling that. }
company. Besides, we mast keep the re- blanket under the bed, and throw up the
spect of the Southern head, at. the same window to its fall hight.
time that we win the favor of its heart, if
So palpable were the defects in the pracwe-would witness any genuine recomcilia- tice of medicine, at the time of which we
tion.
‘are speaking, that quackery came in for
We doubt if the South needs to be recon- its day, and what a day it had! About that
ciled by any ignoring of its crime. What time the steaming process came into vogue.
it needs most, is to Sutgrow the chagrin of The patient was seated ina chair over heatits defeat, —and not so much that, either, ed water, or more commonly spirits, careas to forget that it was ever so foolish as to fully surrounded by blankets, and kept in
risk the world's hope by an attempt to per- the hot steam until the flesh, was fairly parpetuaté slavery, And this chagrin can be ‘boiled, or, as in one case we heard of, till
outlived, th{s wicked folly can be forgotten
it became loose on the bones!
reminders of its strange
attempt, and the
failure of its consummation.
A sin thatis
covered is not repented of” Fuvor that is
gained by ignoring its -consequences, is but
transient at best. ‘‘Idid net do so badly,
after all, if there is all this straining to.
reconcile me,”
Mr. Summer's resolution, however fitting

——

are too Sia to be compromised by any
doubtful practice. There are legitimate
ways enough of raising money without resorting to any schemes that may give cavilers points of argument. Let fairs be con-

mended during meals, as a promoter of digestion, and, in consequence, a health exthan for having destroyed slavery? Both pedient. Doubtless this is preferable toa
facts may be causes of displeasure, in cer- melancholy mood, or to hard thinking. in college ; which is not so much to their
tain places, but the displeasure will fade But is it the highest dictate of nature ? discredit as it is to the honor of those who
away, in proportion as the folly which es- Let us see. God has given the appetite as enable the colleges to exist.
‘
tablished the facts is repented of and for- a condition of life; and a sort of pleasure’
gotten.
The names, of course, must be in its gratification to the same end™This
——GIvINGTO THRYFUTURE. Each year .
given up in time, but just now would seem js a sufficient reason for eating, and at the
is witnessing more and
larger gifts to
to be an unfitting time to erase them. The | game time an adequate answer to any ob- promote education.
Hon.
W. W, Corsoldiers who gave their limhs to immortal- jection that may be rated to a suggestion
coran, a wealthy Washington banker, has
ize those names are too numerous to make
about to be made, as though it were a
their present erasure a peaceful undertak- material consideration, and as such, un- made himself an honorable place among
these liberal givers. In addition to his
ing. We might as well suggest the remod- | | worthy of intelligent beings.
previous princely giftsto the Capitol, he
eling of the national flag Ig lest the idea
Now, may it not be true, that silent at- now proposes to devote the balance of his
symbolized by the stars add
stripes awake
tention given to’ the physical gratification
unpleasant recollections of her colonial’ attendant upon partaking of wholesome still immense fortune to® the . establishment
at the national capital of a scientific univerpossessions in the mind of England.
and nutritious food, is stimulating to-the sity, embodying She best features of EuroLet the South accept honest industry, and digestive functions,
and in consequence trib- pean institutions. The first step towards
free schools, and churches, and Sundayutary to their healthy action?
Possibly, this end wasthe endowment of Columbian
schools, and rely upon its own hand and
those derive the greatest physical benefit
heart, just as it used to rely upon the toil from eating, all other things being equal; College with land valued at a quarter of a
million of dollars. This institution Mr.
of slaves, and reconciliation needn't be any
who enjoy their meals more than the con- Corcoran proposes to make the basis of
longer a party rallying-crv.
versation,
If it were proper, we could cite his projected university, which, if the
instances, in which simply directing the scheme is successfully earried out, seems
mind to am internal operation, supposed to
Medical Practice.
destined tn take 4 first position in our ed:
be wholly involuntary, has an effect, that ucational system.
True medical science must be most diffi
would astonish those who have never given
cult of discovery, if we may judge of it attention to such things, nor attempted any
HiLLspALE COLLEGE. The eatalogue of
in the light of the enormous strides taken
experiments of the kind.
1872-3 is received, and the evidences of
from one extreme to the other, in practice,
While no quarters are intended in the prosperity are neither few nor small, The
even during one’s life time. It is easy to above strictures, to quacks and mounte- courses of study provided are pamerons,and
recollect the time when dosing with pow- banks, we design no disparagement to the for this reason, in part, the number of gradders, and pills, and syrups, both in quantity
medical profession. Owing to the compli- nates and students in the usual course of
and frequency, was truly appalling. Now,
cated structure of our frames, and the mul- collegiate study is nat very large, and, taken

of forgiveness on the part of the North,

best and surest, in the presence\of these

inconsiderable,—

pleasure-seekers, and even invalids,

own reconciliation.
The North has its
part to do.
But why should it apologize
for the names on its battle flags any more

of panaceas; and

1 han, we.

v

mow

dozen more names to the flags. =

Hepv

Hiern

hostile to the proposed reform.

just to keep the South

as he” does

digsatisfaction than would the addition of a

by competitive

r

men generally have a good supply of this
average human nature. That portion of
the people who hold office through the favor
of Congressmen, or hope to get office hereafter by this means,—and especially if they
are conscious that they could not stand a
fair and pretty thorough examination,—
this portion of the people is doubtless very

proposition,

water animal !
Then came patent medicines, whole troops

¥

of theagitation over the Civil Service, and

© permitting
us to”

the

Congress-

been

possibly, even now, all the laws and conditions ef health are not fully understood, and
‘some notions of universal prevalency may
at least bear:questioning.
‘
Locations where a damp atmosphere iis
common are generally supposed to be unhealthy, engendering, I do not know how
many kinds of diseases. Yet multitudes of

Our Washington correspondent, as his
letter proves, seems quite confident that

heS Meudares inaugurated to bring how

on Fiving
Thalk
sven the. favorf Godin

and

certainly it has not

small, if not in infinitesmal quantities, is
should all-become lambs together, and there growing in popularity, and becoming more
would be no limit to the prosperity that and more common every day.
would spring out of our loving condition.
Not half a century ago, bleeding and
But who sincerely believes that this mat- blistering and purging were as universal
ter of reconciliation lies -all on the surface as the practice of medicine. Now, these
like that? 1t must be &'slight obstacle that are rarely and sparingly resorted ta. Then,
could
be removed by a simple erasure of water as a drink was persistently withheld
more grateful is the fact brought home to
names
;
they must be strange transgressors from the sick, especially in case of violent,
us, that the Christ whose birth we celebrate
has a missionso blessed and universal that who would be made good citizens by the burning fevers. Now, similar patients are
all the earth is included in the Holy Land, repeal of a law that their lawlessness allowed its use, cold and icy even, almost
all the succeeding centuries find the. Re- evoked. If the South has {ransgressed,— ad libitum.
Some forty-five years ago, we had a dear
deemer coming to them, and even the re- and the South. itself doesn’t deny that it
motest and bumblest of the human race .is has,—there must be something besides an relative dangerously sick of fever. It was
welcome to a divine heirship and offered ignoring of that transgression to bring its during dog days when she suffered most,
and yet the poor creature was put iito 4
the- crown of immortal life. It calls to inhapitants to terms..

with reasonable care, It would be surer
to escape injury if called for at the office,
or sent by express. If subscribers prefer
will

a wisdom

the story of the evangelists till it seems a
thing for the nineteenth century no less
than for the first. Bethlehem and Nazareth
and Capernaum and Jerusalem rise up into
a fresh prominence. Olivet and Tabor and
Gethsemane and Calvary become charged
with a rare depth of meaning. Palestine
is a fitting shrine for pilgrims. Bat still

portation,—as it will not be if handled

charges, we

with

readily;

black men had no rights which white men
were bound to respect. * But wouldn't Mr.
Sumner have figured as well in advocating

challenges the denial that is rebellious with names of all Northern victories from union
the offer of irrefragable proofs. It vitalizes battle flags, repeal the obnoxious Ku-Klux

ready for framing. We shall send this,
as ‘we do the others, by mail, post paid,
when desired, and shall wrap it carefully
80 that it ought not to be injured in trans-

to pay the express

charged

and a love truly divine. ‘It calls speculation back to the simple words of the Great
Teacher. It confronts the doubt which is
unwelcome with a new testimony.
It

The Chromo, *¢ Little Students, or Home
is

is very suggestive and

may well be commended.
It is the annual
declaration of a grand, fandamental fact.
It takes our religion out from the realm of
myth and Jegend and puts, it into the do-

Qur readers will please look over the list
carefully as it appears on our third page,
and make their orders conform exactly
to our offers.
Sunshine,”

There are

multitudes yet who hail Christmas but
spurn Christ.
After all, even this incomplete observ-

Our
offers fiiust be accepted just as we make
them. We can not send the engraving
entitled “The Three Graces” nor either of

the Chromos

by the

Master,—**Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and

Sending $3.00,

:
mounted

truths he uttered or the re-

deeming work he did, reappears in our own

according to paragraph 4, he will receive
the Star and the

day isa thing
than of the
is abundance
mirth where

heart. We see too abundant evidence that the
spirit which prompted the ancient multitude

Christian at Work,

and the two Chromos.

We

there is very little joyful adoration of the

Magazine, and the large engraving. Sending $3.60,according to paragraph 3,he will
receive the Star, the

conclusive.

arc not blind to the fact that more or less of

“and complete in itself. Any subscriber
may choose between™them.
‘Sending
$2.50, ‘according to the paragraph numbered 1, be will receive the Siar and any
one of the engravings mentioned. Sending $4.25, according “to the paragraph
2, he

from

day, and whose stay is yet prolonged.

try again.—Each of the offers, numbered

marked

far

the

We are aware of the woak and mischievous
superstitions that have gathered about the

persons have done so, we

1, 2,3, and 4, is distinct from

is

on

—

sonal advantage

Christmas greetings:

are dropping from the lip into the ear of
friend and stranger, and
Chrjstmas gifts
pass from hand to hand
‘the heart

N

5, 187 2

preme Cort room at Washington, That was
because Judge T. had impliedly ruled that

The great annual festival of Christendom

- dressed to the Publisber.

7etus add a

fu-

DECEMBER

armiere—

the power they have long held and used.
Many of them won their places by’ the use
and promise of patronage, and they hope
to hold these places by the use of similar
means hereafter. It is not in average human nature to relinquish power and per-

Christmas.

All communications designed for publication
hould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &0., should be ad

STAR,
rele

A

The

MORNING

1872 up to. the Great Mester: and address
ourselves Lo the duties of another year.
An index to the ended volume will be
found on our eighth page, which has been

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
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News

:
American Missionary - Association

hi

at its last session in Racine, Wis., resolved
«@ raise.the ensuing year $500,000, The
.Congregationalists are making vigorous eftorts to raise in the West, at least one dollar
per member.
hai

Summary.

TERRIBLE TO WEAK LUNGS is this inclement sea.
gon. Are you hoarsé—tormented with a celd—convulsed with a hard cough—annoyed with a sore
| throat—troubled with dificulty of breathing? If so,
lose not an hour in procuring Hale's Honey of Hore

hound and: Tar, the sole and soyereign remedy for
such complaints.
Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

CONGRESSIONAL.

On Monday, in the . Senate, the House bill au-

Premature Loss of the Mair, which 18 so
common now-a-daye, may be entirely prevented by
the use of Burnett's Cocoaine. It has been used in
thousands of cases where the hair was coming out
in handfuls, and has never failed to arrest its decay,

thorizing the change of registered bonds for coupons, and ‘the House bill revising the mint and

coinggh laws were reported from the finance committee with’ amendments.

The

Senate

receded

The general missionary meeting of the from its amendmentto the futernal revenue bill,

“M. E. Church was held in New York, and
$800,000 was fixed as the sum to be raised
.the ensuing year, $100,000 more

than

Several

Our

A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.

have

ed a hope in Christ within a few wolks.
Pray for us that the work may go on. =" |

by

Senator

Stevenson.

Tn the

little preachconsequently

they had got low, and as a matter of course

the bill appropriating

the

munity (a part of which were Methodists), decided that they would make an effort to sustain
preaching.
The result was, that out of a common fund, brother Zenophon Udell, Methodist,

next.

the desk alternately for one year, which we

did,

the

reunited in accordance with the
by Attorney-General Williams.

a series of meetings

for a week, brother Udell

and myself

being

slider
began

as-

in moving

Tennessee,

The

for-

We have.been having for the last three or four
weeks, four or five evening meetings a week,!
with some of the best meetings that I ever at

a claim

to

say that we expect other additions to our church.
God has indeed heard and answered our prayers, and has most gloriously blessed us. We have
now a live church, our public services are well

late

Edwin

meet Christians of eight or ten years, and from
that to the age of threescore and ten, all happy in

Jesus, Our place of worship is a. school house,
very-comfortable, but still we are aspiring to a
new house of worship, and indulging in some

The

suits

against Jay

of the
Gould

Erie

were

Railway

settled

at

including sixty thousand shares
and the Grand Opera House.

Hampshire

We

resist the demand.

cent.

an advance of 256 per

and

his wonderful. works to the children of men.”

took

$100,00.,

stock,

State

Rev. J. B. DREW, tormerly pastor of the
“Chicago ohurchy is at his former home in Com-

in

:

Thursday

on

mine

some conversions,

is seeing

Ld

i

:

vo

kD

REV. W, M. Hig
his pastorate of the

1

al ;has_recently resigned
Commerce church and ac-

cepted aeall. from the church at Bath, Mich.,

avhere he has already commenced his labors,
a

REV4W:B,

x

4

HAMBLEN. sdhids us an: account

of his travels through Minnesota, on a line: from
St. Paul to Duluth. «At - Hinkley, Pine City,

|

North Branch Station; Rush City, &c. he found
many New. Englanders, with but. few religious
institutions

among them.

Bro. H. preached

in

several of these places, and saw good results in
one or two cases.
—

Rev, W, Ly
“iven
pastoral of the st
The Eoening

Dec. 18, says:
:

j)

0

on

rai

bt

J welcome has been

hus taken, the
Noyes, who
church in Cbicago.
I, B.

eity, the

shipbuilders in

Herald

reports

large orders on hand, and favorable prospects for

GRP

YI

and

it is reported that he is ulveady retained to prosecute seventeen suits in accounts against the
city of New York, which Controller Green refuses to pay on the ground ofillegality.

which 69 were of small-pox,

The Rev. MY. Talmlage’s

Bowles

—Harmon

.

and

brethren from abroad are invited
o E+ GUILFORD, Sec.

WIITESTOWN Q. M. will hold its next seision

with the Columbus chaorch, comencing Friday,
Jan. 10, at 7 o'clock, P.M. Rev. J. M.Crandallis to
:
5
reach the dpeniug sermon.

n

y

MONTCALM

the Bloomer ¢
A.M.

church at Brooklyn

It contained the organ used at the first Peace Ju.
bilee in Boston,
The weather Sunday was extremely cotd, In
Toledo, Olio, the thermomuter indicated 16° be-

low zero,

Saturday night a fireman and engi-

n
peer on the Cincinnati, Wubash and Michiga
ome
hadhec
which
ive,
locomot
thelr
left;
d
Railron

,
disabled, between Goshen and Warsaw, Indiana

and were frozen to death before reidhing the

“

Jo

t

= ~~:

nearest house, only & mile distant.
gy § TOH |

M,

x

.. FOREIGN. .

It ie now reported that Bismark will resign
| eon
the presidency of the Prussian cabinet, but

tibue to be ninister of foreign uffaiis. |
; ‘Tick Emperor Vill, has granted” Pico

Roon will act provisionally as president of

he Prussian council of ministers.

3

Eyhns,

wife, J M Huemer

, Mrs J Stevens &

Mrs 8 B Blaisdell,

Hopkinton,

2.00

Horatio Foss, Wilton, Me, (for freadtuen),
vd S Manning, collections in Oct and
Nov, Ill,
awa ch, N
H, per H Belden,
Ch in Philips, Me, per D Waterman,
John Dolly & wife, Gray. Me.
Marion ch, O. $27.Grand Prairie ch, O,813to redeem
pledge’of Rev S D Bates, at den Conf,

10.00
97.38
83,25
7.00
2.00

SILAS

Education

New Durlidin Q M, N i, per € L Pinkham,

¥. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

SUMMER

MAINE

RAIL

2.58

10,16 10.43

and Friday at'8.10,P. M,
h

Lal

10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P. M.

Erie, N. Y., Q. M. will be held with the church at

NBW DURNAM-Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Rochester village church. commencing Friday, Jan. 11.
°
C L. PINKHAM, Clerk.
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N. J., says:

know

York,

says:

the

Centaur

Lowville, N Y. ©
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«J Erskine, Franconia, N H. 2)
478 Wdackson St, Chicago, Ith
WAHL Huling,
.
"AT Shaw, Lal e, Meh Pa i,
M
Paris, Pa.
New
lizabeuh Allison,
Ty Cherokee 0, Kae,
Pr B oy pide
mgd
(2)
Town.
Efanborn, Fairbank,
David Inman, Spencer, Towa,
4
HS Dixon. Butlerville: Towa.
fs
Mrs M. W Bean, Pike, N Y.
F A Palmer, Atkinson,
Me,
4
=
He.
N
L Blood hitetield,
Davis, Beaver Dam, Wis, “
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+ Ad NeCurnick, Becdy Greek, NY

of rheuttatiom,

for my sprained

owners

‘All

Liniment.

thing ever used in our stables.”

ancle

We

of

horses

find

should

it the best

This testimony could be repeated for a month.
you want
Limiment.

to avoid suffering, just
Sold by all Druggists.
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try

the

|

If

Centaur

J. B. ROSE & CO, 53 Broadway, N. Y.

Children cry
for Pitcher’s
Castoria.—
A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the food,
cures Wind Colic and causeenaturl sleep. It does
not contain morphine, and is pleasant fo take, never

gripes and never fails.

The best physic known.

‘MARRIED
In Danville, N. i., Nov. 1, by Rev, C. B. Griffin,
Grifiin, of

D., and

Mrs,

B.

Starr,

Mr.

George

Mich., and Mrs. Mary
In Athol, Mass.,

Ww.

of

New

. Lucy Randall Comfort,’
Sain Carleton,
8.
W. Pearce,

om

J. W. Mackey,

IDE COMPANION will contain

GIVEN AWAY.
A Splendid Chromo;
A PERFECT COBY OF A

$400 Painting,
ENTITLED

“Mischief Brewing.”
This Chromo, in 16 colors, from a
New Pafuting by the celebrated B.F.
Reinhart. is as beautiful asthe Painting
itself. It will give great pleasure, and
ormament any Home.
hn
240

hy a
Broadway)

for 187'3 to the
American

kg will be Jreseiised
to Every Subscriber

Agriculturist.

Terms:
$1.50 a year; Four copies
for $5; Ten copies for $12; Twenty or
more copies, &1 each.
For 25 cents extra, the Chromo will
be finely Mounted on heavy binder’sboard, and

Varnished, ready for

ing, or using

without

mailed in a strong

fram-

& frame,

and

cover, post-paid,

to subseribers.
(We advise all te have
it thus nrounted )
1

ORANGE
4860

JUDD & CO., Pubs,
245 Broadway, New York.

Haven,

J. Bradway,of D.
Dec. 18, by Rev. J. Peterson,

Frank N. Walcosh,of Lowell, and Miss Mari J.

[3 f A.

In Hartland, Nov. 9, by

Rev.

A.

T. Bowman,

and Mrs,

Mr.

Nellie A.

Double, Single, Muzzle and Breech-Loading Rifles,
Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, &c., of every kind,
for

—————————

NEW

373

Washington

afterns 50 cents.

ANOTHER

8t., Boston,

LOT

OF

of the most

skillful Carpet

THE

prices,

Guns, $3 to
eowl2w32

This thorough and practical method

American, also with Foreign

GEMS
pages

B’ds, $250;

Manufacturers has

OF

Agents! A Rare Chance!

has

Fingering.

acquired

Price, $3.

rful

of the

Best

Strauss

Music.

SINGING

be

:
FOR THE
Piano-Forte, Cabinet Organ, Melodeon, Guitar,
Cornet, Violin, Fife, Accordeon, German
Accordeon, Clarionet, Flate, Flageolet.
Price of each book, 75 cents.
— These little works are great favorites, because they
music, and have

ghbugh of instructive matter for the wants of amaCrs.
The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail
price.
0. DITSON & CO. Boston.
C. Hl. DITSON & CO. New York.
tion
Beautiful inventions for marking Clothing
and printing Cards, Je. One will do
fora
whole family. Movable Type.
le,
amusing
instructive
Jor the youn
Jet Printer
$1: Silver $1.95, with
and

neat Case, delivered by

mail anywhere. 3 Fi iphabets extra 60c.
Golding & Co, 14 Kilby St, Boston.

‘
3
‘eachers, Superinpresents for 8. S.
a tod. W.C.
rs or others. Ag ents wan
Jr., & Co,, Publishers, 1¢ Bible House,

|°

*

STORIES,

BY EDWARD EGGLESTON.

The Hoosier Sehfol-Master
Price, post-paid, $1.25.

The End ofthe World,
Price,

IA Love story, With 82 finé fikystrhtions

Postpaid, $1.50, QRANGEIUDY &
wl ub’s,
CA
’
245
roadway, New, York.

~erial

Are

RB, HOLMES,

FALDEICH, Mrs,

HAXTE

8

many others.

MONTHLY

$700;

P

five copies,

copies. $30 00,
or
1873 will have

OUR

Tra
graphical

$1600;

YOUNG

Pozen

ten

\
** Doing
TRO

His
E;

Sketches,

aries. wa Ajmal

my,

an

S100; two oie

sy

egtrivit;

0!

h,

With
a foil Je hd

ment for Enigmas, Rebuses, Puzzles of all kinds; Numerous Pie-

fires, A The Seat Wrivers andthe

FOLKS

es

ne.”

2;

an

_e

co
for 8 haw subscribers.
«
lanticie and Our Young Polis, $5.

JAMES R. OSGOOD & CO., Pubs.,
BSOTON.

10 Per Cent. Bonds of Otoe Co., Neb.
GUARANTEED BY THE NEBRASKA CITY NAT'L BANK.
Value of Property, $15,000,000.
Also Kansas and Nebraska Bridge and School
Bonds, and ‘other choice investment securities for
sale at prices that will pay over 12 per cemt. on the
invested.

THOS.

P. ELLIS & CO:, Bankers,
No. 14 Pine Street, New York.

OFFER! Holidays
AGREAT
HORACE WATERS,
481 Broadw,
New.
will dispose of 00 rN

SRL
08% ONY, ana

ORGANS,
of three
first-class
makers, including
| Waters’, at extremely low prices for cash,

during the Holidays, New T-octave first-class
PIANOS, modern improvements, for $2¥5% Cash.
The

CONCERTO

PARLOR

ORGANS

are the most

beautiful in style and
fect in tone ever made.
Price, for 6 stops, $185; 10 stops, $225 and $250 cash.
Other Organs and Mejodeons for $45 and upwards
for cash. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
_ 3t51
OPI

|

\

We cure the Habit. ,
cheap, quick, snd
without suffering or

/

EATERS,

ingopye:

lence. De~

scribe

your

case,

and address,

8. G. ARMSTRONG,
wl.

M. D.,

I’. 0. Box 6, BERR#EN,

Michigan.

KNOWLTON'S

Universal Bath!
* One of the most convenient, common-sense an 1
practical improvements brought to our notice is tife

" Portable Rubber Bathing Tob.”

now being

introduced
into our

city. It gives. all the

ining lntxe luxuries of a bath Whoa and wherever it is needed withoyt the expense of a bath room.
It may be put upsin any room in the house; requires
but little water; is easily emptied, and when net in
use can be stowed away almost anywhere, occupying
but little space. Its
nt methods of a
ment
render it very convenient to the Jgracns Asing it

whether for the

ordinary bath, medicated

and

shower bath, or fof children aud infants. Its
jugs
are very simp e; a child can make all the
)
ent changes.
notice
that severak of our
8
have already put their names down ol the
t's
hist. prom a porsaiiil exnmiination wes
w
da.
ol
merits
and superior
nvenianooy of
]
Bathing Tub, and bs
4 it % a value e aid to
health, answering all the purposes of a bath room
and fixtures at comparatively light expense. None
who attach that importance to
which it
.
erly demands will neglect fhis opportunity of sup-

Pijiug thetndplves with

so

ngng hishis BalBathing

and

t a

ay

fad

will Temain a ahs
Tr D. . Rio the
in Dover $0 take the names of such of our cit! 8 He:
ase. He will:
:
sure
in‘show-
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Read the two Great

nave

Yow, Rare

SCHOOL,

WINNER'S NEW SCHOOLS

Ink.

1978 will

LER; Se
H
LS,
AKER, Prof, 1,
BOYESEN, DEFORREST ; and
2%

ATLANTIC

Price,

and ether Singing Classes. Widely used. Costs less
than a Church
Music Book.
Price, 75 cents.

opedia of Prose Illustrations,
Dodie of Poetical Illustrations.

For

THE

}

has abundant material for the instruction of evening

Foster’s Cyclopedias.

with 20 fine illustrations.

a

Best Family Magazines,

STRAUSS!!

are cheap, are full of easy and lively

We will pay all agents $40 per week in cash, who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
and expenges paid. Address,
A. COULTER & CO.
Charlotte, Mich.
4652

AMERICAN

.

t= NOW IS THE TIME

C1, $3 00; Fine Gilt for presents, $4 00.

EMERSON’S

This invoice 18 quite an improvement over the lot
sold last year, from the fact that they are full

yard wide instead of three-fourths wide—~and can be
used either side up. Brilliant and permanent colors
and rich designs, and will be seld for 50 cts. per yard.
Sample sent by mail on receipt of 10 cts., or five
different patterns 50 cote,
PEASLEY & BOND,
47 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
4652

PALMER,
NY.

low

8 GOLDEN REPUTATION a8 one of the very best Instruction Books.
Sells large.
Published with

250 large

Four Hundred Pieces this day Opening!

sheep, $6;
Ap bo riate
sonnei

G. L: alten;

Tany Pastor,
John Elder

More

The suprising success of this brilliant book continnes.
Kdition after edition is eagerly called for.

succeeded in producing a low priced, durable carpet.

we

vory

Ox THe PIANOFORTE, BY
MASON & HOADLEY,

Mass.

Retiform Brussels!
One

at

System for Beginners

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,

2t52

or boys,

:

pieces of which, in order to introduce them, will be
scld for 374 cents per yard.—Sample sent by mail on

10 cents, or 5 different

men

| $300; Pistols, $1 to $25.

CARPET.

THE GREAT WONDER.—The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent, and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, after
ears of experimenting
with the best artisans, have
Dronght out a carpet which they have named and will
be known as GERMAN
TAPESTRY, being
exact imitation of Solid Brussels, the first thousand
receipt of

Brickto;

- @ .

amount

Mr.

Bake,

of H.

A

wk

ELIZABETH DUDLEY.

Mrs. Sumner Hayden,

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000800000000

Belinda R. Ca-

Sutton,

Y

WOMEN

Mary Grace Halpine,
Elizabeth Dudley,

vis, of Camden, Me.
;
In Linden, N. Y., Dec. 4, by Rev. -L. B. Starr, Mr. |
Henry P. Gardner, , of Attica, N. Y., and Miss Cora | Write for Large Illustrated Descriptiwe Price List to
A. Perry,
of L. In Dale, N.Y..Dec. 11, by Rev. L.

BY MAIL.
Rev L D Felt, Markesan, Wie,
EH
Prescott, New Hampton, N
s AF Bryant, Harrisburg. Pa, 62 Heron St.
D'S Frost, Jonesville,
Vi.
“ BA Gurnsey, Kewanee, Ill.
Wf W Carr,
Madison Cen,iMe. (2)
* 1, B Starr, Dale,
NY.
“* R Cooley, Lima Cen, Wis,
« E Tibbetts, Agency City, Iowa. (2
“John Cook, Lebanon, tt Clair Co, III. o
« W Brown. Hicks, Chemung Co, N Y. (2)
Vt. (2)
vw A Moulton. Derby Lane,
* A Given,
Bangor, Me
* A Pierce, Ri irevine Ind.
« "J Fallonton,
Raymond, N H.
“ J W Burgin, Lincoln, Vt.
Kenesaw, Neb.
«A D Willlums,

“The

without relief, Yothe second bottle of Centaur Liniment cured it perfécily., CRAS. HILL, 616 Pine St.,
Phila.”
H. Marsh, Esq., Supt. of Adams Express Stables,

i

Forwarded,

.

after intense suflering for five years.”

New

FOR

0000060000000000000000006060000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000008000000000000000
00000 & 00000000 Y000000000000000006000C® 000

Fear not dumb horse, thy friend now speaks,
Whol heal your wounds, and-make you leap
Ten bars<piles of oats to bolt,
And frisk about like yonder ¢olt.
Yellow wrapper is the thing for brutes,
White wrapper alone the family suits.

remedies

0b

GEORGE MUNRO, Publisher, 84 Beckman Street, New York.

Cures burns and scalds, poisonous stings—
Rheumatic horrors scares away,
Limbers stiff-joints in a single day.
Poor cripples in their hobbliig way,
Limp in on crutches—then walk away.

éured me

#

One Year—Single Copy.......... sovenernns 3 00 One Year—Four Copies ($2.50 each). ......:$10 00
One Year—Two : Copies,
: 5 00 | One
Copies............
ne
Ye Year—Eight
i
am a
2: 30 40
Those pending $20 for a Club of Eight, all sent a t one time,
tg will be entitled
itl
to a copy FRE®
Getter
J:
up of Clubs can
rward add single copies at $2.50 each.
Specimen copies sent free,

On other mission now we're sént,
To bless mankind with an emollient,
Of which the world ne’er hath dreamt,
Even our CENTAUR LINIMENT.

Frost,

Received.

—J M Haynes—S Harriman—C Hodgdon—E
N ‘Jewell—-Mrs B
M Hurd—S Johuspn—M Jackson—
Jepson—G H Jenness—J 8 Jordan—W Jordan—A E JorKeldan—Mrs E _Jenne—J) Kitchen—R H Kinney—S EEdwin
ley—H_Keéney—G W Knowlton—C Ingraham—
¥¢ H Littlefield-=C Lovett—E P
Lalr-J W Legion
Ladd—J B Laighton—D 8 Lee—A La Dow—H Moore—R
J Myers—A K Story--E Moulton—~D Marsh—J Morse—
Manuel-Mrs 8 ¥ Miller—B ManMary A. Mansur—W_

© Watermai,

tread—.

and beast to play our part,

Ernest Robinson, of St. Albans

ya

Books

|

Then restored to life by the Centaur’s art;
Chased wild mares on the field of Mars;
Lived on the earth, and slept among the stars.”

has

for 1873.

LOK.

FAITHFULL AND

During 1873 the FIR

Eat perfumed flowers of the céntury plant,—
Drank liquid from the volcano’s mouth,

Centaur Liniment

whi

Continued Stories than have ever Apeared in any fakdig ain ne
arrangements
for the new year surpass all previous efforts; the v
COM.
y increased circulation of THE FIRESIDE
PANION enabling us to complete our en gagements upon a scale
of
led liberality.
i
Short Stories, Sketches, Poetry and Bio raphy;
ek
Answers to Correspond. ents, Hiumerous Articles, Reading for the
Little Folks, Fashionable ChitChat for the Ladies, and other interesting departments, will be maintained “without regard to
expense.
We endeavor to make THE FIRESIDE COMPANION the best; most useful, and post gesirable
paper in America.
h
nr
OUR
TERMS
FOR 1873.-NOW
IS THE
TIME
TO SUBSCRIBE.

head

of Hoboken,

Popular,

Parlor Theatricals, Charades, Magical Delusions, Scientific Experiments, Legerde:
n, Divining Oracles,
Card Games, etc., includin, all that is humorous, droll, and amusing, in the whole range of games.

For a thousand years we roamed the earth—

J. ¥. Ludewig.

the Best

A SERIES OF SHORT ARTICLES BY POPULAR AMERICAN WRITERS,

Kise up and speak!
#’Twas proud Olympus gave us birth;

Slew man

and

Announcements

Ciara Boron

SRday

Pein

With hoof of horse and human

of America,

These distinguished authors, with the following list of old favorites,
who have made the FIRESID
COMPANION heretofore so popular, have all been engaged for the bon year:

3

Hear ye the mighty Centaur’s
See the long line of myriad dead

.

A SERIES OF ORIGINAL ARTICLES ON PARLOR GAMES AND HOME AMUSEMENTS,

Wedn

"

THE,

‘Iustrated, Family Newspaper,

EMILY

for Poptlan.y,

6,08; and an Monday,

Jan: 4,at 9 o’clock,

West Falls, on Friday and Saturday, Jan. 10, 11,
commencing Thursday evening.
V. R. CARY, Clerk.

Letters

BY

ROAD

RVs

Paper

ARTICLES

SON,
1vy18

ARRANGEMENT, 1872.

BM

FOR

A NEW STORY BY OLIVER OPTIC.

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M.
i
5.508.00 11.20 5.14, 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednes_
"days and Fridays at 7.40, ¥* ix

AMy..

DE

BAD

for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

AND

SUBSCRIBE

Humorous Articles by Petroleum V, Nashy.

DR. §. 8. FITCH,
&

TO

A NEW STORY BY EDMUND YATES,

A

sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
%
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given

BOSTON

Story

Splendid

2.42

Special Notices.

Q: M. Will hold its mext session with
ences

Great

50.0.0
5.00

8. 8. FITCH

for 10 cts. extra;

five or more 15 cts, extra,

COMPANION.

. The

CURTIS, Treas

Society,

Send your directionto Dr.
Broadway, New yoik

TIME

40.00
260.63

Concord, N. H,

Natur

OHN E. MILLER, Pub., Chicago.

FIRES

5.00
60.69

.

N H.

articles on Scientific

Ey

NEW YORK

4.00

by Mary A." Dennison,
and a

:

NOW. |S THE

2.10
4.80

10.41,

Miss M Custis
Evele
8.
$ineyvine ch, BR I, id J DD Hubbard,

F.B.ministers from adjoining Q. M’s are earH.J. SM¥FH, Clerk.

WG

Bismark’s request to be retired, and Goneral

NY,

Wis, per H J Brown,

Spafford QM, N'Y, per 8 R

4t51

2.00

J M Plummer, Portland, Me, which with $75 reeently sent from
to con, Worthy Barrows &

nestly invited to be with us.

was wholly destroyed by fire Sunday morning.

Postof that city, under date ot |Van V
HAM

for

owners

There were 196 deaths in Boston last week, of

Api

REV: 6G Wo CORTTIS, whose name has dropped
g gospel
out of the Register, is stil preachinthe

at E. Killingly, Ct., and vicinity, and

cons

in Califora half mil

Mayor Hall will resume his law practice,

[1

8:

Cor. 4:18;

E. Guilford,— Plan of a sermon.

Mimsters
to attend.
|

directors
numbers,

ton, N.Hy recently made him a donation of the revival of the maritime trade,

Ri

Jaupuy

religion; J. Erskine,~Intermediate State of the dead;

;

and about New York

Tur parishioners of Rev. E. Guilford at Lattle-

BY

Q. <M. Ministers’ Instittite will convene at
Jan.
2 ; at 18 o’clock, 4/M: ASSIGNMENTS:

and Revelation; J. M. Russell,—Growt!
of Geology
Essential to Christian life; G. Wheeler,—1he Gospel
invitation ; J. Chamberlain —The Christian Sabbath;
L. Streeter;,~Faithfulness in bearing Testimony for

in. the vicinity

The

After interviewing the various

FERNANDO RANDLETT.

“that place very acceptably.

8 8B, White school-house district, Pennellville,
r N B Turner, (for freedmen)
Durham’'Q M,N H, per C L Pinkbam,

Mr. John F.

APout 500 coal miners at and

paniment.

chureh

3

York

of Erie

temperance

of Springfield, Illinois, struck

the

hci

G. H. Pinkham,—2

Company
New

Thursday, Gould transferring to the
property valued at $9,000,000 in round

lesson papers, and we are now preparing to have
a Christmas anniversary with the *¢ tree” accom-

for

LISBON
Littleton,

institution,

It is believed that the eotton crop
nia the coming year will amount to
lion pounds.

have quite an interesting Sabbath-school, use the

merce, Mich,, and supplying

he?

House

Forrest

Mrs 8 W Cooper, Concord, N H, (for freedmen,), =

a

ASURES,"

rion, Potty, as
for next year will receive the
0 beautiful chromos—*‘ Mother's Morning"

LEE

Mounted, sized and

Specimen mumbers. with

New

©

H Chase, Hillsdale, Mich.

“1 tried many

‘Dewey—G'H Damon—T Dimm-+J H Dodge—dJ B Davis
S Dutton-D
W Carr —J 8 Dudley—Z
Edward A. Pollard, editor and author, died at De [4]Darling=J
Edgeecomb—M Ed(2)—J G. English—J
Durgin
Folsom—
Eaton—E
G
Easton—J
s=
English—L
uncompromi
G
an
was
wards—dJ
Lynchburg, Tuesday. , He
Fairfield-'D Furbish—M IL, Freese—~J C
TF Ford-S
ing advocate of slavery and secession, as the
erris—dJ Farrow—A Field—C W Grifin—N Gammon-—
W Gould—H Gilman—L W Gilman -8 Garland—John
Richmond Examiner while be was its editor,
Given— B W_Green—Mrs B B Henderson—G. H Humthe Southern History of the War, Observations
shrey—E H Hunt—M C Henderson—M Hall—H Hicks—
Hobbs—J M
enry—E D Hall—H Haydenburk—E
in the North, The Lost Cause, and other works
Hall—J B Higgins—J Hutchinson—M Horton—H J Hall
1
—M Hutches
s
Houghton
L
A
—¥ Hafacker— A Humphrey—
*of his pen strongly testify.
Hargwig—J

attended, our social prayer and conference meetings are alive and soul refreshing. Here we

g

the

“A

:

1. W Anthony—G C_Andrews—A D Adkinson—M Atwood—P T Aldrich—N W Ayer & Son—D Allard—M C
Agard—D Bayless—S A Bulson—H Belden—A F Bennett
yh Blaisdell—S P Baker—M Batchelder—S Bradley—D
The House cominittee on Territories voted, hBranch-S
D Bates—A J Bartholomew—T Berry—J
8. Crary ~E. Chamberlin—-C
Colorado
Curtis—0O.
enabling
Brockway—S
unanimously to report an act
Campbell—G Craig—L Cook ~M B_Churchill—L -W Coltoframe a State constitution and entitling it to lins—Mary P Carlton—=A Chadwick--G 8 Couch—Mrs 8
A Dungan—I B Davis—J Dewey -W’
v—E
; ‘Coe—J A
)
admission to the Union.

Several new onus have confessed

“¢Praise God for his goodness,

252

with

A
Amusemen

Me.

Porter Bath Me.

* John Chick, Leighton’s Corner, N H
D Lothrop & Co, Boston,
N

money from the defendant.

‘Thereis at present a very great, relig-

hope of having our desires met before long.

to

The charges of bribery against Senator-elect
Patterson-of South Carolina have been dismissed,
the fact appearing that it was a scheme to extort

not yet received the hand of fellowship.

Christ, and I do not know that it is too much

has filed

Jan. 19, A, M., 1st

The pastors are requested to
give notice of the
meetings, and make arrangements. All meetings
:
evening.
for week days will be in the
C. 0. LiBBY.

city,

Duryea

Jan.7, SN. Fiming’

N. Berwick, Beech Ridge; P. ., Doughty’s Falls.

vention, held Wednesday at Concord, nominated John Blackmar of Sandwich for governor.
Candidates for Congress and the executive council were also nominated.

our church, five by baptism and four by letter.
+ Qne ather sister has received baptism, but has

interest,

that

place at Philadelphia Monday.
Mr. Forrest's
will establishes an asylum for deeayed actors
and actresses, and preseribes a full and rather
novel code of rules for the government. of the

The New

of

ment in the community,and an addition of nine to

jous

in

6, Cornishville;

Jan. 15, Springvale; Jan. 16, Milton Mills; Jan. 17, N.

on claims of nearly $400,000 for the

The funeral of the

which, under God, is a marked general improve-

tended.

street,

n.

‘Lebanon ; Jan, 18 West Lebanon;

the war.

But
and

result

Limerick;

use of their buildings by Union soldiers during

my labors, the friends of each (denominationally) raised their own subscriptions and engaged
time.

vin Village; Jan. 1, Wolfbore, Mill Village; Jan.2;

ton: Jan. # Steep Falls; Jan.9, White Rock; Jan.
10. Little Falig; Jan. 11, 8. Gorham; Jan. 12, A. M.,
Buxton qo
Spruce Swamp; P. M., West Buxton;
evening. Ba Miils; Jan. 13, Hollis: Jan. 14, Lyman;

committee

ward in the ordinance of baptism.
Failing in
this duty they naturally grew cold, and some
went baek into the world “Rain, while others,
though cold, ¢id wat entirely give up. After a
long struggle, by the grace of God, we came off
victorious. ‘During the first year I baptized one,
and received her into the church.
At t le end of the first year of Bro, Udell’s and |

ws again, each half of the

29, A.M., Sandwich Center; P. M., N. Sand.
wich ; Dec. 80, Tamworth Jron Works; Dec. 31, Mel-

been

A despateh from London announces the wreck

on Liberty

3; “‘HmopeN
Miller
“H

a variety of Shorter Stori

It banishes pains and all such things,

[ For Rey. 0. R. Bacheler ou sveciai agency

The Methodist Book Concern of Nashville,

quickened and came up to higher ground. About
fifty sinners and backsliders, publicly confessed
Christ, Tbe meetings were continued through

there seemed to be a hésitanéy

Houlton, sis-

Leigbton’s Corner; Jan.8, West Newfield; Jan.4,
Dams Mills; Jan, 5, A. M., 8. Parsonsfleld; pr. M.,

Monday evening, Simmons stabbing
death. Simmons wae arrested,

and back-

a good interest kept up.
to abate towards spring,

Roberts ; Aroostook, sister Purington;

ter James Kenney ; Springfield, sister Haggett.
year that each Q.M.
during the coming
We hope
report be received at
will nobly respond and a g
us that they are not
convincing
gathering,
our next
:
weary in the ways of well-doing.
write to Mrs. DePlease
Fow fusther information
of the Y.M. Female Foreign
lia HM. Haggett,Secreta:
Com.
Mission Society, Springfield, Me.

proposed

a fatal .quarrel

returned again to Father's house, sinners
to inquire the way,
the church was

the svinter, and
the zeal began

plan

(2)

Mission Socie-

ors, or appoint one that will attend to this business;

Two prominent policy dealers of New York,
John E. Simmons and Nicholas H. Duryea, had

sisted by brethren L. B. Tasker, F. L. Wiley,
W.L. Noyes, and E. W. Culver (the latter a
Methodist brother), the result of which was i

glorious awakening, The lukewarm

meeting Cf

annual

last

for surely all should be awake in this cause:
Sebee Q. M., sister Folsom; Ellsworth, sister E.
Exeter, sister Gerry; Unity, Sister Files;
Harding;
Montville, sister Eben Bose; Prospect, sister L. J.

of the ship Matchless
of Boston, and the loss of
all on board, off the coast of Northumberland.

latter

partof Nov., 1871, we had

Atthe

Female Foreigm

ety, held at Dexter, Aug. 20, it was voted to make
choice of a corresponding committee or agent in
of exerting their
eauil Q: M., for the purpose
influencein creating an interest in their several Q.
M's; If thereis a Siyreh within their limits, that is
to act themselves as collectdestitute of a colle

———

H

Lambton, Ont.

Trains leave for Alton Bay.

The House had no quorum.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The ruptured legislature of Alabama has

EW

AM,

Appointments

with a degree of harmony seldom if ever equaled.
The result of the enterprise for the first three or
four months did not Bavor of success. In fact it
became a serious question whether to try to sustain meeting or not, many of the church mem
bers thinking it was useless to do. so. But a
In

Y. M.

the Penobscot Y. M.

exposition, with an

and myself, F. Baptist, were engaged to supply

prevailed.

PENOBSCOT

House, no busi.

amendment providing for a commission of twelve
skilled artisans to visit the exposition and report
their observations to the President, was passed.
On Friday, the Scnate transacted but little
business and adjourned to the 6th of January

moral tone of the community was also low,
In the spring of 1871, the church with the com-

Rev A Libby. Lewis

—

|

$100,000 to ald American

representation at the Vienna

Neb,

_L L Gove, care T € Piper, N Weare, N H.,
EXPRESS,

Trains leaye Dovel

Notices and Appointments.

whole.
On Thursday, in the Senate, the postal telegraph bill was reported
from the committee,
The consideration of the French spoliation bill
was resumed but no action taken. In the House,

month. I found the church very low indeed,
“there being but.eleven members t
could be

Co,

organ, at a price within

the reach of almost any lover of music.
Read advertisement iif another column.

ness of unusual importance was done, The deficleney bill was considered in committee of the

£0. BARTOR, VT. About the first of March,
1871, 1 commenced my labors with the church at
South Barton, accepting its pastorate the same

more hopeful feeling

the effect of a costly church

On Wednesday, in the Senate, appropriate ac.
tion was taken respecting the death of Garrett
Dalis of Kentusky, a ealogy being pronounced

Ministers and Churches.

found.
There had been but very
ing for five or six years previous,

The Concerto Parlor Organ.
THs introduction of WATER'S CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN supplies a long needed desideratum for home
music. The effect, at once charming, soul stirring
and closely resembling the human voice, is produced
by a third set of reeds, voiced peculiarly for thas
purpose. Its sound, voluminous and pure, produces

tion comcernng hs ‘connection with the Credit
Mobilier, in which he took occasion to denounce
McComb in unmeasured terms.

obtain-

ar

Leander Harvey, M D, Wattord,
1 W Drew, Horton, Towa.

as

On Tuesday, in the Senate, a bill was passed
for the appointment of keepers of life-saving stations at Cape Cod and Block Island. The French
spoliation bill was discussed.
In the House of
Representatives a bill appropriating $100,000 to
aid American representation at the Vienna exposition was discussed, but not acted upon.
Mr,

bill was

‘Brooks of New York made a personal explana-

ATKINSON, ME. The Lord is still blessing his people in Atkinson, and souls are

of money (if sent

losses

tice, and he sustains all

to affairs in that

deficiency

Cree

Rev L I. Harmon, Portsmouth, NH,
Rev D Waterman, Phillips, Me,

considered in committee of the whole.

state, was adopted. The

Let the work continue

Melodeons.

directed), or damages by transportation.
If Instruments ordered do not prove perfectly satisfactory when received, all moneys are readily re~
funded and all freights paid, so you run no risk im
ordering. ,¥or circulars address
REV. L. L. HARMON,
Portsmouth, N. H.

requesting information relative

Floyd's

Mrs 8 B Blaisdell, Hopkinton, N H,
1.00
, Brother Harmon’s supply of Musical Instruments
all over the United States is a steadily increasing |
a
$68. 42
business.
:
.
Concord, N. H.
' BILAS CURTIS, Treas.
Organs and Melodeons of the best quality, and
noon the most liberal terms, are supplied at ‘short

by Mr. Cox of New York, calling, in rather offensive terms, for information from the President
concerning federal interference in Louisiana. This:
resolution was voted down, 79 to 89, but another,

heart was made to rejoice at the large
amount acknowledged by our Treasurer a

Thirteen

Organs and

from thearmy register and regimental flags was
adopted, 116° to 68. Considerable new bubiness
was introduced. A resolution was Introduced

consin, $17,500; Towa, $24,500; Kansas,
$6,000. No Christian denomination ¢an af-

being converted.

ii at the same time unrivaled as a dressing forthe
hair. A single application will render it soft and
glossy for several days,

railroads were

removing the namesof the battles of the rebellion

To the two Conferences in Mich., $26,000;
“{llinois, $47,000; Indiana, $42,000; Wis-

gloriously.

to

the subjeet of providing cheaper transportation
from the west to the Atlantic seaboard. In the
House ‘of Representatives a resolution against

last

Cincinnati, $30,000; Ohio, $28,000; North
Ohio, 816,000, makingin this State $74,000.

week or two since.

relating

ams,

and to promote a healthy and vigorofis growth. It

adopted, one appointinga committee to consider

vyear. The apportionment made to some of
the Western Conferences seems to us Freewill Baptists large and encouraging.

ford to neglect the missionary spirit,

resolutions

—

—

Stephen Krum, Brimfield, Noble Co, Ind,

THOUSANDS SPEAK.—VEGETINE is acknowledged

refresh.

—_

Bit
hehe coven,J
J Phillips, Jr, Hillsboro, Wis,

and recommended by physicians and apothecaries
to be the best purifier and cleanser of the blood yet
discovered, and thousands speak in its praise whe
have been restored to health.
;

company

ments’provided.
The affair was every way en
joyable, and highly creditable to all concerned.

and blessed our la-

been with us

when

proceededto do ample

expending it in the service of
have been
We have been prospered in
our Master.
our enterprise, and feel that the blessed

Spires has

pastor,

Y said
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We feel very grateful .to the Home Mission Society for the help it has rendered us,
believe

Esq.,

which met with a most happ
response by the
new pastor, Miss Alice
Huling, on behalf of
the Sunday-school, welcomed:
in a beautiful
manner. After an appropriate song by the
‘choir, rendered with telling effect, some
pertinent remarks were made by Rev. J. B.
Drew,

the following for good reasons:
and

a neat

and appropriate speech by P, W. Gillette,

of the writer of

in this our time of need,

in

I
-

Misa Lydia E Snell, Nashua, N H,
John W Maxham, Montpelief, Vt.
8 H Marrow, Lewiston, Me.
;

:

Rev.W. L. Noyes,
Jate of St. Johnsbury, Vt,

The pastor and wife were welcomed

STAR,

:
ro
PROMPT relief and a complete cure for Dyspepsia,
Acidity of the Stomach, Sea-gickness, Jaundice, |
Diarrhoea, Nervous Debility, will be discovered in
Atwood’s QUININETONIC BITTERS. This pure tonic
is much used as an invigorator and appetizer, Al
Druggists haye them.

A most enjoyable affair occurred on last evening at the parlors of the First Free Baptist
church, at the reception given to the new pastor,

e warmest patronage and supdeservin
Hence, we give to
- port of all our people.
this mission society our prayers and money,
“with our most emphatic ‘‘God bless itin its
good work.”

We withhold the name

MORNING

-
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"works with the Christian spirit, preaching,
and laborin to establish churches, and is

sa. [0
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Mr, DM Rror--Dear Sif 1'W have i

Rah ction‘atrhadph 3
Combination Solo Stops cast not Cayerl
t00
- are capable of the most beautiful

Orchestral Effects.
Qrganiets, musicians, and all lovers of musio invited
to examine their merits,

much to

all that ¥4 it was
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|
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WoO RKANG

male, $60 a week,

Wotvwd

O

guaranteed.

ployment
at home, ay or x evening; no. §
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" Apply’to.
GRO. WOODB & Coy
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MORNING
“have ie. 0 and feelings also, somewhere be-

yond them,

Tab looked and looked, and

in the

finally turned about like a lay figure
on en 2

re——

The: Voice in the Twilight.

thought,

i

With thoughts that were morbid anil gloomy,
And faith that was sadly perplexed.

.

- Some homely work I was doing
For the child of my love and care,
Some stitched Wall wearily setting
In the endless need of repair.

But my thot. , 2 were about the * buildisg.”
“The work some day to be tried,”
And that only the gold and silver

And the precious stones. shall abide.

The wretched work I had doiie,
And even when trying most truly, —The meager success I had won ; —

and sensitive, was beginningte expect

1t is nothing but “ hay, wood and stubble,”

I said, it willall be burned,—

of a grocer’s shop. Asche turned up the
street, one of them poked his elbow between

This useless fruit of the talents

One day to be surely returned.

his companion’s ribs, exclaiming:

And I have so long’d to serve Him,
And sometimes I know I have tried,
He will never let it abide.

Just then, as I turned the garment,
That no rent should be left behind,
My eyes caught an odd little mingle
Of mending and patchwork combined.

“ That's my sister,” said Bob, as Tab ap-

My heart grew suddenly tender,

proached.

And something blinded my eyes,

“ Well, she’s fat,” said the strange boy,

With one of those swéet intuitions
That sometimes make us so wise.

a
SNP
;

"To be told that she was a * buster,” and
“that her mother was

endeavoring

by some

unknown process to * thin her up,” and to

And yet, ean you quite understand it? —
With a silent smile and a‘tear,

be told

And a kalf compassionate yearning,

othe strect urchin, just suffering from an

1 felt her growing more dear!

gur

Tab;

an-

elephant, she gave up entirely, and

Than I am tender of thee?”

was

obliged to go to her friend Ella for comfort
or consolation,
It was a sudden burst of confidence, and
as Ella was two years older, Tab had some

Then straightway I knew His meaning,
So full of compassion and love;
And my faith came back to its refuge

Like the glad returning dove.
For I thought when the Master-builder
Comes down his temple to view,
»

‘tious mother,

_ Now Ella, I am sorry to say, was always
reading very foolish stories, and when Tab
had exhausted
her sorrow she said : —

attemptsto quicken his wits by her

ERR

‘“Tabbie, dear, if you

fever and get well, you

Perhaps, as he looks on the building,

could

only have a

know, it would

be

lovely. My cousin Jane had intimate fever
all summer, and was out of her head, and

He will bring my workto the light,
And seeing the marring and bungling,

| it was ever so funny, and now ma says she’s
so interesting. But then, you might die,
you know.”

«I'wouldn’t much care,” said

silly Tab.

“ How do they get fevers and things?”
~**Oh, by catching cold, I guess. Ma says

“And so for the love that was in it,
The work shall seem perfect as mine;
And because it was willing service,
I will erown'it with plaudit divine.”

catching cold will do almost anything.
awful sorry for you, Tabbie.

Let

I'm

me see,

somebody said the other day drinking vinegar would make one dreadfully poor.”
Thoughtless, romantic Ella little knew
what dangerous seeds her words
were sowing; for that very might Tab, bitterly re-

And there, in the deepening twilight,
1 seemed to be clasping a hand,
And to feel,a great love comstraining,

Stronger than any command.

calling the ridicule of the afternoon, began
a raid on the vinegar-jug, and even went so

And T knew by the rare thrill of sweetness,
’Twas the Hand of the Blessed One,
‘Which would tenderly guide and help me
Till all my labor was done.

far as to expose herself to a dangerous cold”
by sleeping in a strong draught.
:
The natural result of an unwholesome
diet and temperature soon made itself manifest, and in a few days Tab actually lay at
the point of death, and it was a long, long

Cavele.

Tabs Trial.

time

~

before she

knew the dear

her, and Jonger still before

ones about

she could raise

her head or realize what had happened dur-

Gn

Tabitha was her name. It was hers because it bad been her grandmother's for

ing the weeks that seemed only a strange,
blank space in her memory.
many long years, and had attained dignity
When she first raised her own hand, she
and honor bythe association; and if the } thought it belonged to some one else, and
name seemed old-fashioned, the cup which as her brain was not quite clear, she looked

came with it was of the latest pattern, and
a silver cup and a golden promise may

up and said, ‘‘ Mamma, quick, quick; un-

hook this horrid, skinny hand, and give we
unmusical | mine.” And the tears ran down her mothname very euphonious, you know.
er'’s cheeks as she stroked the thin hand
But Tah, thought very little of her name, wholly bereft of its old dimpled beauty.

sometimes

or of her

eyes, or

beautiful, dark

straight

Tab remembered it all

stammer, was

lame, did she

she

» questioner, she was sffticted by an jll you
would never think of guessing, so

as well tell you at omoe.
was unhappy, and. often

TI might

Poor Tab! she

utterly miserable,

because she was so very, very fat.
I think Tab thought very little of herself
came

(rom

down

‘hil 1

the

- country,” like a wolf on the fold, and ejaculated, as she peered down through her spec-

tacles at the child, ** Sakes alive! Tabithy

what a whopper you be!”
Tab kept eut of Aunt Eunice’s sight as
much as possible after that, but for days and
days she puzzled her brain over the new

then, and

a very useful tail, which is as a hand to hold

away with

who

made

many

When

saidto a friend,

———

that

he: was

“Sir,I

do

blockhead.”

But he wasted

charms, that mothers and daughters are

visit,

but

mistress

of

the

sharp

sacrifice of a tittle of parental dignity and
authority on the one hand, or of sweet and
graceful filial duty on the other. It may be
said of English families, generally, that
these two things are eminently characteris-

a fool,

believe thas

no time on
He

was one of those whose knowledge on a
subject interested increased until it lay like

a great volume in his mind.

When

Wal-

ter Scott began to make use of that knowledge, society gave him another name,
somewhat different from the’ Edinburgh

appellation,

It was, ‘‘The

cian"

Great Magion

Hutton, the

antiquarian,

whose

knowl-

edge of books was deemed remarkable,
was slow to learn when a boy. He was

sent to school to a certain Mr. Meat.

He

thus tells his experience: “My
master
took occasion to beat my head against the
wall, holding it by the hair; but he never

could beat any learning into it.”
Sheridan found it hard to acquire the
elements of learning. His mother deemed
it her duty to inform his teacher that he
was not bright to learn like other boys.
Adam Clark was pronounced by his fa-

ther to be ‘‘a grievous dunce ;” and Dr. Chalmers was pronounced by his teacher to be
an. ‘‘incorrigible” one. Chatterdon wus

dismissed from school by his master, who,

tic, to wit, uniform

parental

“Dunee you are, and dunce you will ever

remain.”
Seoft.

apt to forget
* | has trials.”

* We

that anybody under

are all so

That

student

was
Fi

Sir Walter

»

nearest

mud-puddle,

1s not that a droll place to live in?

“Was it a trial?” asked Tab.

And

the ball no bigger than the one you play
Lord made you just as he thought best, and with, and six or eight babies inside?
Of course they are not so big
as your baby
if you had remembered that, when ill“Why, yes,” answered

mamma.

*‘ The

“Tm a whopper. 1 wonder what that is
— it mustbe somothing dreadful,” was al 1| known it was only to make you more beauTab could makeof it, and finally, she wont tiful and graceful in spirit.”

confidentiallyto her cousin Will, a literary

youth of fourteen, sod asked.

“Oh!”

was

all

that

she had never known

Tab answered, for

before that she had a

i

By-and-by she said, ‘‘ Have I spoiled my rocked by every breeze, and when men
something uncommonly large. To short,
Tab, you're considerableof a whopper.”
trial because I wasn't brave, mamma? I come to cut down the wheat, they find the
cunning little ball, and say they have found
never ventured after information | mean, will the Lord think Pm a coward,
Tab
a harvest-mouse’s nest. Funcy as it seems,
the mother don’t go into the house herself—

indeed, it isn’t big enough, it is just stuffed

at

Yas

“cabelode

long wins

wish, she ‘slmost began to doubs the truth

of babies, anless it is the tin boxes packed
full of little fishes (which we buy,

intro- | of mamma's prophecy, and thought to her- sardines),

sh their pe

the win- | self, “I was

of

apna

1 doi’t suppose any place
wis ever so full

A

father, having been

a little coward, I'm not
such

packed,

“The White Rabbit is meant for quite young

readers, it deals

and call

hey are dead before they are
't mind being crowded,

with

little people, and perhaps

quite enough shows the ‘results of an

recognizes the

ef ort to ex-

alt the crudity of thought, feeling and speech
which belongs to early childhood. But it is by
no means a bad specimen of the Dotty Dimple
species of literature, which,it must be confessed,
has proved eminently entertaining to both older
and younger readers, and which has not outgrown its popularity.
;
§
Mr, Bickersteth's little volume is an affection-

And

ate, touching, tender and Christian tribute to a

Schleicher, and

in

each

tor his shareof

plain,

breathe a spirit

affectionate.

at once

cultivated, devout

It ix a chastened soul nud

and

a sub

missive and sanctified sorrow which her father
here embodies in his sermon and his narrative,

higher literature.

THE INGLISES; or, How the Way Opened.
Margaret

M.

Robertson,

author

of

By

* Janet's

Love and Service,” ete. New York: Anson D.
F. Randolph & Co. 1872. 12mo. pp. 420.
-

are richly worth collecting in » volume; they

There is a series of quiet, natural, life-lik® pict-

ures of family experience
one dwells
only while

in this book, which

on with satisfaction and profit, not
turning the leaves, but even after the

sure to be freely traversed by the thinking men narrative has been read and the book closed. It
of two continents, and im which there is very is a minister's family, out from which the huslkely fo be more or less earnest logical fighting band and father passed at the end of a burdenbetween the exponents of science and the de- some, self-denying and faithful service, leaving
fenders of the Bible as a divine revelation. Prof. the widow and children in the midst of sorrow
Tt isa
Whitney is doing excellent service in clearing and anxiety to battle with the world.
touching and suggestive story adapted to rvprove
the souls that falter and fear and faint under the
first barden, to cheer and encourage those who
must find life a long and earnest struggle, and to
confirm the faith of believers in the gracious
Providence whose band so often and so won-

the questions of needless complications, in giving
us an exact understanding of the facts that have
been gathered and classified, in pointing out the
legitimate work of the explorer, in protesting
against dogmatism and crude “theories, and in-

sisting that methods truly scientific and a candor
that is at once modest and courageous must be drously opens the way out of perplexity into a
carried into the new department of inquiry, and plain and luminous and blessed path.
maintained in every attempt to expound the LrrTLE Toss. By Captain Carnes, Boston: D.
newest 2s" well as one of the most important of
Lothrop & Co.
Dover, N. H.: G. T. Day &
Co. 1873. 16mo. pp. 301.
all the sciences.
We most heartily commend
Little Toss is a striking and suggestive story
this volume to the attention of all thoughtful
readers, and we trust that the auther may be left gathering about the little orphan girl who bears
in no doubt as tothe desire of the publie for an- this peculiar name. Her sad experiences at the
other similar volume. which is virtually promis- slmshouse, and as the maid-servant of Miss Pegs,
the gradual opening of what fs beautiful, noble
ed in answer to an awaitedcall.

and sacred in life, through the rough but genuine
sympathy of Uncle Peter and the wise Christian
love of Margaret Bigelow, her toil in the cotton
mill through which she wor independence and
gained the educational advantages (that made her

CHRIST AT THE DOOR. By Susan Hayes Ward.
New York: A.D. F. Randolph & Co. 1573.
12mo. pp. 232. Sold by D.
rop & Co.
DERWENT;

:

because

religious zeal, is never pushed aside to

corded to itg

‘furnish an immense amount of curious, interesting and valuable information bearing upon a
fieldof inquiry that is full of significance, that is

if things

it wom't

dear, kind, loving other, whe never ceases

to think of you, to care for you, who keeps
you so nicely clothed, and makes such nice

What if she were to

or, Recollections of the country.

Joun Chester.
pp. 865.

Bame

Publishers,

&c.

By

12mo.

. sn honored and efficient teacher, ~these things
are all brought
out in ways that arc natural, for-

Beautiful in appearance and choice in contents

cible, and often touching emough to start the
are these two volumes from
a House whose imtears, It is a story that makes an indirect but
print is a guarantee that the book which bears it
powerful appeal for the unfortunate, and teaches
has both character and literary art. They would
most impressively
the mobility and value of
be welcome at any time, and could never fail to Christian trust. Like all the issues of this House.
be seasonable.
But they will prove especially
the book is beautiful to the eye as well as stimufitting

as gift-books

for

the

winter Holidays on

whose threshold we wow stand.
=
Christ at the Deor is chietly a collection of poems closely related to the central thought carried by that

most

suggestive

and

teuching pas-

sage in the Revelation,—** Behold I stand at the
door and knock,” &c.
The poems are classified
under two heads, —~Christ Knocking at the Door,
«and Christ a Guest.
They are also now and
then imtroduced and joined to each other by
brief and fitting notes, which help to unfold their
deeper meaning aud impress the lessons which

they carry. Quite a number of them are from the
Latin and German,and appear here both in these
foreign tougues and in an admirable English
translation, Kvery way, the collection is am
excellent one, embracing the yery richest, deepest, sweetest, tenderest and truest utterances of

Christian faith and love and inspiration that have
blossomed out in genuine poetry in different
lands and

through

a period of many

centuries.

lating to mind and heart.
FORCE.
conia

By Jacob Abbott, author of the *“ Fran-

Stories,”

&c.

With

DUIMCroOUs

engrave

ings. New York: Harper & Brothers. |878.
—12mo. pp. 306.
We have here the fourth of the series of volumes devoted to the work of presenting the latest results of science in a popular form, and for
the especial benefit of the young. The author is at
home in the

the fullest

field which

sympathy

he

with

has

chosen, he isin

the young

whom he

has so largely served with his penin years past,
and he mixes scientific statement and discussion:
so happily into colloquy and, narrative that sci-

entific learning is lurgely

divestedof its reput-

ed dryness and made to minister to exhilaration
of spirit. The various sources, forms and phenomena of Force are clearly presented in the
present volume by means of careful statement
and an abundant supply of illustrative diagrams.

The book is reslly a thing of beauty,in its smooth
tinted paper, its clear, open type, its green mus-

The fourteenth thousand of FOSTER’S CYCLOPEDIA of PROSE ILLUSTRATIONS, also the
third thousand of the CYCLOPEDIA OF POETICAL

mentioned above, and
of their place.
The

ing, insists on the value of illustrations, and so
justifies the use of such things as these Cyclope-

be so impatient that you would be half the lin and ita rich guilt; and every one of its pages
time afraid to speak to her, to tell her about holds an aroma that suggests the fragrance of ILLUSTRATIONS, have just been issued. This,
demand shows the gemeral appreciation of the
your troubles in school and at play? Ab, heavenly airs.
. Recollections of the Country are put into a works.
how you grieve that mother by your impaMr. Beecher, in hie Yale lectures on preachtience and crossness !
y “| volume whose style is much like that of the book

‘Which?
* Yes, mother, Tknow;

the contents are worthy
writer has lived many

years, for he tells us that some of these reeollec-

but then,

you

tions take him back into the last century.
But
there is nothing feeble or prolix or suggestive of
the garrulity of second childhood in these pict

see, my good feelings only last half a jiff:”
So said my boy to me last evening, in ured reminiscences, these sketches of country
life, this nurration of incidents, these groupings
~
answer to my appeal.
of facts that belong to Natural History, that
“1 know jt, Henry,” said I; “but how make every field and forest suggestive, that
long does it take to switch off a locomotive 4ll the every-day life with animation and imteron to the wrong track? Once started on est, that show the keeuuess of the authors obthe wrong track, no matter how smoothly servation, and often make his book" a teacher of
‘and swiftly it:may run, it is running to de-’ needed truth sand high philosophy. The style is

On the other hand,

a moment

only, and the switch-tender will have put
the locomotive on the right.track, and the
cars will go on safely.

Jats

It takes omnly a

“ 80 with the heart.

moment to pray sincerely, ¢ Lord, save me.’

It takes only a moment to say, ‘ Keep me
from this sin, O Lord. It takes, only »
moment to say from the heart, ‘ Lord give
brother. In fact, their mother is not half me thy Holy Spirit; make me thy child;
80 big as a little brown mouse, and the do not leave me ; let me not leave thee.’
babies themselves are tiny bits of mice.
“On the other hand, it takes but a moThis airy nursery of theirs is a carious af- ment to say, ‘ Pshaw ! what's the use? 1
fair, made of narrow grasses woven fogeth- don’t care.’ It takes but a moment to say,
or into a beautiful, snug ball, and bung to ‘I'm not going to be laughed at for being

full of babies.

with

make room Tor the mere literary. artist.
Matthew Frost is a very pleasant story, full of
human tenderness and bravery and trust, and
showing the high work which a pure and sweet-.
souled child may do even in the midst of rough
and trying types of life. It is a reprint of an
English book, and it deserves the distinction ae-

but all bearing directly upon the general topic
suggested by the title of the book.
The papers

“What's & whopper?” answered Will, trial, but she kissed her mother’s hand soft- the stems of two or three tout grasses or a Christian, I kmow.’ 1t takes but a mowheat straws. There it hangs all summer, ment to drive the Spirit of God away, by
jocosely, pinching her cheeks, * why, it's ly; and smiled contentedly.

of

toa volume that As'all alive with interest from

Therg are thirteen of them, of unequal length
and ability, varied in subject and specific aim,

go straight when you throw it. Don’t send
the marbles against the fenck and break
your best glass alley, because your clumsy
fingers could not hit the center. Don’t
break your kite string all to pieces because
it will not bring your kite down from the
tree with the first jerk; it will take yom full
three times as long to get it down after.
wards. Don’t give your little brother an
angry push and a sharp word if he can not
see into the mysteries of marble-playing or
hoop rolling with the first lesson. You
were once just as stupid as he, though you
have soon forgotten it.
:
*
What in the world would become of you
if your mother had no more patience than
vou; if, every time you came to her when
busy, she thrust you off with a cross word?

things for you to eat.

come

devoted ‘to science and the

authority and

matter
;

a good

beginning to end, There are no~dull pages, and
the protestant woman, with her soul on fire

have heretofore appeared in various publications

Don't give the hall a kick and send it into
the

struction.

Babies that Live in a Ball.

twenty

must be confessed - that she has wrought

. The contents of this noble and unique volume

Don’t, Boys.
YE

as’ the heated adyo-

claiming to be the calm historian, it

deal of valuable information, vivid portraiture,
torilling adventure, dramatic intensity, genuine
pathos, intense conviction and fervid appeal in-

explore, *

the most charming freedom of intercourse
between purents and their children.

Don’t be ‘impatient, no
do sometimes go wrong.

the : iron-

daughter,recently deceased in her twentieth year,
manly, vigorous and damaging eriticism, when and who seems to have been distinguished for emthey give a free rein to the imagination in & fleld inent religious elevation and excellence as well
A few of her
that nothing save patient study, laborious com- as for literary and poetic promise.
volume, and they
parison and the scientific reason are adapted to poems are inserted in the

ceremonies

joyous, playful, loving freedom, without the

Muller, and B leek, and

Steinthal

so

fruitless

and methodical.

80 Max

uniformly seen sogether at their own home.
Not only is the mother the first lady to whom
you are introduced at the house where you

trifies, and pursuinga study that he loved
—as, for example, history or the classics—

he was persevering

gratefully

gant kssumptions that enter into the other.

-

It is a marked feature of social life in
England, and eertainly one of its especial

Goldsmith wrote that poem, and that, let
me tell you, is believing a great deal.”
Sir Walter Scott was a dull boy, and
when attending the University at Edinburgh,he went by the name of “‘the great

ay

natured things were said, you would not
bave cared very much. You would have

Tab’s

cate when

they want to go down,"

English Mothers.

’

good-humoredly.
Even when he had produced the ‘‘Traveler,” an eminent critic

“If they only hadn’t made fun of me,”
sighed Tab.
“That's only because they thought so
little," answered mamma.

name.

,

be criticized for appearing

valuable service of every man who has aided to
set forth the essential qualities and unfold the
they .eurl this little tail around a straw and true philosophy of human language. But he al
slide down bgfore you can wink.— Hearth ways discriminates between facts and theories,
and Home.
;
and while gladly welcoming the one he now and
then sub)
a most pungent and sometimes
*| anni
criticism the baseless or extrava-

on with.

His relatives, teachers,and school-

mates all told him

He

and

of her logic or her motive, or however she may

By

they have on all of their four feet, they have

which verdict he did not dispute, but took

the tears

what seems disagreeable.”

during the first five years of her prosperous
young life. The wretchedness began when

Aunt Eunice

Language.

dogmatist

She would thus warn and rouse.

her countrymen toa vigilant and resolute and
timely resistance. ‘Whatever may be thought

The Ve-

and it is plain that he reads ina spirit at once
critical ‘and candid. His judgment
is eminently
calm. He never allows bis enthusiasm te run

came into her own eyes.

litle

No, dear

freckled, brown or sandy?

da; the Avesta; the Seience of

him.

the effective

handed tyrant,

‘William Dwight Whitoey, Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Yalé College. New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
1873. 12mo. pp. 4186.

said before, when full-grown
half so large as a common
you imagine how very little
in the ball must be. Often

grass-stem as easily as. you run up-stairs,
Besides the long, finger-like toes which

finding himself unable to teach him anythingin a satisfactory manner, settled it
“0 mamma,
I'm afraid I have been
that the boy was a ‘‘fool.”
very wicked!” she said.
Lg
.
Teachers are apt to become impatient
* 1 know all about it, darling,” answered
dull scholars, and predict of them that
over
the dear mamma, who %ad learned Tab’s
they will never come to anything. Such
trial, and suffered it over and over in those
days of delirium. “I am afraid I have uncalled for, pgophecies ought to discourage
bgen thoughtless and wicked too in not’ no scholar who tries to do well. A ‘cerhelping my little girl to be a brave daughter tain Edinburgh professor once pronouncof the Lord, glad to mind him, and suffer ed upon a student his severe opinion:

. nose, or well-shaped head, or of anything
else about herself, in fact, save of one unfortunate peculiarity, and that was her trial.
Was she

words,

to make an

serve

would stand to

hope of being helped in her misery.

And what must be builded anew ;

The Family

and when

acute attack of conundrums, looked at her
meditatively and asked his sister why something on the street made him think of an

Then a sweet voice broke the silence,
And the dear Lord said to me,
¢ Art thou tenderer for the little child

—

it all in the space of ten minutes,

was too much for

And*will say as I said for her,
4 Denar child, she wanted
to help me,
And love for me was the spur;

to play

ORIENTAL AND LINGUISTIO STUDIES.

throughout ; not only does she preside at
ere-long, stood in his classes above the the dinner table, but in the evening party
boy who had kicked him, and ultimately she sits as queen. Whatever may be your
became the first scholar in the- school. first impression of such an arrangement—if
Newton owed his ‘pre-eminence in _his it happens that your sympathies are with
philosophical studies more to perseverance the younger ladies—you will soon learn to
and application than to any marvelous na- think that the mother’s absence would be
very sinevrely regretted by the danghters.
tural endowment.
As a picture, all must admit the arrangeOliver Goldsmith, than. whom
no boy
ould appear more stupid, was the butt of ment to be perfect. The portly form and
matroaly dignity of the mother are an exthe'school.
A schoo! dame; after: wonderfu) patience and perseverfince, taught him quisite foil to the youthful beauty and
And you
the\alphabet—a thing ‘which she deemed maiden coyness of the daughters.
creditable to her skill, .and which she will find nothing to mar, but everything to
lived to mention with pride when her pupil enhance, the interest of the picture. The
became famous,
He made no progress in mother’s presence never seems to operate
exact studies, but liked history and Latin as an unwelcome restraint. Between her
poetry. He was a sore trial to his ambi- and thie daughters you will mark the most

mother’s trying to thin her up,”

I knew ’twas the best she could do;
But oh, what a betch she had made me,—
The grey mismatching the blue!

a pupil, “I

that mas hat in hand.” He once . spoke
sharply te a dull boy, who replied: ‘Why
do you .speak angrily, sir? Indeed, I am
doing the best I can.” Dr. Aimold said he
never 80 fla rebuke in his life,
‘Sir Isaac Newton was a promigent dunce
in his early sehool - days. He stood low
“In his glasses, and seemed to have mo relish for study. One day the ‘bright boy”
of the school gave him a kick in the stomach, which caused him severe pain.’ The
insult stung young Newton tp the quick,
and he resolved to make himself felt and
respected by improved scholarship.
He
applied himself diligently to study, und,

‘ Yes,” answered Bob, composedly ; ** but

He will feel as I felt for my darling,

side. As I
they are not
mouse; so
the babies

——

said of auch

with a broad smile.

Dear child, how she wanted to help me,

IAL

“ Look,

Bill. My eyes! a’n’t she a buster?”
Tab bit her lips and forced back the tears,
and instead of going to Ella’s rushed aromad
the sguare, ostensibly to find her brother
Bob, an enterprising boy of five.
Bob was making mud-pies with a new in~
habitant of the town.
:

That Pm sure when He sees such buflding

0 A

dis-

agreeable things, passed round the corner
on her way to Elia Smith's.
:
Two naughty, idle boys stood ie the door

And how far it all is from right,

mon brown mice.
Their coat is reddish
brown on the back, and white on the under

That distinguished teacher, Dr. Arnold,
of Rugby, after’ speakingof those who
zealowdly cultivate inferior powers of mind,

who allow themselves to get wrongly proud

To see what rents must be mended,

Literary

men have found ont yet; for she is very
shy, and doeg not like to be watched.
These curious little creatures are no com1%

Stupid Boys. »/

right, {| +

Not long after, Tab, who, like all people

And remembering my own poor efforts,

-.
le

** Hateful Azint Eunice was

=

1872.

and cousin Will was right; I am 8 whop-|
Some of the grandest spirits thet the
Prof. Whitney’s contributions to the philologipér;” and she ran ‘te tier room and cried world has ever kmown—men whose werks
cal literature of the country and the century are
the whole afternoon.
Of course, she was and memory are enduring—were
vegardcreditable to him and an honor to
foolish ‘emough to wish she might die, and ed in youth as dumees. They flowered late, those nests, babies ‘and all, .are carried eminently
American scholarship. He" is less daring and
into
the
batn
with
the
harvest,
and
then
after a while she gradually stopped crying, hut bore the rarest fruit. Itis somewhat
brilliant than some other writers, chiefly in Enge
to speculate as to whether anybody would discouraging for a boy of moderate abili- the babies grow and thrive aswell as land and on the continent, who have distinguish.
be sarry if she did die, #d to wounder if she ties; who aims”t3 do his best, to be teld in the field, though of course the open-air ed themselves in the same field. But there are
few if any of them who have carried to their innursery is far more pleasant.
would come out a thin, gmaceful little angel.
that others accomplished ii childhood what
Mr. and Mrs. Micromys Minutus—that is vestigation a more candid, discriminating or
Then she went“to sleepand awoke very be can do onlyfby band study in the best
vigorous-mind, or who have brought away larg:
hungry, and ate such a supper as only lean years of his youth. But such a boy should their names in the big'sbooks, you must er and richer and more definite results, He has
know—have
a
very
nice
way
of
getting
up
children who ish to be plump, and to have not . relax his efforts. He will succeed
no equal in this country as a philol
scholar
good-natured dimples that come and go if he gives his heart and mind to the | to the nest, though they have neither stairs and writer. He is thoroughly familiar with
whenever they are called, ever ought to eat. work.
dV
: +mor ladder. They just ran up a straw or the résults of other men’s investigations,’

»

——

+ With spirit troubled and vex’d,

Christian, Unign,

shop windows, and when she had seen herself as she fancied others saw her, che

=

T was sitting alone in the twilight;

So Tab found another trial, and giniledy
as perhaps yom are smiling; little reader.—

ABA

simply diverting the
done in many ways.

« And

wind, which may be

so the soul may be switched on

charmingly

one
equal

simple) matural

and

attractive, and

turns the Inst leaf of the book with about
gratitude and

regret,—thankful

for what

has been afforded but hungrily eager for more.
ROBIN TREMAYNE.
A Tale of the Marian Persecution. By Emily Sarsh Holt, author of
* [soult Barry,” &c. New York: Robert Carter& Brothers.

1873.

D. Lothrop & Co.

12mo.

pp.

878.

Bold

%

by

MATTHEW FROST, CARRIER; or, Little Snowdrop’s Mission.
By Emma Marshall, suthor
of ** Three Little Sisters,” etc.
Same Publishers, &e. 1873, l6meo. pp. 2k.

THE WHITE RABBIT.

By

author of the “ Bessie

Josnus

H. Mathews,

ks,” ate.

lishers, &c. 1878. 16mo, pp. 240.

Bame Pub-

THE MASTER'S HOME-CALL; or, Brief Memort-

als.of Alice Frances Bickersteth. By ber father,
Rev. E. H, Bickersteth, M. A., author of “Yes

terday, To-day and Forever.”

Bane Publish-

ers, &c. 1878. 24mo. pp. 86.
The author of Kobert ‘Lremayne is no stranger

inthe world of letters,and she wields an effective
“ben. Her contributions to the popular religious
literature of Englund, for

some years

past, have

to the right track, or on to the wrong track been Wack fn quantity and quality as to give her a
in a moment of time, and either run safely creditable place aud a recognized influence. She is
to the end of lifs by God's grace, or run, an iptense Protestant sud an equally intense snti-Romanist. She sees in the imposing ritunlism
swiftly and surely to destruction.”
:
that marks the igh church party in the ecclosiIs my soul on the right or wrong track ? astical estublishmoud at home, sad in the coquet— Morning Light.
i
ry constantly carried on between the Catholics
tl

Pn

>

Not a tempest sweeps through the 3
thatis not needful; not a trouble breaks

and a portion of the Anglican clergy, as in the

dias.
They are equally valuable to Sunday
school and other speakers and teachers, In their
own line they are unsurpassed and unequaled.—
New York:

W. C. Palmer, Jr., & Co.

AT His GATES,

by Mrs. Oliphant, is the se-

rial story which bas been rupming through the
successive numbers of Scribner's Monthly during the past year, and now put into.a substantial

and excellently
pages.

printed octavo

pamphlet of 231

Teo say that it is from Mrs, Oliphant’s pen

is to assure those who have

reud after her of its

high literary excellence and pure moral tone. To

say that it is one of the best things she has done

in this field of literary effort is to assign it a-very

eminent position, And tbat is just what we are
We believe this
fully warranted im saying.
is
is the first installment of what this’ House
Ficchoice
of
Library
a
of
shape
the
in
ua
to give
tion,.—New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New York, add to
their Select Library, DR. WAINWRIGHT’S PaTIENT, by

Edmund

fairly em~

Yates, a volume

and vigorbodying his skill as a writerof fresh
of 132
ous fiction, It is an octavo pamphlet
Pages.

NITED STATES, Probin: Lisopre Lge Option and Civil Damational Temp: Soc.
New York:
age Laws,
9.

13mo, pamphlet. pp.

and Pub. Houser 1873.

00L CONCERT EXERCISE. Ar
A SabhaTH THO Edmund Clark. For sale by
tabi
the same House, 1872. 18mo. pp. 24,

wo good things,

AH

The first is very valuable,

be in the hands”of all temperance

teoturers, &c.

We bave here the temperance

legislation of a large number of the states for the
suppression of the liquor, trafic, with such added information as mukes the compilation one of

real value.~The subject of temperance is doult
with in this concert: exercise, and. the dealing is
and adapted to make
fresh, instructive, judicious,
a fine impression on sn audience. It. is emi-

snd it wisely uses
to the Sabbath,
pleas for tolerance and the general indifference nently'itted
the truth.
enforce
to
Bible
the
of
testimony
the

of the English people to the purposes and plans

RE

bo

and power of the Popish party, a great and
The harvest-mouse’s ball is made very
growing peril to both religion and liberty. She
Louis Meyer, 1413 Chestout St,, Phila., sends
‘upon
the
shores
of.a
human
heart
that
is
find
couldn’t
I
and
you
although
and
ber | Aunt Eunice came down late in the au- open;
music,~s0ngs
ean not be at ease in such a stateof things. She us three pieces of pleasant
long | tumn, appearing
just in time for Thanks- any door to it, Mamma Mouse manages to not necessary. If so, let us take heart and seems to see crime {un this tacit connivance, and sud secompaniments,—which sre well worth

end, It was Tab’s first view | fit to bo trusted.”

sat
sple

nothig

of the little ones in- rejoice that we. are in the road that leads
it a | giving.” Tab was in the sitting-roomas feed and take good care

of | their visitor entered by the wing door.

had been |

that little gir *

‘‘Sakes alive! Tabithy,” said Aunt Eu-

‘nice, * what & bag o' bones you be.”

side, while geod Mr, Mouse is quite ready ‘upward to God, that we bear the signature
to do his own marketing inthe grass near of his children, and if children, then heirs

by.

How she does it mot even the wise

of God and joint heirs with Christ.

And so she loarnlug. They bear the following titles: MY
writes this story of the sixteenth century, to DARLING. 18 GONE, EvENING SHADES, and

surrender fn this cool’ toleration.

show what was and is the real spirit of Roman- FAREWELL, BELOVED MAID. The first two are
ism, and how it guins power chiefly to enableit ‘by Julisn Munoz; the third 18 by B, Werseg.
0

"

nt
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While individuals and nations have their
days of youth, maturity, old age, -and are
Swept away by death, the languages of the

As chromos are becoming so general and
process by which

they

are

produced,

They have

dus operandi of their production, which

take from the American

sisters never
entreaties.

birth,

other tongues,

what-

which

4

successively$lie

pe

is

simpler,

« ‘American

prints

Agriculturist.’

then wetted, and

The stone

would

is

woods Magazine has

place where

the greasy ink “formed the words. = Ink, jor

Bleck-

gathered together the

preterites that have

obsolete in the English
which has occasioned
venience to English writers
We take some examples:
The preterite of
the verb

months.

language, the
munch inconand speakers.
.
beal we use in

but God took him,

paint, is then applied to the whole stone
with a roller just as it ds to types: This ink
does not adhere to. the stone where it is
wet, but to the words drawn with the greasy
pencil the ink will stick. Thena sheet the same form asthe present: beal, bead,
of paper is laid over the stone, and the beaten. Children often make a preterite of

whole {asad under a_ dress; when the pa-

per is lifted off, it will

be found

their

to have

the stone.

This

the stone and

keeping

suppose that we

did beat,

process can be re-

peated over and over indefinitely by

wet.

wish

word

‘‘Amerl-

with

another,

He

will take

“Their horse

will draw

with

his

black,

and

blend,

m-r-c-n

“Battle of Waterloo,”

upon the stone forthe yellow, taking care
to leave such spaces between the letters,

the

preterite is used

with fine effect in the line:

that when the black is printed, and the
paper placedon the stone for the yellow,

“Rider and horse,
burial blent,”

friend

and

foe, in
Sis

:

one

the lecters will be in their proper plac“es.
:
;
Cast, to throw.—This verb in
This is a very simple case, bat it will’ formerly had the preterite coost, and
enable us to understand how the chromos
puticiple casten, but they are now
are made, An artist paints a picture, us- obsolete except in Scotland and the
ing the colors, and blending them in such a
way as will produce the effect he desires.

England.
works:

It is the business of the chromo-litographer
to take this picture and reproduce a copy
by means of printing in the manner we
have described. There must be as many,
stones as there are colors and tints in the
picture. One stone must have all the red
parts drawn on it, another all the blue,
another all the brown parts of the picture,
and so on. Sometimes one color is printed
over another

in

order

to

get

the

twenty

Deem, to judge.—This
preterite

way

like

the

original,

more

itis

one

copy was

“And

to

Dut after the stones are once

they ean go
Sah,

or

on

tens

and

and

after

that

are

desir-

Marriage.

ce —
following wise words of Theodore

The

Parker

on * Complete

used

now, rather

blind men

holpen.—Piers

“The

Marriage” deserve

Douglass.

repetition :
Men and women, and especially young
people, do not know that it takes years to
marry completely
two hearts, even of the
most loving a well-sorted! But pature
allows no sudden change. We slope very

and quoke.”

pa

The preterite and past. participle of snow,
although they still survive in America, are
considered vulgarisms.

Snew, snown, give

place to snowed, a doubtful improvement.
Wax,

woz,

waxed,

grow, to increase.—This

woxen,

wored—to

word

has

lost its

gradually from the ¢
v
le to the summit
of ancient preterites, wox and wozen,, and is
ife. Marriage is gradual, a fraction of us preserved in English chiefly for the reason
of its frequent occurrence in the Bible.

at a tfme. A happy wedlock is a long falling in love. Iknow young persons think
love only belongs to brown hair and plump,
round, crimson cheeks. So it'does for its

beginning, just as Mt. Washington

Obituaries.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

crimson, vio-

let, purple and gold; with its hopes of days
that are to come. Beautiful also the even-

“obituary.

character, and such a

modified

with

reserve.”.

something of

bY

marry

their

similars,

and

so much

humanity .nalike himself,
ani she

ie

a

will be a nobler ‘woman
for
fl

.

elo

daguhter

of Ann

E. and |

FANNIE, wife of Lewis Clark, died in Waterbury, Vt., Nov. 80, aged 68
years. In early life
she indulged hope in Christ, but did not receive
baptism until83 years of age. Our sister in her
daily life was exemplary, and her love far Christ
and his people strong and sincere. She was one
of the original members of the Nuwelifly formed
church at the Oenter, and first removed by death,
During her sickmess, she often expressed great
pleasure in the preciousness of hope, and in her
‘dying moments tenderly embraced
members of
| her family, and bid them a sweet good-by.

I pT

+ M. C. HENDERSON.

tian-

11

aged

at she

with w

E. JacoBs,

years an

9 months,

a lovely,
Etta was

She suffered much, but
in their hearts: brothers and’ sisters,
piety:
there he
od She
oem pore her pains With A pene i
DY
& LG oc
(30 380
to begin with,
|
altho
Jesus, and
oved
1
ue
old A bridegroom i Paving i“4m
and friends, was Hing to leave them,to
ho!
hims

0 With Him.

A

as porfect personal

beauty.

Men and wom-

married fractionally, now

&' small
1

after some ory or fifty: Your of gradual

She died trusting

wh ok Le
n

ii

aT

AAR

Judgnient,

betweena

units

0 ey season

hoble nan and

RO SNR
Wore
|
oo

whaoatl
,

{

AALIION

re

OVE

Sok
a

a
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as well

to

as gentle-

1

Pistegeld, Maine.

XNPOY

Cc. A. FARWELL,

Secretary.

and

.

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,

French (extra), .
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Plano or Organ (ex’ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
-

Nat-

of
it the years

bis

300
10.00
2.00
«6.00

.

Yocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
vo.
.
1.50
Peamanship,.15 Lessons,
«140
Aa Clergymen’s children and students relying on

Jower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

LOCATION :
The new, commodious building, ample in its arrangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a-gentle eminence

_regar

sickness was long

Tn

and his

in the village

of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyn.
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations

which tend to divert

the

attention

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars,

address

the

Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN,
Lyndonville.
yndon Center, Vt., 1873.

obtained

from

:

the

VIRGINIA

RANSOM

DUNN,

D. D., PreNident.

A. M., Prof. Bib.

Xheology.

Instructor in Penmanship.

°B. GARDNER,

Instructor

|

in Drawing

NORTHWOOD

and

family—looked for eagerly by the young folks,
and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is
cal, sensible;

Chickering & Sons’ Mammoth Manufactory

try.

Higher English,

Principal

-

Louiga M. Alcott,

‘ Sophie May,”

Grace Greenwood,
Rebecca H. Davis,
C. W. Flanders,
S. S. Robbins,

C. A. Stephens,
Ruth Chesterfield,
M. A. Denison,
Prof. H. Lincoln.

beyond

Stories of Adventure,
Letters of Travel,

Stories of Home and
School Life,

~

5 50

Historical Articles,
giogisphies Sketches,

mation,
Anecdotes, Puzzles,

eligious Articles,

Price,

A

Specimen

41

MASON

Temple

copies

Bostom,

11 E. 14th

Mass.

354

100 yard Spools ang

JSacturing purposes, and boy

P

' A

for ment-

:

Eureka Button-Hole Twist.
10 yard Spools, are the best and cheapest silk in the
market.
For sale by all retailers and at wholesale
by the manufacturers,
FOSTER

&

BOWMAN,

Latin

and

Greek

Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &¢.

The location

of the

school

so

near

the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.

wanted

every-

Su RE of SUCCESS where. Business high:
ly profitable and légitimate. Article needed in every
amily, sells to
great satisfaction. AddressJrrFERSON CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURING CO., Philadelphia,
Pa.

lyeow39

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M,, Principal, with eight
associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms of
ten weeks each.

“The best magazine
for children in the world.”—S. 8. Times.

fi
UE

t

CHILDREN'S

[

5 copies, $5.

Best

Sample numbers, 10 cents.

T.S. ARTHUR
and

®ldest

& SON, Phila.

Family

raggist for it.

Summer Term beging April 28, 1873.

$3

yeow!

BEWARE

OF

IMITATIPNS,

PER. WEEK and expenses paid. We
want a reliable agent in eyery County

inthe U. 8. Address Hudson River

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply te the Principal, or
E.C, LEWIS, Sec, Trustees,
New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872.

Wire Co., 1'0 Maiden Lane, N.Y-, or
lyeow20
~

1.

SWAaAMSCOT

®

SCHOOL.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows:

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D, D., President.
Rev. J.

Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
istory and Pastoral Theology.

Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
iy
Rev. B.F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
'
Rev.J, A. Howe, A, M., Protessor of Systematic
Theology.
Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are prescribed;
one em-

bracing and the other omitting the ancient languages.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
- J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Lewiston,

Me,, July 16, 1872.

WILTON

COLLEGIATE

4;

Commences

its Fall Term

September

!

RIDGEVILLE
?

Plan and Galvanized

EXPENBES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
Board, per week, in private families,
“

“.

“

NEWMARKET,

$

elubs,

WronghtIren Pipes

TREATISE.

in

bis behalf,

¥

e believed

in Christy re

entodyof nnd confessed bis sing; ave up sll ang
ecam® otip of the most happy su Boel of saving,

‘ohinldte courses of Btidy for hoth sexes.
Ya, I. RICKER, PRIN,
Byes
4 ¢
.
1872,
14,
North Seituate, R. Ly Oot,
|

1

’

)

| 4 cents each for two

' ders are solicited,

orsmBra'copies.
i

nth

ne address, than

on

10 copies or any
10, when sent to

a single one.

The

The volume begins with the first pumber in
April. Orders are solicited.
Cer
No percentage is allowed on money sem
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.
;
'\

Now Ready.
The Commentary onthe Gospels by
Rev. John J, Butler, D. D.,is now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen

hundred

first volume,

copies

of

have already

this
been

the
sold.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on
our hands. Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Or

Question

Itisadapted

being in every way

Flue

and

Cylinder Boilers; ‘Barlow's

Welded

Boiler

Tubes;

Quinn’s

Patent

Patent

Expansion

Jesus.”
offered
Estabto pas-

teachers as

worthy

of their

Orders inay be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediate-

ly.

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

4 ‘cents.

STATIONARY

:

More New Books
For the Sabbath School.

Jen,
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
_ Lute Falconer
k

Portable Steam Engines,

wht
Ny4 |

$1.95 .
1.50

The Judge’s Son,
pep

bk

Devotio

0,

y #1
y

Hester's
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,

:

(both
Castings,Ga

eh

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 187

SHAFTING,
IRE
:
TURNING LATHES,
MACHINISTS’ TOOLS

i

to classes that have

superintendents and

patronage.

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks;

Circular and Upright.) Iron and Brass
binetars and Gas Works,

Book,

just completed “The Story of
This book received the prize
not long since by the Printing
lishment, and is recommended
tors,

L146
{

\

On

Aayear; and no more on
number between one and

Valves; Steam Whistles; Locomotive, Marine, Tuba.

Bleaching Kiers; Steam Boxed for Print Works; Lap

EXTRA CHARGES.
Tastrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$1
Faculty:
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Musi for Gentlemen,
C. A. Mooexs, A. B., Principal.
Ladies,
00
1. D. Sinith, Principal Commercial Department.
Penmansh
{Mfvoon lessons
1.50
E.C. mith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Rooms for is - oarding ma
be had at réasonable
Lizzie Maxfield, I. H. Butterfield,
L rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
Calendar:
term, paying from such time to the close of
the term
at the regular rates.
]
FALL TERM, 18 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
A
course
of
Leetures
on
teaching
will
be
delivered
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
. 3, 1872.
during the term. For Catalogue apply to
"SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
ens Feb. 25, 1878.
a
1
WM. REED, Soc, & Treas,
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
self-hoardfor
obtained
be
may
ar week, or rooms
|
ha atreasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a’ thorough |
a
f
course in Music,

PosTaGgE.—The postage on a single cop»
of the Myrile, under the new law, is 24 cents

Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and Iron
lar,

WATERBURY CENTER,*VT.

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

ers.

N. H.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
close Nov.

a year

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Isnow complete and ready for custom-

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,
SOUTH

COLLEGE.

cents

BY

2, 1872.

8 The FALL TERY will begin Ang. 20 and

ver, N. H.
TerMs.—Single copy, 30

New

MACHINE COMPANY.

COLLEGE,

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

the

ders are solicited.

INSTITUTE,

WiLroy, Towa.

81

MYRTLE.

All communications intended for publication should be addressed to “YFAE MYRTLE,”
Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

Medicine. —SAN-

FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely
Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tenic—For Dyspepsia,
onstipation,
Debility, Sick-headache,
Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
your

THEOLOGICAL

HOUR,

!

a year;

York.
2m46

postage is payable at the office of delivery.

An illustrated, magazine, edited by T. S. ARTHUR.
This favorite of the children ‘ from five to fifteen”
will, for 1873, be as pure and as full of attractive
re
g and beautiful pictures as ever. = Price, $1.25

CALENDAR!
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term “loses January 24. 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1878+

BATES

vl

PHB

dteowh)

New

~ 33 WEST STREET, BOSTON. Ten copiesor more sent to one address, 20
Agents

ers: and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
: schools where 30 many kinds of work are done. The

St.,

St., Boston.

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for

Twist,

1 oz. Spools,

& SONS,

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.

ness in doing their work is secured from both teachin

Washington

THE

where selling our new seven strand WHITA PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. Sell readily at every house. Samles free. Address Girard
e Mills, Philadelphia
>
12meow4

and

¥ERY

"This semi-monthly, published by the Free-

;

The Eureka Machine

and

attention to our

CHICKERING

$100 vo 250 55:1 Sve
50

BEST

now offered.

CARD.

call especial

& CO.,

Place,

VERY

PIANOS

4
which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

Facts and Incidents.
$1.80.

the

UPRIGHT PIANOS,

Address,

SEAVEY,
Steowdt

beng composed of only one department, a thorough-

drilled

refutation,

FIRST-CLASS

We

Editorials upon Current Tales, Poetry,
Topics,
Selections for Decla-

25.eowly

A. B., Principal, with three Assist

students are faithfully

all

CHEAPEST

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
Samples sent (postage free) for 50 cts.,
that retail quick for $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. Y

ants,
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school

at

SEMINARY.

and these Standard Instruments are now offe
at
Reduced Rates upon the ¢ ONE-PRICE SYSTEM,” free
from all discounts and commissions; and they are,

Its reading is adapted to the old amd young, ia very
varied in its character; sprightly and entertaining.
Wives

Subscription

all the great artists.
“I consider the CHICKERmade in Europe
or America
they were justly entitled
;

is more than one-third larger than any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world. and. is, in every re.
Spee; the most complete as regards machinery and
the facilities for doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C.-& Sons have, since the establisliment of
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,

10:

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
FALL TERM begins Monday, Au. 19,1872.
‘Tuition, $28.00 a year.
LG. JORDAN,

really permanént worth,

Among these are:

4teow4d

.

to have

PERRY

Classical,
+
«
=
=
= 600
Board and Rooms can be obtaihied at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

at

Secretary,

.

and

Prof. James De Mille, Louise C. Moulton,

sent free.

SEMINARY.

universally

and are so pronounced by
Dr. FRANZ Liszr says:
ING Piano superior to any
and am fully-convinced that
to the First Prize.

:
Instructor in Instrumental

December 4—Winter Term
begins.
For-College Catalogue 2pDN to
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

and

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Ciroular to
L
REV, W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

MOUNTAIN

Principal,

Foss, Sec.

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

WEST

$2.50

COLLEGE.

DANIEL M. GRAHAM,

W. A. DRAKE,

$3.00
7.00
7.50
8.00

.

”

SPENCER J. FOWLER, A.M. Pro. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.M., Prof. Ancient Lanages.
HIRAM Gor.L1 R, A, M., Prof. Nat, Science.
F. WAYLAND
DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt
ALRX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.

1872.

-

be

WARREN

HILLSDALE

:

TUITION :
.
.
.
.
-

Center,

.

M188 IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
E. MOREY, Music.

recently

;

NEW

iP

Faculty :
J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Precepiress, French

Jr.,

and

The Standard Instruments of the World,

commenc

Board in private families

For particular information address
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.

LITERARY
INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Miss Lizzie CALLEY,
ural Science.

OVER ALL COMPETITION.

uring his sickness he
The New Treatise, just revised hy order
farther pacticulaxs, address the Principal.
religi on and Christ as |: For
of the General Conference, can now be had | °
¥ob he wag unwilling
of every description,
LAPHAM INGEITULE.
all, He
even then, fora long time, to give
on application; for 25 ‘cents for each copy.
was rd | for by friends, and, made a special
|
Monday,
_ The WiNTRR TERM. will gommence on
Postage (extra) 4 cents, for. single one, or Mill Work, all ‘kinds of ‘Saw Mill Machinery,
prayer meetings, Goll heard our ‘Nov.
our
ou
ubje
11, 1872.

wom: | prayers

an, is ong of ‘the.things« so very" handsome
that if the sun werd a® the Greek, posts fi

Ar

| died of: consumption
COLBATH

STEPHEN

hit PoE religion, His
approach” and “experiment. ‘Such ‘a large , suff
But
were,
pu Swahili slbiurebitbiaté matriagé, and J.wad'
brought to consider
it needs a very, long summer
to ripen in,and ‘the one thing needful”

then a 10h

Her

in Him.

absence has been greatly felt in the family circle,
May the whole family
but Cn bas sustained.
be prepared to go, when the Master calls; where
:
she has gone.

and complete marriage, is, perhaps,.as rare

e1 are

from $1.60

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at

GREEN

not foosgreat, and | interesting child; and much beloved by parents,

[9%

acks,

having

st the

their own exertions for an education, received af reduced tuition.
, Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; m clubs at

memory of the ‘departed, but the event itself,
ledves bright and pleasant associations. May
God sanctify it to the good of all that mourn
their loss.
+ EDGCOMB,

know it, but each thinks the other just like
himself. = Old people never marry their opthey

"any single

tion in
Vienna, Aug. 15, aged 16 years and 5
months,
Searcely by any..philpsophy can we
look upon death in youth as otherwise than sad;
but when, as in this instanee, there is willingaess,
hope, resignation and confidence, not only the

When these oppo-

from calculation, .Each of these two arrangements are very proper. On their long
journey, these opposites will fall otit'by the
way
TR
ATTEN ..both--get:
awa THe
e road
;but eachwill charm the
other back agsiand by And ‘by thoy
will be
agreed as ta. the voad,
hay will
, and
become Ai
de road, Shop ui will Be
nobler and larger
fox being a
w ith

to

step-daughter of David Wait, died. of consump-

sites come . together to be wed, they do not

posites;

Star, who do

Verses areinadmissible.

JENNIE

marriage is commonly a good match. They
do it instinetively. The young man does
not say, *“ My black eyes require to be wed
with blue, and my. over-vehemence requires
and

wishing obit-

single square can well be afforded

its rambow side turned towards heaven as
well as earth,
.
Young people marry their opposites in

a little

Persons

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

ing of love, with its glad remembrances and

dullness

Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and BookKeeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

‘Ladigs’ clubs

Quimby,

has presented for years-

Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 3. 1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 187J.

not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash

to be

Prof. D. M, WAIT, (from the Commercial College,

men’s are formed.

Have been awarded to opr Firm

while it attracts for the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contributors some of the most atéraetive writers in the coun-

CALENDAR:

uaries published in the Morning

general

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal De.
—
partment:
Mi1s8 ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS. J. F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.

commence

will

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4 1872.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, ;
Common English,
Te
500

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A, L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Department.
!
MRS.
AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
Mathematics.
Mrss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.

EIGHTY-ONE FIRST PREMIUMS

FOR

These Pianos are still regarded
conceded to be

March 20—Spring Term begins.

ME.

Half terms

=

June 20—Commencement.
September 4—Fall Term begins.

INSTITUTE.

PAPER

H.

CALENDAR, 1872,

M. D., Secretary.

beginning and middle of the term.
e price of board. in clubs, varies

N.

JENNIE de IaMONTAIGN, Teacher of French.

Fall term commences Ang. #2, 1872.
Winter term commences
Nov. 7, 1872.

$2.00 per week.

IPP.

Painting.
MELVILLE
W. CHASE,
and Vocal Music.

, Preparatory, Normal, Academull course of stady. Terms, 10

account of sickness.

Have beech made and sold since 1823, and
ET

The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, combine to offer the best inducements to those
desirin
a thorough academical education that the school

GEO,

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27,

ing of love with its prophetic

and

Furnishes Colle,
ical and Ladies’
weeks.

Standard Piano-Fortes {
L

to interest while it amuses; to be judiciousdpracti-

“

the Sorter,

PITTSFIELD,

healthfulness,

"03 41,000 £0)

STREET, BOSTON.

.

at rea-

¢

HE amnual course of Lectures at the Medical
School of Maine, will commence JANUARY 9th,
and continue Twenty ‘Weeks.
Circulars containing full information may be obtained on [pplication 0 the Registrar, D. F. ELLIS,

CENTRAL

eow27i24

FACULTY:

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.
Medical Department.

MAINE

NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD

ggntinue eleven weeks, un

ot

$3.00.

M188 ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmifinship.

begins

instruction

REV.

Academies.

C.F. BRACKETT,

CENTER,

Rooms for self-boarding may

to

James DUNTON, having attained a good old
age, died in Woolwich, Me., Aug. 9, 1872, Intelligent, conscientious, devout, kind and hospitable, he won the esteem of a large circle of
Christian friends, His death wax peaceful, and
his life and character are held in grateful remembrance.
.
;
CoM.

Miss MARY

at Boston Bay. But the goldén marriage is
a part of love which the bridal day knows
nothing of. Youth is the tassel and silken
flower of love; age is the full corn, ripe
and solid in the ear. Beautiful is the morn-

temper

the

Sonaple rates.

IRA EMERY,

6t30

Plowman.

whole land of Italy trembled

der

a very early age she gave her heart
through her long life was one of
At the age’ of 16 she was baptized.
Shepherd, of Nottingham.
The
of her life was spent here, where
varied scenes she most clearly exChristian character, retaining
her

a

in

Address,

A. 8. BARNES & COMPANY,

Drifsipal of Greely Institute, Cumberland
e.
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.0.

age gone to inherit the promises, and a member
of the church on earth joins the church above.

M. D., or to

Laugh now forms its preterite ‘and past
participle in ed. The ancient forms were:
lough, leuch.
In this case the change can
hardly be said to be a deterioration.
The preterite of quake—to tremble with
fear—has become obsolete :
-

cu.

Complete

as

“«¥¢*ve Toot the ponte o'er the dyke."— Burns.

printas many theu-

of thousands, a8

aud,

Let has lost its loot and looten, but they
are still extant in the Scottish dialect :

prepared, copies can be transferred to other stones in a few minutes,

doom,

word has lost its

A reviewer of lost preterites regrets that
the past partigiple of hold, holden, has become obsolete, on the ground of the excellent rhyme it affordsto **golden,” ‘‘embolden,” etc.
The preterite and past participle of help,
holp, holpen, are now scarcely used :

shall have some of the picture in just the
right place and color. It takes three to
six months to p
a set of stones for
picture, even if. but

of his

And forth upon his way he glode.’— Chaucer.

finally

see that it is an immense work to prepare
the different stones at first, so that each

one

seme

“His good stede he all bestrode,

pressed upon a clean stone, which has been
cut in grooves like the threads of canvas,
and it now has all the appearance of bein
real painting on canvas.
The reader wil

be printed.

in

signifies “to think” than “to judge.” The
lost preterite doom, some three hundred
years ago was invested with a new meaning,
and is now used to signify a severe sentence, and has its regular preterite, doomed.
The verb glide has lost its preterite and
ast participle, glode and glidden. They
ave
been superseded by glided :

stones, every touch of the painter being
faithfully
ed. When the chromo picture has received 16 or 18
paintings
on so
many different stones, so hat it ED
iy
every

it

its past
entirely
north of

Looked asklent and uneo skeigh,
Gart poor Duncan stand abeigh.”

proper

or

uses

English

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.

ACADEMY,

Tuesday, Aug, 20, "ahd

faculties of mind-to the lust in a remarkable degree, A-fother in Isracl has thus at a good old

“Maggie ¢oost her head fw’ high,

shade, so that,to re-produce the picture, the
chromo has to be printed a color and a bit
at a time, on from ten to

Burns

red

surpassed

The Fall Term of this Institution

Her sufferings were

NANCY PAGE died in Deerfield Oct. 15, aged

92 vears.
At
to Christ, and
the faithful.
by Rev. Dr.
greater -part
through life’s
emplified the

be

AUSTIN

She said to her aged father-in-law, just before her
death, ** Go into the prayer meeting and from me
exhort sinners to seek the Saviour.”

blent, is

not

. STRAFFORD

great, The ties binding to earth were tender.
yet strong. A husband; four young children an
other friends mourn her death. Her greatest desire was that her husband might be a Christian.

only preserved by the poets, the less euphonious blended being used instead in conversation and prose writings. In Byron's

greasy pencil, 4-e-i-u

these

fortitude and trust in her last days, seemingly,

wrought their perfect work.

severely.”— Temple Bar

The preterite of the verb

Some

tian. Here was seen the power of faith to susn in the hour of trial, in that
patience and
ristly submission to the divine will. Patience,

This practice is wholly unjustifiable.

as before.
The artist

Location can

One- Price. System.

Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION ef the * Hymns only.”

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only
$175 for Colle
Year of 40 weeks.
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture,
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
|
ollege
Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A. M., Agricultural
P. O,, Center Co., Pa.
1y48

those traits of character that mark the true Chris-

2

was beat

Magazine.

G. M, P.

last years of life, family cares and failing health
confined her at home.
But here were developed

The present participle is‘often used too
for the past; thus:

April 4,

During

A Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the ** Hymns and

et
b
A. M., Principal.

Open to both 80x03. Three full courses of study :
AGRICULTURAL,
t
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,
bus
thoroughly Christian,

by Rev. G. 8.

Hill and joined the F. B. church.

These Standard Instruments

Sac.

He lives “safe in the arms

three years since she was baptized

FRANCE.

AGRICULTURAY, COLLEGE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
rr

May this cheer, and still sustain,

ter she won the respect and estéem of all.

good English,

the ‘children’s

He buffeted me =o about the mouth
* That out my teeth he beete.”

+s

words will be in their places. Now, let
us suppose that we wish the word ** American” in black and yellow instead of all

upon the stone for the

from Piers

And hitte me under the ear;

care to havethe word on each stone in such
a position, and to put his paper on the
second ston
uch a manner, that the

black, and ““Agriculturist” red,
This will require three stones,

if considered

closing Feb. 28,
r particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

SARAH, wife of David 8S. Batchelder, died in
Deerfield, Nov. 2, of cancerous humor, aged 43.
In youth sister B. sought the Saviour and united
with-the Methodist church in Chichester. After
her marriage she became a resident of this town,
where by her exhibition of the Christian charac-

the

AMERICA,
ENGLAND

8 Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,

Farr T

oved and clung to him,

aged 28 years,

OVER ALL COMPETITION

{
\

p
ov. ;
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—ocontinuing18 weeks,

and Mrs. A. O.
4, aged 4

Josep B. Ricker died in Milton,

“He 1aid on me with rage,

would take two stones, one for each word
and paint the black ink with one stone and

ink

verse

supports the correctness of
preterite :

can’ printed in black and the word “Agriculturist” in red ink. The lithographer
the red

unconsciously upon

The following

“Ploughman,”

taking

Now, let us

the

acting

of Jesus.”

analogies of the language, and say bet! for

taken up the ink left adhering to the words
upon

own,

Parents fondly

Have taken the First Premium

consin Yearly
, and has been in successful
operasion for
ears, The coming
year promises ‘more enlar, £
usefulness.
The wi of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the
West surpass itt in point of moral and religious influences,
:
i
Expenses arereasonable.
;
of. Jacomn ill have charge of thé: Music Depashmen .
|, :
= CALENDAR:
3

died in Farmington

BERTIE, infant child of Mr.
Delano, died in Farmington

been suffered to be-

cdme

M. WENTWORTH

~~ PIANOS

This institutions under the eontrol of the Wis- |,

"e
\

ANNIE

BART

X

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

Murch 13, aged 28. Bhe was suddenly snatched
trom her home, ber husband and little child.

age.

Such is not the case. = A writer in

the water sinks into the

res everywhere exeapt the

argue a retrogression in every

.

GEO. M. Woop-died in" Farmington, March 12
aged 3 years, His death and removal left a sad
vacancy in a pleasant home. His sickness was
short, and the Lord took him unto himself. He
is now waiting on the other shore, the loved
ones left behind. “ My grace is sufficient for
thee.”

While it is not improbable that a lan-

out the words

admonitions and
pa

MARY FRENCH died in Farmington, Feb. 19,

ever’design is Jequired is drawn upon it
age in being shorn of its redundancies
with a peneil
e for the purpose, and oses some valuable and expressive wows;
which'contains some
greasy mattér. Let yet itis not
a fact that it necessarily deus suppose that the artist draws a picture, teriorates through every change, for that
or, what

dying

aged 66.

an

ey

his

19, aged 61 years,

decay, and

whence they undergo
another metamorphosi, and are Swal wed up eventually i
revive,

forget

STEPHEN WIGGIN died in Farmington, Feb.

their youth, attain

finally are recorded in the dead languages,

Agriculturist:

and then

their

their growth and then begin to

we

The stone used is a pegdliar Lmediohs,
capable of receiving a polish, and yet absorbent of ‘water. "To paint a lithograph,
the stone is first polished,

and passed over the river, leaving behind
a bright
evidenee of forgiven sins. May the brothers and

earth’ are subject to the same mutations:

we subjoin a-clear explanation of the

‘When I can read

T

ok

Alice Benson's Trials,
", Tholek; n
Hour. Dr, Lincoln,

1 1

a

Go

popular, and as few, perhaps, understand
the

hus uppY in Christ he san 5

‘my title. clear,” “In the Christians home in
glory,” and ‘I’m going home to die no more,”

ep =
2838

nn

are to meet him beyond the river of death,

Changes in Language.

What is a Chromo?

ot $y
=3

+

~

9th, Six complete courses of study for both séxes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
:
The Music Department has just been enlarged
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments and
experienced teachers. The School is one of the
largest and best in the State.
‘erms moderate. Send for Circular.
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal
Whitestown,
Ne Y., July 2; 1872.
|
14

not to live as he had, but to seek Christ and pre-

Chickering & Sons’

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

SEMINARY.

The WINTER TERM of this institution willopen Dec.

Mang Ln LR
3.0%,
The Good Girl, |
h ‘or, The Bad Girl
jor,TheGood
Bay,
- .
. Johnny Jones, or, The Bad {odnhy,
“LM NURLINAMGE,
Dover, -¥,
Nattie Ne
Blue-eyed.

ok

WHITESTOWN

gracé we have ever seen.
He cenversed with
each of his brothers and sisters, and with many
| friends who came in to see him, entreating them

der to feast his eyes with such a spectacle.

8388ssszisnEzs

bled, a god, he might stop the world ir or-

(Sup
3388
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244 Greatness of little
things 830 . Gaod name
casily lost 386 = God 402.
:
1
Have we a Sabbath 74 Honey Creek QM 85
Hampton court
palace 106 Have we any right

{ere 138
Hillsdale - College
181° Health 236
High reck 242 Help from: home 306 Helping
the mission cause 346 Homeward 393, 402, 410,
Incidental
church
expenses 822 Intemperance 2 Important
Acknowledgment 26 Is it a
rare thing 50 Infauts 74 Infant salvation 82,
130, 186 Isle of Wight 238
Important witness
394 Jesus Oply 26 Joyfulness
218 Knots 50
Logic of Facts
10
Love of money 5 Lukewarm
90 Loveof truth or ‘error 114
Little deeds 162
Letter with proposal 165
Light wines and beers
178
Lapham 213 Live within means 218 Life's
Uncertainty 242 Leadership 266 Life of a good
man 282
aven permeating 306 Let your light
shine 864
Light of God’s
peace
854
Little
things 362 Letter to Universalist 386 Louisiana
interests 838.
Monuments 18 Memorial 18 My birthplace 66
My garden 314 Miss. week at’ New Haven 338
Mission visit 336 Meeting of scientific men 401
Money and
ministry 26
Missionary
tour 58
Mercantjle integrity 130
Madame Guyon 242
Martin
er 410
New Hampton 68, 2563 National
Bn 1837 New German reformation
\
amp. anniversary
237 New paper
208 N.Y. central park 321
Niagara Falls 402.
One Day 18 Ohio River Y. M. 29 Outside
work 61 Object of life 74 One of the thousands
146 Our rising ministry 1564 Old Catholic movement 232 -Ogr cause in Ohio 808 Our dispersion 364.
Patronize “our schools 21
Prohibitory liquor
law 106 Pastor and retired minister 16% Prophecy to be fulfilled 194 Political issue 268 Prayer
for our country 282 Pictures and reminiscences
284 Protracted meetings 814
Printing establishment 324 Poor ministers’ wives 354 Physical
paganism 370.
Recollections of W. Va..1,57
Reminiscences 1
Rolling stones 138 Rum taxes 90, 106, 114; 146
Rhode Island intelligence 196 Rest 218 Republican platform 266 Revival in Concord 268 Rambles 303, 329, 377, 401 R. IL. intelligence 333 Reading Scripture 362
Revivals
402
Shows. 274
Safe to obey Jesus 298
Skepticism 228
S. S.
contributions 245 Surnames 34 Singular names
66 Spitting tobacco juice 90 8. S. libraries 109
Save the young 138 ‘School question 146 Sophistry in the palpit 146 Sisters’ Conversations 170
Shunamite’s claim 170 Sin unnatural 196 Saints’
communion 338 Sabbath schools
370 Simply

a gospel sermon 378. ' Suicides 66.
Turning to

2

Theological

the

‘Gentiles 2,10

Schools

12

Trust

Ten

in Jesus

years

34

Too

many irons 834 That moment 66 The test 90
Theo. School 36, 44,92
The ideal woman 122
Temperance 145, 154, 210, 234 They called me old

170

Trials of the

heart194

Tares of New Tes-

tament 202
Transplanted
flower 274 ° Three
hymns 306 The wines 402.
Union of the schools 20 Unclouded views 202
Dgion 202
Use of riches 416 Unfulfilled views

Weak Spines 2

W. Lebanon

Aeademy 12 W.

V1.37
Watching outposts 45 Was Aunt Hannah right 82 Workers in the vineyard 146 What
shall we d» 266. Walk home 269 Waiting 822
Who 330
Why 333 W. Vt. 349 Walking by
faith 370
Wandering
church
members
394
Workers with God 394.
Young men 122; 170, 194, 218, 234, 253, 378
Young ministers 276.
Zenana and its inmates 234..-

. CORRESPONDENCE.

Babies

that live in a ball 414.
:
Chicago Pluck 6
Charlie’s Cart 14 Cold water
boy 78 Crocuses 118 Ceylonese story 142 Cap-

tain and Jew 186: Oharlie’slittle cart 246 Cheerful giver 286 Clover Dlosdom 802 Charity’s home
318 Children’s spectacles 826 Coming hone 366.
Dottie and Aunt Fan 22 Drifting 102 Dicky’s
Funeral 14 Demosthenes 22
Dewdrop 166 Dr
Rounder and his boys 190 Dogs 206 Don’t delay

214

Discontented bee 280

Down

hill 270

338.

Johnny
Journey

and
the

his
206

cross 62
Joe’s lesson
Journey -lo confess sins

182
222

Jennie’s fault 294.
Kitty and the Indians 142 Kite, how to make
324
.
Lesson from bed-quilt 22 54 Laughing 22 Little
sister’s dream 38
Little missionary 78
Little
girl and her copy 174
Eatin tutor 190 Lord
Congleton’s offer 238
Let out of danger 254
Little potter 278 Latin tutor 302
Little Alven
Moore 350 Live umbrellas 850 Letting down
the bars 366 Little children have souls 366.
Minister's wife 86 Magic glass 206
Martial
wooing 70 Mother’s advertisement 118 Maude
and, Lizzie 126 Mary Ki burn in the West 158
166 174 182.
Mrs Smith’s hems 270 : My little

neighbor 294

Maud’s

question

310

My grand-

mother’s way 368 Midge’s ride 390.
No monkey no photograph 78 Naming children
over 126 Neddie’s temptation 168 Never answered back 230 Nannie’s orange 850 Nellie’s
thanksgiving 382.
:
Old apple woman 14 Out of the furiiiture 38
On wings 78 Only 174 One-stringed fiddle 222

Old

woodchopper

292

Our. little newsboy

Qur laboring men 406.

Papa Kent’s chairs 46

398

Preacher’s daughters 54

Panshsiemptation 94 Proud of his mother 118
Pot of gold 198 - Prince George’s lesson 214 Prayer

answered 214

Patience with little ones 230 Pov-

she

87

Wit

and

learning

199

Ward

Lamon 217

Wine question 241 Woman movement in Wyoming 246 Whom great men marry
263 Women
in the campaign 339 Writing
Walking 383
Wm H Seward 407 What is a chromo 416,
Yankee nobleman 859
Your kid gloves 407.
LITERARG

history

of wicked

166

Romney’s

of religions

Adopted

school

days

80

Character

38

Critical, doctrinal, and homiletical commentary
84 Creator and creation 158 Christianity and
modérn thought 158 Cyclopedia of Biblical liter-

ature 174

Church school 190 * Christian

mayriage

ceremony 206
Comprehensive Geography 302
Concord days 326 Child of island
glen 326 Cal, fornia 342 City of God and the church-makers

368

Chance

for himself 366

Camping

out 366

Christ in Capernaum 406 Christ at the door 414
Cyclopedia of po: tical illustrations 414,
:
sDoctor’s daughter 6 Dictionary of Am. Biography 94 Day-tar 174 Desert of the Exodus 182
Dr Plassid’s patients 222 = Dickens Dictionary

262

Drops

of water

270

Days

of Jezebel

286

Disenthralled 318 Dictionary of the Bible 334
Domesticated trout 358
Doll world series 358
Dr Oldhain’s talk 366 Dick travels abroad 398

Discourses upon attributes of God

406 Derwent

414
Emigrant children 46 Elements of intellectual
science 54 Expose of Polygamy 150 Elementary
drawing-book 166 End of the world 318 Eva's
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